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Chapter One 
 
 

Kinky Mandevil prepared the acid dip for Ezra Coffman’s ex-mistress Annie. This 
was the first time he had acid dipped a woman and he hoped it would be the last time. 
She was a pretty girl; beautiful face; body a little on the chubby side.  All he really knew 
about her was she worked for a bank somewhere in Los Angeles.  Less he knew about the 
victim the better. Although he knew Annie’s brother, Marty, it wasn’t as though he was a 
pal like Duke.  If he was a pal like Duke, Kinky would have told Marty it was stupid to 
fix your chubby sister up with a psychopath like Ezra Coffman. 

Coffman treated woman like they were crap stacked five foot two. Why Ezra 
Coffman cared about who Annie was cheating with was the biggest question.  Coffman 
was a billionaire.  The little cretin could afford any woman.  Coffman liked big woman 
even though he was a little shit himself. Had a fat wife in India. Coffman was the craziest 
bastard Kinky had ever met in or outside of prison. 

Now, he set up the video camera. Equipment was ultra-expensive—that was the 
thing about Ezra Coffman; everything was first class. Kinky rolled the heavy chair to the 
center of the lights. The chair was built with four-by-fours with thick straps strong 
enough to hold a gorilla or a man built like a gorilla: a man built like Duke. This chair 
was designed by Gunard Smitch as a salute to the Nazi Death Chair.   

Kinky and Annie were in the sub-basement of the old Van deKamp building in Los 
Angeles. It was becoming a state-of-the-art torture chamber. Infamous. Named Kinky’s 
Killing Korner. 

He had lured Annie over to his little torture chamber—Kinky’s Killing Korner—with 
a promise of a reconciliation with Ezra Coffman. 

Annie, seductively dressed in a low-cut silver-lame cocktail dress, size ten, laid 
crumpled,  in t he corner, on the cold, hard cement floor. 

Kinky lifted her heavy body and placed her in the chair. He buckled the straps to her 
neck, upper arms, wrists, waist, and ankles then struck her across her, “Annie!” Kinky 
shouted close to her ear.  No response. He struck her again, “Annie!” he repeated. 

Annie blinked her sparkling gray eyes; she tried to free herself from the restraints; 
then spotted the camera. “You, weirdo fruit!  When I tell Ezra Coffman, he’ll have your 
heart ripped out and fed to his dogs. And my boyfriend—if you knew who my boyfriend 
was.” 

“Annie. Annie. Annie.  This little show is for Mister Ezra Coffman to find out who 
your boyfriend was, is, and will be. Addresses are not necessary.  Just a name. Or 
description. Or gang affiliation.  Give me just a little information and you should be out 
of here in a jiffy with no hard feelings about the ‘weirdo fruit’ comment.” 

Kinky snapped the cuffs of his rubber gloves. He pulled a chair up beside the 
trembling girl and then slid a small table closer to his right hand.  With the amount of 
traffic the chair was getting, it needed its own flip out leaf instead of the inconvenient 
table. And it should have a sliding drawer in the bottom for the steel bowl and syringe. 
The inconvenient table contained a metal pot bubbling with acid and a twelve inch 
syringe. 

Annie watched in slow-motion as Kinky dipped the syringe into the acid; pressed the 
syringe bulb; sucked up a half syringe of acid; moved the syringe over her shivering left 
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forearm then squeezed  eight drops of the burning liquid onto her porcelain skin. The acid 
ate away skin and flesh down to the bone. Her screams gurgled in her throat.  

She passed out.  
She had a beautiful face; most chubby women did. 
He used smelling salts to revive her. 
“Annie, all Coffman wants to know is who you’ve been sleeping with, recently.” 
Kinky dipped the syringe into the acid then squeezed eight drops of the burning 

liquid onto her right forearm. The acid ate into her flesh to the bone.  Her screams 
crackled from her throat. They ripped into Kinky's eardrums. He used the smelling salts 
again. 

“I’ve been faithful,” She whispered, “I love him.” 
“Annie! Now is not a time to tell lies. Now is the time to tell the truth, the whole 

truth, and nothing but the truth—so help you God.” 
Kinky dipped the syringe into the acid and  squeezed eight drops of the burning 

liquid onto her shimmering dress covering her left thigh. The acid ate away the material 
and the pantyhose beneath then it ate away skin and flesh down to the bone.  Her screams 
vibrated through the sub-basement; her tongue slipped to one side. 

Kink revived her for the last time. 
“What do you need me to say?” she said in a horse whisper.  “I'll say it. I’ll say 

anything.” 
“Just give me a name.  Than you can go home a little worse for the ware,” Kinky 

said. 
Kinky dipped the syringe into the acid and then squeezed the mandatory eight drops 

of the burning liquid onto her shimmering dress covering her right thigh. The acid ate 
down to the bone. Her screams were no more than whispers in her throat; her tongue 
slipped to the side; saliva bubbled between her teeth; and her once porcelain skin began 
turning gray.  

“Gunard Smitch,” Annie blurted out. 
 
 
 

Chapter Two 
 

 
A hundred miles north-east of Los Angeles, California, the area looked like a dry-

dock for industrial buildings that had fought the commerce battle and lost. A majority of 
the abandoned buildings were nothing more than carcasses picked clean by human 
vultures. An occupied warehouse, Tucker Bendt was interested in, sat hunkered down, 
old and rust-colored against the slate-gray of the evening sky. 

Tucker had been retired, from the L.A.P.D., a little over a year; he was a gumshoe in 
the desert: chasing bad guys. 

Tucker crept up to the closed doors. He peeked through a crack between the 
weathered door panels. His eyes were getting bad.  The right one teared as he peeked. 
Rubbing the moisture away, just blurred his vision more. He pulled a handkerchief from 
his back pocket and wiped it across his eye. 
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What he saw made him jump back. The giant doors banged open. A tractor-trailer, 
with a heavy load, hit the doors’ opening edges, as it came roaring directly at Tucker. 

Tucker rolled to the side. It was a big mistake; he nailed his hip on a stack of old, 
wooden pallets. It looked like he was going to be crushed to death by some psycho driver. 
He knew he wasn’t dead because pain shot through his hip down to his right knee; the 
knee he had injured, wrestling Billy Gaells, in ‘67’, his senior year. If he was dead, there 
would be no pain in Heaven. No certainty about the, “being in Heaven” part.  

Heavy pallets tumbled on top of him. Hammered the side of his skull. Scraped along 
his right shoulder where he had been shot twice ten years earlier. The back wheels on the 
truck’s trailer crushed pallets close to Tucker's feet.  He could actually feel the hot tire 
rub against the sole of his size eleven shoe.  

 
 
 

Chapter Three 
 

 
Kinky Mandevil wasn’t sure what he would have done if Annie had blurted out 

Duke’s name.  He owed Duke for saving his life in Chino. 
But still if she blurted out Duke’s name that would be the end of it. 
He couldn’t take a chance with trading tapes 'cause maybe his little torture chamber 

was bugged. Ninety-nine percent chance it was bugged.   
So it was Gunard Smitch, Coffman’s brother-in-law.  Married to Coffman’s beautiful 

sister, Ruth.  Smitch was a switch hitter. But why Annie? Probably just to screw over his 
brother-in-law. But none of it was Kinky’s problem. His problem, now, was to dispose of 
Annie’s big body without creating too much of a mess. 

The acid worked well, but the fumes were devastating to the torturer. Probably eating 
into his brain like the roids were eating into his buddy Duke’s brain. 

He tugged a heavy, steel pulley hook to an eye-bolt sticking from the chair’s back 
crosspiece. The entire system was built strong enough to hold a thousand pounds.   
Although Kinky had never seen a thousand pound person except in that book, “Believe It 
Or Not.” 

He hooked the pulley and then pressed a red button on a hand-held control box; gears 
ground and lifted the chair up toward the ceiling; then connected with a rail and moved 
along the ceiling of the sub-basement; he walked along under the chair as it moved 
toward a giant covered-vat. Hanging over the vat was a hangman’s noose. 

Kinky pressed a button to move the chair next to the noose.  He climbed the steel 
stairs to a platform, pulled the noose around Annie’s neck, and slowly released the neck 
strap, upper arm straps, wrist straps, and the waist strap.  Annie moaned.  Her heavy body 
hung by the noose around her neck and her ankles still attached to the front chair legs. 

Eventually, Kinky would have to find a better way. But he had learned that the most 
efficient way to release the ankles without busting his fingers was to slice the ankle straps 
and replace them latter. The strap maker had asked why he cut the straps; but Kinky said 
it was all done for a movie (which was almost true) and the line producer wanted the 
straps cut instead of unhooked. He sliced the first strap and Annie’s right ankle flew free. 
She hung like a Y by her stretching neck and her twisted ankle. He sliced the second strap 
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and her left ankle flew free releasing the heavy chair, with a snap, just missing Kinky’s 
knees. 

Annie’s big body swung back and forth like pendulum that was running out of 
energy and then stopped. She hung by her neck over the covered-vat.  She tried to wiggle 
free. 

Kinky hit the remote control and the vat lid opened and exposed a bubbling pool of 
acid. Annie’s eyes popped open. She screamed. The hangman’s noose lowered her 
twisting body, into the acid soup, drowning out her calls for help.  

Kinky turned on the exhaust fan. Took a deep breath. Coughed and then spit up 
blood.  

Kinky hit the send to Coffman button on his computer. 
 
 
 

Chapter Four 
 

 
T&T detective agency had been open just over a year. There had been some false 

starts.  Some successes: they had searched for and found Joe Betelli; Perp of the biggest 
MediCal fraud in the history of California. It would take years to try the case, get a 
conviction, and finally get the reward. But even at two percent it would be a monster 
reward. They had spent too much money (mostly Junior’s). Too much time tracking and 
getting the goods on Betelli. They booked over a thousand hours. 

They should own a majority stock position in Delta for all the flights they took to 
Salt Lake City. 

Betelli was a Jack Mormon CEO and one hundred percent owner of “Physician’s 
Pharmacies LLC” with locations throughout the western states.  Headquartered in Utah. 

Betelli kept his nose clean in Utah—spic  and span—but he proceeded to steal, every 
drop of money, he could find, in California; mostly from MediCal.  He triple billed 
MediCal for more NoseQ nose drops than NoseQ manufactured or had any intentions of 
ever manufacturing. 

Betelli was out, on three million dollars bail, on one hundred and ninety-thee counts 
of grand theft, when he jumped bail—took flight. He was found living on a ten thousand 
acre cattle ranch in Bolivia. A ranch that was in his brother-in-law’s name. Conviction 
meant a big reward coming to “Tucker & Tucker” if Betelli didn’t skip again (he wore an 
ankle bracelet and his passport had been confiscated by the Court; but obviously that 
didn’t mean jack). 

In a second case (which was near and dear to Tucker’s heart and other regions of his 
aging body), “Tucker & Tucker” had just received fifty large, from Independent 
Insurance, for locating and capturing Clovis and Betty Turner five years after Clovis and 
Betty had faked Clovis’ death in a boating accident then collected one million five 
hundred thousand dollars, from Independent Insurance, for the effort. 

Tucker remembered the Betelli case as mostly hard work. The Turner case, on the 
other hand, was all luck and all love at first sight: Tucker was boating on Lake Mead 
when he read an interview, by a local reporter, with the stunning Betty Turner, about how 
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Clovis was chopped up into little pieces by the propellers on his expensive ski boat. “An 
unsightly and untimely demise,” Lake Mead’s local scribe wrote. 

Printed to the right of the interview—front page—was a file photo of the beautiful, 
luscious, delicious Betty Turner, with Clovis Turner, attending a Lake Mead 
Conservatory meeting. Gorgeous Betty wearing this perfect diamond ring. Tucker kept 
the picture in his goals collection; two goals: afford a ring like the one pictured—a four 
carat Asscher Cut antique style diamond ring—and to afford a gal like Betty Turner—
five foot two eyes of blue, etc. She was the spitting image of the old time movie star, 
Betty Grable. 

Flash forward five years and two months: Tucker and Junior. were at a Lakers’ romp 
of Portland at Staples Center. Gorgeous Betty Turner sat two rows in front of a 
hyperventilating (not due to the game) Tucker.  Gorgeous Betty Turner still five foot two 
eyes of blue, etc—maybe just maybe more stunning than she had been five years 
earlier—sat, sporting that perfect four carat Asscher Cut antique style diamond ring, next 
to a man with scars, behind his ears, from plastic surgery. Sometimes life smiled on you 
and made the gauntlet a little easier with a pot of gold just flopping down in your open 
lap. 

While Tucker was calling his bookie, Arnold “the tooth” Smith, about the point 
spread for the Celtics’ Lakers’ game, Tucker and Junior followed Betty and Clovis 
Turner (now Mavis and Eddie Waverlie) to their Beverly Hills mini-mansion.  “The rest 
was history.” History that deposited some big bucks into the Well Fargo Tucker and 
Tucker, Incorporated bank account. 

It turned out: the plot was hatched because Clovis was up to his neck in debt—over 
thirty million dollars—on fifteen cars, four mansions, a jet plane, plus the infamous ski 
boat. One evening they were jogging along side the Santa Ana River bed, as they were 
prone to do; low and behold there, on the path, was a dead homeless man; like a message 
from God; a fruitful and generous God. 

With little hesitation, they moved him off the trail (they moved the homeless man not 
God although the homeless man was in His image) into the bushes and then they casually 
jogged back home while breathlessly talking over their sure to work plans for the newly 
found homeless man—their rosy future due to the newly found homeless man.  A rosy 
future because Clovis was wise enough to keep the payments up, on the one million five 
hundred thousand dollar insurance plan with Independent Insurance, even though times 
they were tough. 

They got their Range Rover—blue. Their twin-outboards ski boat—blue. Three 
swimming suits—blue, blue, and blue. 

Now, beautiful Betty Turner was serving time at the Norco Women’s prison sans 
Clovis and the ring. She was wearing blue. Singing a sad song about being blue. 

It was T&T’s first case; actually the reason they got into the detective business in the 
first place, that, and because Tucker didn’t want to sit around on his fat butt watching 
“Law & Order” on five different channels; now that the original had been canceled. 

It was ugly as sin, but the mammoth warehouse, in the desert, might hold another 
huge reward for Junior and him; like a poorly wrapped box with an Asscher Cut diamond 
in it. 

The biggest problem with their detective agency—other than being located between 
a massage parlor and Madame Sonja’s in the low-rent area of Torrance, California—was 
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trying to find clients who were willing to advance expenses. The cheap bastards wanted 
to only pay for capture and conviction. 

Tucker & Tucker Detective Agency couldn’t afford T.V...  Radio didn’t work. The 
Yellow pages were useless other then to collect lost dog or lost husband clients. Their 
website looked good, but Google Ads were too expensive per click. So they worked the 
rewards circuit. 

The bounty hunting part was mostly internet work. Skip tracing through the public 
records. Easy enough, if you were willing to spend the money—or better yet, if you had 
friends with access to information at the L.A.P.D. or the D.A.’s office; and if you had a 
son and partner who was highly educated in computer science and just happened to be a 
genius with a Black Belt in Boolean Search on Google and AltaVista. 

If you were willing to work on your own nickel, there was tons of work: civil and 
criminal cases and chases. Rewards from three hundred seventy-two agencies; rewards 
from private trusts and insurance companies. Rewards from fortune five hundred 
companies and Mom and Pop companies.  More work than Junior and Tucker could ever 
handle.  Best of all (for Tucker & Tucker Detective Agency) criminals weren’t an 
endangered species; fact was: a criminal’s second favorite thing to do was to breed. 

So Tucker did the leg work during day.  Junior moonlighted from the L.A.P.D. 
lab.—did the computer searches in the evenings. 

If they had a bounty to pick up, they did it at night so Junior was available.  Only 
problem was; Junior would only agree that they could arm themselves with pepper spray 
and stun guns. But Tucker knew Junior would come around. They would be carrying 
Glocks eventually; maybe not the next trip; or the next; but eventually. 

Earlier, Junior stood beside Tucker’s beat-up, red 1984 Jeep—the only thing, other 
then his pension, that Pops received, in Junior’s parents’ divorce, so many years earlier—
Junior spoke on an ancient two-way radio. His eyes followed his father's every move. 

“Are there any assault histories for Gary Fosberg or Everett Nixon or their AKAs?” 
Junior moved around to keep his father in sight. “Pops has got us up against some real 
bad guys out here in the desert.” 

His index finger clicked the send/receive  button. “No not Fosberg and Nixon; those 
two are bad enough.  Nixon’s known to carry; so I don’t want to get shot bountying a 
check writer. Let me correct that; I don’t want to get shot bountying anyone. But we are 
against some real bad guys this time. They’re not check writers. I think they’re from 
some White Supremacist gang.” Junior pulled the tangled receiver-cord through the 
unsnapped window of the Jeep. 

It seemed pretty shitty that AT&T reached ninety-seven percent of Americans and he 
had to use an ancient two-way because he couldn’t get a connection in the desert.  He 
must have been in the three percent. 

He moved away from the Jeep so he could track his father. But he snagged his 
trousers on the saw-edge of the Jeep’s back bumper. “Damn, I ripped my birthday pants 
on Pops’ old jalopy. Mary Margaret will murder me if Pops’ new friends don’t beat her to 
the punch. We’re going to Nixon's later. Now . . . I do not know what the Hell we are 
doing. 

“Did you know there’s an airport out here?” Click, “Me either. Probably give a 
discount on shipping bodies. We’re just east of Adelanto. If you hear of multiple 
homicides, at the corner of Phantom and Air Express just south of The Southern 
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California Logistics Airport, the tortured and dismembered bodies will be Pops’ and 
mine.” 

Junior hesitated, “These guys in Adelanto have put the fix in with the local Sheriff; 
or so says an old partner of Pops.” Click. “Yes, he use to come by the house when Pops 
was taking you and me and the other guys to a game. He was the one who treated us to a 
pizza after Jerry West had Kobe play his first Lakers’ game. It was great. You still owe 
me ten bucks on that ‘he will never play’ bet. “Anyhow, get me the info and call me back 
on my cell.  If there’s no service, sign me up with Verizon or get me on Pops’ old two-
way. If the two-way is dead, then I’m probably dead also. Promise not to make a scene at 
my funeral. Say something nice.” He clicked off the receiver but still held it close to his 
chin. 

 
 
 

Chapter Five 
 

 
Earlier, Tucker moved closer to the warehouse. This warehouse tip came from, his 

longtime buddy, on the San Bernardino Sheriff’s Department, Skipper Tate, who had 
shifted from the Los Angeles Police Department ten years earlier. But had said if the cost 
of houses, in Los Angeles, continued to plummet, he would be headed back to the 
L.A.P.D.; the redneck Meth dealers out in the desert were ten times deadlier than any 
Crypts in L.A. Skipper took his life into his own hands every time he knocked on a trailer 
door or stopped a gray van with crude, black swastikas painted  on its multi-colored 
doors. 

Someone higher up had stopped Skipper from investigating the warehouse. Higher 
up than Sheriff Gordon. Skipper had been on the case over a week-end and then on 
Monday he was off the case. “We need you to track Meth dealers not legitimate 
companies that bring big tax revenues to the County,” Sheriff Gordon told Skipper. 

The thing that peaked Skipper’s curiosity, about the spooky, old warehouse, was the 
ton of ex-convicts, working at reputably high wages, all muscle-bound, heavily tattooed, 
packing heat, and flashing the high wages at every bar and massage parlor in the area.   

There was also the interesting line of “Star of India” containers that came in up the 
15 from the direction of L.A. The containers were hauled by brand spanking new, 
chrome-clad Peterbilts. 

It didn’t make much economic sense to truck containers, with Indian registrations, 
from the port at San Pedro, that far North or that far any direction; bring them to an 
airport in the desert, load nothing on airplanes; but load trucks with shoes (or so the 
friends at the scales said); head back toward L.A. with what appeared to be the same load 
that was trucked to the desert in the first place. Then to add insult to injury and injury to 
insult; pay scale fees both ways. Hundreds of dollars for each truck each way. 

Skipper knew economics: he had been a damn good Financial Adviser for “J. D. 
Edwards and Son” before he became a damn good cop for the L.A.P.D. Skipper told 
Tucker he figured the convicts, with their handlers, were doing something illegal; 
profitable enough to make it worth the long, expensive trips.  They probably couldn’t find 
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any cops in L.A., they could pay to look the other way, after looking high and low, so 
they came to the desert where they only had to look low. 

“The bad cops out here are protecting Meth dealers,” Skipper said. “Those ex-cons 
certainly aren’t cooking Meth in that big, old, drafty warehouse.  I don’t know what the 
Hell they’re doing, but dimes to donuts it’s illegal. 

“Sheriff Nick Gordon is on the take for sure. He got elected two years ago in one of 
the most expensive elections in County history. I’m positive he was funded by some real 
bad people; mostly dope dealers. 

“My time in this county has pretty much come to an end.  I’d like to come back to 
L.A. Be your partner again, but it’s too late for that, my friend.  I’ll help you anyway I 
can. Keep me in the loop.  I’m still the best shot in North America. No phone calls.  I 
think my phone is tapped; at home and the cell.  Until the job is done, lets meet every 
Saturday and eleven at Glen Ellen.  If I’m not there, I’m not there. Same with you.  Wait 
an hour. 

“If your reward is big enough, on this caper, buy me a steak at ‘Farentino’s.’” 
Tucker hadn’t been to “Farentino’s” since Skipper escaped to the desert. He had 

wanted to take Dawn—his little Asian—to eat there, but he would have to hit Wells 
Fargo for a long term loan first. 

Tucker had been on the Department’s Spy Squad when they caught, indicted, and 
over a seven year period, convicted bad cops who were on the take.  They took money, 
drugs, free trips, Lakers’ tickets (Tucker was sorely tempted). An Assistant Chief had two 
mansions built on Grand Avenue off the shores of Lake Ellsinore. 

Most of the bad guys went to prison for long terms. The higher ups never did time. 
All three were found hanging, from the roof of the L.A.P.D. building, with their 
expensive ties shoved down their throats. There was a special place n Hell for bad cops; 
its signature was the tie-down-the-throat bit. 

Earlier, all Tucker saw were monster headlights; he thought he was being bathed in 
the Heavenly Lights of his Maker. His life flashed before his eyes: beginning with his 
father’s funeral. Flags from three different Nations. His mother’s endless death.  Two of 
the worst days, of his life, other than when he had to put down his St. Bernard, Mercy. 
Her big sad eyes were etched into his weeping brain. 

“Jesus!” Junior said, tossed the receiver onto the seat of the Jeep, and then ran to the 
pallet pile. 

Old bastard had gone and gotten himself killed or crippled. His mother had divorced 
Pops after he had been shot for the fourth time. She had married Dan the real estate man 
when Junior was sixteen, but she still loved Pops. Everybody loved Pops. 

Tucker scrambled out from under the pallets, got up, limped to the Jeep, and then 
stumbled in. “Get your ass in!” 

Junior pushed the handset next to the seat as he jumped in the beat-up Jeep. “Where 
are we going?” 

“We're going after that psycho,” Tucker said, “the one who just tried to kill me.  
Must have been watching me poke around. We’ll follow him, grab him, question him, 
make him talk.  Then go and bust the rest of the operation.” 

“Are you nuts? Look behind us.  Two three-hundred pound brutes are running, 
across the parking lot, after us; they’ve got great big guns.” 
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“We can outrun them with Betsey here.” Tucker patted the Jeep’s gnarled steering 
wheel. 

“Yes, if they stay on foot.” 
“Watch and tell me if they get into one of those Buicks. Or a couple of those 

Buicks.” 
“If they do, we’re toast.  A Jeep can’t outrun a Buick on its best day.” 
“Why would you say that?” 
“Because it’s true,” Junior said. 
“But Betsy doesn’t need to hear it.” 
“Betsy can’t hear.  She’s just a beat up, old Jeep. She has no original parts. She’s a 

piece of junk,” Junior said. 
“You wouldn’t say that if she was twenty years younger.” 
“Pops, you’re getting senile.” 
“You wouldn’t say that if I was twenty years younger.”  
“You were getting senile twenty years ago.” 
“Because I love my cars?” Tucker asked his son. 
Junior had not told his father, but he really enjoyed working with him—most of the 

time.  Pops was the first one in and the last on out. His hero. But sometimes Pops was 
very very difficult. 

When Junior announced to the world that he was going to wed beautiful Mary 
Margaret—the love of his life—in a civil ceremony that would be out of pocket no more 
than one hundred fifty dead presidents, Tucker insisted on a knockdown drag out full-
blown wedding ceremony with everyone in the Department invited. 

The cost was estimated to be twenty thousand dollars. That was twenty thousand 
dollars more than Junior had.  Junior was one year out of college, just starting to work for 
the lab; flat broke. Tucker insisted on paying one hundred percent of the twenty thousand 
dollar price tag; Tucker loved Mary Margaret as much as Junior did. 

After hocking every thing he owned, Tucker made it the most talked about event in 
the Department’s long history.  His father was his Hero. 

His father had met Mary Margaret first. She was the unfortunate victim of a Rainbow 
Club Killers’ home invasion; they were called the Rainbow Club Killers because one was 
white one was black one was brown one was yellow—all were killers.  Mary Margaret 
was shot in the chest. Left for dead. Her younger sister was raped. But before they raped 
her, they broke her back. 

Mary Margaret’s screaming mother and father were strangled. To prove that no good 
deed goes unpunished: the next-door neighbor of twenty years was shotgunned to death 
when he went to see what, all the gun shots and screaming was about, coming from his 
beloved neighbors’ house.  He never did return the bright-red lawnmower or the slip-and-
slide. 

Over the course of the three years that it took Tucker and his partner to find and 
arrest three of the Rainbow Club Killers—the fourth was shanked in prison while waiting 
sentencing on another murder case—Tucker convinced Mary Margaret to change her 
major from Psychology to Criminal Law and to go on a blind date with Junior. When 
they got married, Mary Margaret was in her last year of Law School. She was flat broke 
because she had put every cent of her inheritance in a trust for her sister’s long term care. 
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So Tucker footed the entire wedding gig. And funded the down payment on a house 
in Culver City, California for Junior and his new wife, Mary Margaret Bendt.  Then 
Tucker never let Junior forget that he had put him through college, through marriage, 
through job training, and helped him get a house. 

When and if they ever got paid on the Physicians Pharmacy case, he would payoff 
his Pops in full; not because Pops always brought it up—Pops could always find 
something to bring up—but because Junior owed his Pops for everything including 
introducing him to the love of his life. 

It’s a cliche, but it was love at first sight. Actually; first glance.  Mary Margaret had 
long black hair to set off light blue eyes. She was tall; almost as tall as Junior; twice as 
smart.  Her I.Q. was over one hundred and sixty. 

“You’ve got to meet this gal,” Pops said. “She’s as beautiful as any movie star.  If I 
was twenty years younger.” 

“I don’t do blind dates” 
“She’s not blind,” Tucker said. 
“Have you dated her?” 
“I wish,” Pops said and then rolled his eyes to the sky. “Like I said, if I was twenty 

years younger.” 
“Is she Asian?” Junior asked his father. 
“No, she’s five foot nine,” Tucker explained to his son. 
“There are tall Asians.” 
“When did you ever see one? Except playing against the Lakers.” 
It went on like that until Pops swore he never dated her. He swore he would never 

shut up about Mary Margaret if Junior didn’t take Mary Margaret on a date if Mary 
Margaret would even go on a date with a nerd like Junior. 

They went on a double date with Tucker and Dawn to, where else but, a Lakers’ 
Rockets’ game. The Rockets won.  There was a tall Asian on the Rockets’ team. But his 
I.Q. wasn’t over one hundred and sixty. 

 
 
 

Chapter Six 
 

 
“The psycho is going toward L.A. We’re supposed to be headed to Baker,” Junior 

said. 
“You mean Barstow,” Tucker said. 
“Same place.” 
“The people of Barstow might not appreciate that. Remember it’s where I met your 

mother.” 
“I thought you and Moms met in Vegas.” 
“We met in Barstow first then again in Las Vegas where we did the nasty several 

times and you were conceived, you little bastard,” Tucker said. 
“That’s information that should have stayed in Vegas.” 
Tucker thought, a very much loved bastard. He was the world’s greatest son. The 

best moment of Tucker’s blessed life was when the Doctor announced, “It’s a boy!” 
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Then it all went so fast: excellent grades in school; lettered in track (not quite good 
enough to get a scholarship); Yellow Glove in Savate; Mary Margaret as a wife; excellent 
work at the lab; now, working together as co-owners of Tucker & Tucker Detective 
Agency. The only thing that would have made it a little better would have been if Junior 
had excelled in basketball instead of track. NBA here we come with free season tickets to 
Staples Center. But at least they had met Shack and Kobe and Tucker’s favorite: Lamar. 
Fact is; they met the entire team and Phil Jackson at a “NBA Cares for Policemen” get-
together. 

Tucker wasn’t sure Betsey could make it on another run.  This could be her last trip.  
The Old Jeep had been through too many trips at high speeds. Jeeps were made for a lot 
of abuse but high speed wasn’t one of them. His Betsey endured. She had been shot five 
times when he was working undercover on the Nickel and Dime case. 

Jon Hansen left a Nickel and Dime in the shoes of all eight of his contract hits. Jon 
Hansen drilled Betsey five times when Tucker announced he was a cop and then 
Tucker—shamelessly—ducked behind Betsey. Tucker drilled Jon Hansen five times. 
Most everybody said it was overkill.  But Internal Affairs said it was justified. One of 
Tucker’s many justified overkills. 

He was old school; shoot first; ask questions later; much later. Sometimes after the 
funeral. 

“Turn around,” Junior said. 
“Let’s see where this guy’s going,” Tucker said. 
“Drop me at the nearest bus stop. This was just supposed to be a stop before we 

bounty Nixon and Fosburg . . . in Barstow.” 
“Just a hunch that paid off.” 
“You call this paid off? We can get a bounty for Nixon and Fosburg. Here we get 

nothing but a chance to get run over by a giant truck,” Junior said. 
“We can get that paperhanger Fosberg and his buddy Nixon any time. You worry too 

much. Sit back. Relax. Come along for the ride.” 
“We can take a ride on Sunday, Pops. Tonight we’re supposed to be making money 

to prove to Mary Margaret I should be moon-lighting, with you, as a detective, instead of 
being at home, with her, as a husband.” 

“Did you tell her about the fifty we got today?” Tucker asked his son. 
“What fifty?” 
“The fifty grand from Independent Insurance for the Betty Turner case,” Tucker said 

as he watched the big truck, ahead of him, gain speed. 
“We got paid on the Turner case? Thanks for telling me,” Junior said. 
“I thought I told you.” 
“Your hots for Betty Turner has burned out your brain cells.” 
“Call MMs.  Tell her,” Tucker told Junior. 
“What, that you got the hots for Betty Turner?” 
“Mary Margaret’s probably working late at the DA’s office; anyway.” 
“Pops, Mary Margaret will be real Teed-off if you get me killed.” 
“You meant us killed,” Tucker said. 
“What?” 
“You said me killed,” Tucker said. “You meant us killed.” 
“No, I meant me killed. Mary Margaret really doesn’t care that much for you.” 
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“You're just trying to offend me so I'll pop you one. Dump you out in the desert.” 
“Okay so she likes you a lot. Even more when I tell her about the money.  So try not 

to get us killed. Or critically injured,” Junior said. 
If Pops and he were going to take on dangerous cases, he was going to capitulate and 

agree to carry weapons. He had already resumed Savate training.  He had reached Yellow 
Glove level by the time he was sixteen, but gave up the exhibition sport, a couple of years 
later, when he entered college. Pops was a Golden Glove. Had the fastest kicks of anyone 
in the club. Fast hands. 

But Junior was faster than Pops with his hands and cane. With the cane, he could do 
one hundred strokes in eighty seconds. So he had bragging-rights on cane speed and 
accuracy, but Pops had been shot twice in the right shoulder, so it was like having 
bragging-rights when you beat the Lakers with no Kobe on the floor. 

“Pops, you’re right about carrying weapons when we go out. If we’re gong to work 
big bounty cases, the Perps will pack or hire someone who will. Nothing very heavy. A 
couple of your Glocks. One of us should carry a cane. Probably me; I’m faster more 
accurate with it.” 

“Bull crap!  I should carry a cane because of my bad knee.” 
“Since when do you have a bad knee?” Junior asked is father. He gripped the 

dashboard when the Jeep took a curve too fast. 
“Since ten minutes ago. Besides, if I hadn’t been shot a half dozen times, I could 

stroke the cane more than one hundred times in eighty seconds.” 
“Could you do it before you were shot four times?”  Junior said. 
“What?” 
“You were shot only four times.” 
“Only four times?  How many times you been shot?  None! That’s how many times. 

Nada. Zilch.” Tucker over-steered the old Jeep. 
“I have no intentions of ever getting shot. I’m only saying we should be armed when 

we go out,” Junior told his father. 
“Now you’re talking.” Tucker pointed his finger through the dirty windshield and 

made a bang sound, with his lips, toward the speeding truck ahead of them. 
“So continue this chase when we’re armed,” Junior said. 
“We’re armed. I’ve got the Over Under in the back.” Tucker pointed over his 

shoulder. 
“I thought we agreed not to be armed.” 
“You just said we should be armed?” 
“Yes, after we discussed it,” Junior said. 
“But we just discussed it.” 
“But you already armed yourself with the shotgun.” 
“I didn’t arm myself. I armed the Jeep,” Tucker told his son. 
“Jesus, Pops you’re impossible to deal with,” Junior told his father. 
“I just had it handy 'case we discussed it; and you decided we should be armed. I 

knew you’d come around. You’re a smart guy. I knew you’d figure it out,” Tucker said. 
“Has it been fired in the last two decades?” 
“No.” 
“Is it loaded?” Jr. asked. 
Tucked just gave him a side glance and then gunned the engine on the old Jeep. 
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Chapter Seven 
 

 
“Is it loaded” was the question Tucker’s father asked Tucker fifty years earlier. His 

father had purchased the Over Under for Tucker for his tenth birthday before he knew 
Tucker could not bring himself to kill any animal. “Is it loaded?” brought the Day of 
Judgment. That day had come when they were up in Simi Valley looking for rattlers; 
Tucker had to admit that the Over Under was not loaded. That he never wanted to load it 
if they were going to shoot innocent animals. 

His father told him he wasn’t so sure that all animals were innocent but that he 
respected Tucker’s convictions; they would not be going hunting anymore unless Tucker 
someday changed those convictions. Tucker never did. 

His lifelong love of animals paid off many times over the years but never more than 
the night his partner and he went to serve a felony warrant on 2722 Canoga Avenue; his 
partner knocked on the flimsy door, announced they were police officers, and then moved 
to the side to peek through the window. A brown and white Pit Bull smashed the door 
open. He came charging at Tucker. Tucker jammed his forearm into the dog’s powerful 
jaws.  With his free hand he clamped the dog’s mouth down harder on his arm; lifted the 
dog, over the side fence, with the torn sleeve of Tucker’s heavy jacket still in the 
thrashing dog’s mouth. 

An old, gray-haired lady came to the door and asked what the all-fired ruckus was 
about and were in the Devil was her dog, Toby. Tucker told her Toby was in the side yard 
and how he got there and why he and his partner were at her door in the first place. After 
reading the warrant to Molly, Tucker explained her rights. She said she wouldn’t be 
needing to use those rights because she never heard of any of the folks in the warrant and 
that her name was Molly Stewart and that she never lived at 2722 Canoga Avenue; her 
address was 2277 Canoga Avenue. 

After apologizing profusely, Tucker and his partner began to leave, but Molly called 
them back and thanked them for not shooting her beloved Toby (the way that any other 
cop would have) and would they like to meet Mister Toby. “He loves people. He’s just a 
little protective.  Especially late at night.” 

She went to the back of the small house at 2277 Canoga Avenue and let Toby in. She 
gave him a quick talking to. Toby came wagging into the front room and rolled on his 
back in front of Tucker. 

Tucker was going to get another dog as soon as got over Mercy. Mercy use to utter a 
high-pitched howl, from deep down in her massive chest, every night, when he came 
home.  It was pure requited love. 

Tucker wiped his eyes and then stared through the Jeep’s dirty windshield. 
“You okay, Pops?” Junior said. 
Tucker didn’t say a word but continued to follow the truck west on Air Express and 

then South on Adelanto Road. 
“Pops, you okay?” 
Tucker snapped to and looked over at Junior. 
“Watch the road! Pops!” Junior shouted. 
Ahead of them, Mister Psycho slowed the big Peterbilt then pulled it over to the side 

of the deserted road. Tucker slammed on the brakes—fishtailed—and pulled up to the 
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road's shoulder twenty yards behind the idling truck. Dust billowed; a giant truck driver 
appeared through the dust. He had on a black leather jacket with a swastika emblazoned 
on the lapel; plus multi-pocketed baggy shorts accessorized with black engineer boots; 
the caves on his huge legs were steroid pumped. A thick scar smiled from his left knee. 
He moved toward the Jeep. He had a tire iron in one giant hand; a big gun in the other. 

“Is he planning on shooting us to death or beating us to death?” Tucker said. 
The truck driver walked up to the front of the Jeep with the gun pointed directly at 

Tucker’s head. 
“Get the shotgun!” Tucker said. 
“His pistol’s pointed directly at your head.” 
After stepping up to the Jeep's headlights, the big driver used the tire iron to smash-

in the driver’s-side headlight and then he walked slowly over to the passenger’s-side 
headlight; with one whack, the tire iron exploded the thick glass, of the headlight, which 
scattered across the road’s shoulder. The big driver turned; lumbering back through the 
settling dust. A swastika outlined in silver, the size of a wall poster, was barely visible on 
the back of the leather jacket. 

“Get the Over Under and shoot him!” Tucker said. 
“Shoot him in the back?” 
“Shoot him in the leg.  Shoot him in the arm.  Shoot him in the shoulder. Blow a hole 

in that swastika, ” Tucker said. 
“I get the idea,” Junior told his father. 
“What if he’s just walking away to pace off the distance that it’s safe enough to turn; 

just shoot into the gas tank. Blow us up to Hell?” 
“Pops! It’s down to Hell.” 
“What if he’s like from the Wild West were they pace off for a duel; turn, then drill a 

old man a kid full of holes,” Tucker asked his son. 
“This is not the Wild West. We are not gunslingers. I think they faced each other in 

the Wild West, not paced and turned, but we are not gunslingers.” 
“What if he is?  What if we just met the deadliest gunslinger on the face of the 

earth?” Tucker asked his son. 
“We just met a truck driver. A big damn truck driver.” 
“With a big damn gun.” 
Junior threw up his hands.  “Okay, Pops, I’ll just reach over the seat. Get the Over 

Under.  Follow the truck driver. Then drill him in the back. Right in the swastika.” 
“Now you’re talking!”  Tucker shouted. 
Nodding his head, the truck driver got into the tractor-trailer. He sat for a while.  

Complications at a bad time.  Complications always came at a bad time, but this was a 
especially bad time for complications. He had worked too hard to get this gig and now 
what the Hell.  Boss had given him his first load without some ball buster riding shotgun 
talking about his buddies and him gang-raping a black whore in Mississippi. Boss finally 
trusted him or maybe Boss always trusted him but he had just convinced Corporate and 
now this complication. He had to think on his feet. He shifted the Peterbilt out of neutral. 
It roared out onto the highway. This job; the way he made a living; always brought with it 
the times when he had to make a decision to kill or not to kill. If the old man and that kid 
were cops, then the decision would be made for him.  No question about it; the decision 
would be made for him.  
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But they weren’t cops. Just some private dicks—probably—out snooping. Trying to 
make a buck. Too stupid to know who they were screwing with. A ton of killers. That’s 
who they were screwing with. Nothing he could do but see how it played out. See how 
the dice fell. What numbers came up.  Whose numbers came up. When he was young, it 
never entered his mind he would grow up to be a killer. He wanted to be a singer. Four 
octave voice. But nobody wanted to hear a big guy sing. Popular singers, of that time, 
sang falsetto; sounded like girls; looked like girls. He couldn’t get a paying gig so he got 
into body building; won Mister Northwestern Indiana at sixteen (he lied about being 
eighteen). Then all of a sudden he was learning how to kill guys ten different ways. He 
had to register his hands as lethal weapons.  He held the record for highest kill rate of any 
of the fellows. When the steroids began screwing with his mind and body—threw off his 
balance—he learned to use a revolver and a sniper rifle. Then just lately he had learned to 
use a knife effectively. All so he could kill, effectively.  All so he could make the 
decision to kill or not to kill and know that he had the ability to follow through. 

He had pretty much made the decision what to do about the idjits following him. But 
he had to think on his feet to make sure he didn’t get himself killed in the process. Play 
this cat and mouse game until his pursuers got tired or ran out of gas or the Corporate 
cars caught up. Then he would really have to think on his feet.  Decide who died and who 
lived. As usual it was all up to him. Another job well done Big Man. Another job well 
done. He punched the gas on the Peterbilt then accelerated along the deserted highway 
leaving the Heep in the dust. It’s all up to you, Big Man. He was about to put himself in 
Harm’s way. 

Tucker and Junior sat stunned. Tucker turned up the volume on the radio playing, 
“Luck Be A Lady.” 

“Turn on some funeral music,” Junior said. 
“At the very least we can arrest him for brandishing a firearm and vandalism,” 

Tucker said. 
“You’re not a cop. I’m not a cop.” 
“Citizens Arrest” 
“That will really work. Now how do we get home with no headlights?” Junior asked 

his father. 
“Who's going home? We're following the Perp.  Make some big money.” 
“With no lights, we're following a Perp who we don't know has committed any 

criminal act; he may just think he’s protecting his load from highjackers.” Junior got out 
of the Jeep and walked around the front. He looked at the smashed headlights; shook his 
head; came back then climbed into the Jeep. He turned down the blaring radio. “Take me 
to the nearest bus stop. With no lights, someone will drive right over us.” 

“There are no bus stops out here; besides, ‘no lights’ is a plus. That monster trucker 
won't know we're following him. Besides, we got tail lights so no one is going to drive 
over us,” Tucker said. 

A black Lincoln limo whipped, past them, blaring its horn. 
“Pops, you are an idiot.” 
“The idiot who put you through college, and got you a Police Lab job.” 
“If I am dead, the education or the job will do neither of us any good,” Junior said. 
Both the truck and the Jeep (with no headlights) moved rapidly along the highway. 

“Junior, get the shotgun.” 
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“Pops?” 
Junior had wanted to be a cop most of his life, but Pops had convinced him to work 

with DNA and such in the lab; stay out of the line of fire. Now, Pops was putting both of 
them in the line of fire. His Pops was in early retirement because the brass thought he had 
been the principal in too many officer involved shootings even through all the shootings 
had been listed as justified and even though his father worked an area with the highest 
crime rate in L.A. His father was born a century too late. His father should have lived in 
the days of the Wild West. “Tucker the Kid Bendt” with thirteen notches on his Smith 
and Wesson six shooter’s wooden handle.  A wanted poster tucked in his hatband. Or 
better yet; Sheriff Tucker Bendt the hanging Sheriff with a silver badge pinned to the 
oversized holster. Junior laughed out loud. 

“Let me in on the joke,” Tucker said. 
“It involves you holding a hangman’s noose and wearing a Stetson.” 
“How ‘bout you holding a jump rope and wearing a chicken outfit.” 
“I’m not a chicken. I just like to think things through before I jump off the deep end 

and get myself shot full of holes.” 
“What if you get us killed while you’re thinking how to react to the barrel of a big 

gun pointing at us?” Tucker asked his son. 
“I’m not the one with an itchy trigger finger.” 
“I’d rather have a partner with a itchy trigger finger than one who hesitates.” 
“You will have my resignation in the morning.” 
“Put on my desk!” Tucker said. 
Tucker clutched the knurled steering wheel on the Jeep. He jammed his foot on the 

accelerator. Accelerating, the truck tried to outrun the ragged Jeep. It took a fast corner 
on a little used desert road and almost tipped the load into a sand dune. That’s all the big 
driver needed; to drop the six million dollar load in the middle of the desert. But the Jeep 
made the turn with ease. The truck u-turned and headed back to the highway.  It headed 
right at the Jeep, but the Jeep went out into the desert and circled back. No luck loosing 
the Jeep. The truck slowed then pulled over to the side of the road. Dust billowed. This 
time the truck driver had shed the leather jacket. A white “wife beater”, he wore, exposed 
thick, vein-laced arms. He had the big gun in one hand and the tire iron in the other. He 
walked directly to the back of the Jeep, with his pistol pointing directly at the back of 
Tucker’s balding head, and then smashed in the taillights. He eyeballed Tucker in the 
Jeep’s rear-view mirror. He gave him his best stop screwing around or else look. He 
walked back through the dust toward the truck.  

The Jeep’s coughing engine shared the desert’s deep silence with the Peterbilt’s even 
rumble. Peter against the Jeep. This time the giant was winning. The Jeep had no 
headlights and no taillights. The Peterbilt was lit up like a giant, carnival Ferris Wheel 
from Hell’s amusement park. An amusement park run by Death himself. With an 
exclusive ride only for the old man and Junior. Bleacher seats reserved for family and 
friends.  Round and round we go and where we stop nobody knows. No Body knows.  
Death knows. And Death could outrace a raggedly old Jeep and a Ferris wheel Peterbilt 
any old time. 
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Chapter Eight 
 

 
The driver sat, in the plush cab, thinking about his next move. Would those idjits, in 

the Heep, press the issue further?  His body alone should be a big enough warning. But 
no, the two idijits were going to need some more serious persuasion. After a few minutes, 
the tractor-trailer roared onto the highway.  The trailing cars would be on their way and 
tracking him by now. He could probably out run the Heep but the trail cars would catch-
up soon. Then all Hell would breakout. Was the job worth getting two innocents killed?  
He had to think on his feet.  But the roids had screwed with his brain. He could tear a 
man apart with his bare hands, but he wasn’t always sure which man to tear apart. He was 
lucky they weren’t armed. Or were they? If they shot at him, he would have to respond. 
But what kind of response?  See how it played out. Just see how it played out. Just had to 
stay way ahead of the trailing cars.  They had been detained by some hitch malfunction 
on the second Peterbilt. But that wouldn’t take long.  The new mechanic, Corporate had 
hired, was a super star. Corporate only hired super stars and killers. He had spent two 
years in Chino getting to know all the super stars.  The guards looked the other way for 
the super stars. Their mail was left unsearched. Their cells were left unsearched. Their 
phone use was unrestricted. 

He was released the same day as Kinky Mandevil, the boss of the super stars.  
Offered a ride. Which he accepted. Offered a job. Which he accepted. Now, the job was 
in jeopardy because two idijit fools were at risk of death if things went upside-down. And 
upside-down was where it was headed. He had to cover his ass—big as it was. He spoke 
into the two-way. “Yeah, Boss, the two fellows are no longer a problem. But if they 
should become a problem again, what do you suggest?” He clicked and listened. He knew 
what the answer would be. “Take them and buy them a orange juice.” It was code for, 
“Take them to the Los Angeles warehouse and have Kinky Mandevil acid dip them 
both.” His next move would be crucial.  He had decided who would live and who would 
die. Nice job Big Man. 

Tucker and Junior sat quietly. Tucker turned up the jazz playing on the radio. 
“What? You are going to keep this up until you get us killed?” Junior said. 
“If the guy was a killer, we would be dead by now.” 
“This is your brain's conclusion? We are not dead, so he is not a killer?” 
“Are we dead?”  Tucker asked his son. 
“Do you understand that if your brain is wrong, the proof will be: we are dead?” 
“Jesus, I hate intellectuals.” 
“You hate intellect.” 
“I told you to shoot him,” Tucker told Junior. 
“We can’t take the chance that he’s an innocent bystander. Think what a normal 

truck driver would do if he thought someone was trying to steal his load.” 
“He would call the cops.” Tucker leaned over the back of the seat and retrieved the 

little used Over Under and plopped it in Junior’s lap. “Shoot him in the gun-hand if he 
comes at us again. We can’t follow him on the freeway. We’ll follow him to the freeway 
then call Mary Margaret and have her come pick us up.” 

“Not a good plan,” Junior said. 
“I want to see if he really gets on the 15 to L.A.” 
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“No, I mean the Mary Margaret part.” 
“We best do triple ‘A’?” Tucker asked. 
“Better than Mary Margaret asking a bunch of questions on why we have no 

headlights or no taillights,” Junior said. 
“Or about wasn’t there two to one. Couldn’t two grown men defend themselves and 

the Jeep against one grown man?  One overgrown man,” Tucker told Junior. 
“She would come with, ‘I thought you guys are Savate experts. Yellow Glove and 

Golden Glove and all those other colored gloves?’” 
“Yeah, why spend all that money on lessons if you’re not going to use it, she would 

say,” Tucker said. 
As the evening sky turned to night, the truck sped along the highway.  It took a side 

road, but the tattered Jeep followed. Another side road at high speed, but the Jeep kept 
up. No matter how or at what speed the truck maneuvered, the tattered Jeep followed. 
Back on the highway, the truck accelerated for a mile and then pulled over to the side. 
Dust billowed. The driver appeared through the dust; he carried the big gun but no tire 
iron. 

Tucker and Junior both said, “Damn!” 
“Well, you have your answer; he has decided to shoot us to death,” Junior said. He 

cocked the shotgun, but left it lying, across his lap, with the muzzle pointed toward the 
approaching brute.  

With an annoyed look on his face, the driver walked up to the side of the Jeep and 
tapped the long barrel of the pistol on the window.  

Tucker unsnapped the window. “My son and me was just discussing the size of your 
weapon. Very impressive,” Tucker said. “Smith and Wesson's new Model 460XVR. 
Velocity of over twenty-three hundred feet per second. Nice! But I prefer a Glock 37, 
myself. A lot lighter and just as efficient.” 

“Bigger is better.” The truck driver said. “You a cop?” 
“Retired cop,” Tucker said. “Retired just a year ago after forty-two years of service 

to the grateful people of Los Angeles. Still got plenty of friends on the force.” 
“You got a Glock 37 on you, now?” The truck driver asked Tucker. 
“Not right now,” Tucker said. 
“What kind of gun is that on your lap, son?” The truck driver asked Junior. 
“I believe it is a Browning, sir,” Junior said. 
“It’s a Browning Over Under shotgun with a hair trigger,” Tucker said. “It’s fine for 

close-up work.” 
“You a cop?” The truck driver asked Junior. 
“No sir.” 
“Then slide the Browning carefully alongside the seat and get out of the Heep.” The 

driver said. The extra long barrel of his Smith & Wesson stayed pressed against Tucker’s 
temple. “Fellows, let me introduce myself, my name is Norman, my friends call me 
Duke, but you can call me Norman. I'm your friendly psychopath. I would like you 
fellows to follow me?” 

“We really have some pressing business back in the City,” Tucker said. “We’re 
running late with no headlights and all.” 

“Yeah, pressing business,” Junior said, “Back in the City.” 
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“Places to go. Ex-cops to meet,” Tucker said, “Junior, here, has to be at the Expert’s 
firing range and on to Savate self-defense classes. Sometime he teaches Savate classes. 
He can do one hundred movements of a cane in eight seconds.” 

“Eighty seconds,” Junior corrected. 
“I understand, fellows, I’m running kind of late myself, but Boss is on the two-way. 

He says to bring you in or shoot the both of you dead. Now I prefer the ‘shoot the both of 
you dead’ part because of the abuse I suffered as a child. But the choice is up to you.” 

“Work out your own childhood problems some other time, some other place, 
Norman,” Tucker said, “we're gonna follow you.” 

“Actually, fellows,” Norman said, “I would prefer you walk ahead of me. And watch 
your step, this shoulder is Hell. I wouldn't want you should break your necks. Or God 
forbid you should break a leg so you really have use for one of those Savate canes.” 

They all walked to the side door of the trailer. “Norman, I should warn you that my 
daughter-in-law is an Assistant D.A. plus my girlfriend is high up in the same office,” 
Tucker said. 

“Very impressive,” Norman said and then opened the side door. “You were real 
smart not to try to use that shotgun,” Norman said to Junior, “I would have had to shoot 
you. Then your father would have been mad at me. Then I would have had to shoot your 
father. Then I would have had the whole D.A.’s office mad at me. Then I would have had 
to shoot the whole D.A.’s office. Now, get in the trailer.” He motioned with the gun. 

“Add kidnapping to the list,” Tucker whispered to Junior. 
“I heard you. You ain’t no kids, so it ain’t no kidnapping,” Norman said. He 

motioned, toward the open door of truck, with his long-barreled pistol. Tucker hopped up 
into the trailer and then helped Junior up. Norman planted the barrel of his gun against 
Junior’s kneecap. “Fellows, hand me any weapons you have concealed on your person. 
And your cell phones, those stun guns, please.” He retrieved the phones and stun guns 
and then reached up and patted Junior’s and Tucker’s pockets and belt areas; he found 
two cans of mace plus the Jeep keys, pulled them out, looked at the dice hooked to the 
key chain, unhooked the dice, pocketed them and the mace, and threw the keys to the dirt 
on the highway’s shoulder. 

“Why’d you have to do that?” Tucker said. 
“Because I’m a sociopath. And I already have a large collection of keys. And 

because you won’t be needing them anymore!” Norman said, and then closed and locked 
the trailer door. He walked slowly to the tractor as he played with the dice in his big 
hand. A fallen road sign read “395”. The carnival was back in town. Coming to Highway 
“395”.  All the clowns were coming in their Buick clown-cars.Death was riding in a 
Lincoln limo. Round and round we goes and where we stops nobody knows. Diddly-dum. 
No Body knows. Death knows.  He knows. He knows the exact time you will die; down 
to the millisecond. He knows the exact weapon that will end your life. Gun. Knife. Rope. 
Cancer. Parkinson’s. Old age. Death knows the exact amount of time it will take you to 
die, and the exact amount of pain you will endure.  Tonight he rides in a Lincoln limo, 
but only he knows who is going to die, in the desert, tonight. Diddly-dum. A never 
ending diddly-dum. 

Norman climbed into the chrome-clad tractor; he looked at the right rear-view 
mirror—spotted the beat-up Jeep.  He always wanted a Jeep ever since he was a teen in 
Hammond, Indiana.  But the Jeep, he could see in his right rear-view mirror, was all but 
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dead. Just waiting for the desert rats to pick it clean. Leave its rusty carcass for the 
tourist—driving along Highway “395”—to marvel at.  He was glad the kid didn’t go for 
the shotgun—shootings were so messy. So hard to explain. He was instructed to take the 
intended victims back to the warehouse—the one in L.A.—where Kinky Mandevil had 
acid. And Kinky could always do a little torture to see how many others were involved. 
The father and son, in the Heep, looked like amateurs just out snooping. But the old man 
had cop training. Too late to use it now. Now they were in big trouble. Boss wanted them 
acid dipped. Norman understood the dips happened quite frequently. The acid dips could 
only come from a very cruel mind. Someone in Corporate was pure evil. Kinky was evil 
but Kinky never had a original thought, in his head, in his life. Somebody higher up had 
designed the evil acid dip. He needed to think on his feet. The trailing cars would be 
coming soon. Acid dips were on the horizon. Norman knew that if he let Junior and the 
old man go, he was a dead man walking. Kinky was in the L.A. warehouse. Kinky owed 
him. Maybe, if he asked, Kinky would pass. But Kinky was the boss in Chino not on the 
Outside. 

Norman had saved Kinky from getting a six inch shank shoved into his kidneys by 
the biggest black guy in Chino prison. But that was then and this was now. Norman still 
owed the big black guy, Oscar Taylor, for introducing the shank to Kinky. Oscar did it 
for a promise by Norman that Norman would reciprocate, with death to some one on the 
Outside, when Norman said bye-bye to Chino. Kinky Mandevil could not and would not 
help him get out of this predicament. So the next move was his. No help from Kinky or 
Jerry or God.  Besides God helps those who help themselves. So why would he need 
God. He checked the load on his Smith & Wesson.  Checked the load on the back-up 
strapped to his ankle. He left the powerful Peterbilt engine running.  The rumble of its 
mammoth engine somehow relaxed him. Almost as if it were imitating the powerful 
engine in his fifty-six inch chest. Norman stepped out of the tractor and moved quickly to 
the side door of the trailer.  He opened the door as he pointed the Smith & Wesson into 
the darkness. “Fellows it’s a long trip. I don’t want you should pee in the truck.  It’s hard 
to get urine out of gym shoes.” 

 
 
 

Chapter Nine 
 

 
“How long is the trip?” Tucker said. 
“Couple of hours with no stops,” Norman said. 
“I can’t last that long. I’ve been holding it since we started this chase,” Tucker said. 

“I didn’t even think of peeing on those expensive gym shoes.” 
“It shows you been raised right,” Norman said. “I would have peed on them just to 

make a point.” Norman signaled for them to get down from the truck. “Make it quick.” 
Now what? he thought. If they made a run for it, he would tell Boss that he never got 

them to the Peterbilt.  A fight ensued at the Heep. They were both big guys who were 
experts in Savate.  They tag-teamed him. Got him on the ground.  Must have been their 
cop training. Yeah, they were both cops investigating Corporate. He would tell Boss he 
fought back and escaped. He would tell Boss he saved the load and then continued 
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toward L.A. after losing the two cops. It would sully his rep a bit, but what it is is what it 
is. 

Tucker and Junior walked toward some bushes to relieve themselves. 
“Norman seems like a nice enough felon. He is letting us pee,” Junior said. 
“He said himself, he was a psychopath. You should have shot him,” Tucker said. 
“All he is doing is transporting shoes.” 
“Mister Intellectual. Do you think Norman would kidnap us, at gun point, if all he’s 

doing is transporting shoes?” 
“Why would Norman kidnap us for a truckload of gym shoes?”  Junior asked his 

father. 
“Gym shoes?” Tucker said. “A load this size is worth half a million. A little more 

than it cost to get you through college.” 
“I said I'd pay you back.” 
“You can pay me back by getting me out of here.” 
“You mean us out of here. But never mind, I am sure Norman's boss will release us 

after I tell him what a nut-case you are. Tell him how you get these visions of global 
conspiracies. He’ll listen.  He’ll be reasonable.  He’ll let us go,” Junior said to his father. 

“What if you're wrong? What if his boss wants to kill us?” 
“He doesn’t even know us,” Junior reminded his father.  
“He knows we've been snooping.” 
“We can explain your mental illness. If he’s a reasonable man, he will show pity on 

me. Forgive me for being with you.” 
“Let's assume you're wrong and I'm right as usual, how do we get out of here?” 
“Run!” Junior said. 
Tucker charged back toward the Jeep while Junior darted out into the desert. Norman 

took off, at a surprising speed for a man his size, after Junior. 
Tucker retrieved the Over Under from the Jeep then ran after Norman. Norman and 

Junior were sprinting across the desert like a jackrabbit was at the finish line with a gold 
medal. Tucker’s money was on Junior—he had watched is son win many a race. He 
stopped in his tracks; dropped behind a boulder when he heard two shots ring out. Tucker 
held his breath. 

Norman walked, toward the tractor, with the pistol pointed at the back of Junior’s 
head. 

Tucker stepped out, from the protection of the boulder, behind Norman. “Drop it 
Norman.” 

Without any hesitation, Norman dropped the heavy gun to the dirt. “You got me, 
fellows.”  He turned and faced Tucker. “If you don’t want to be part of a blood bath, you 
best be going. The Sheriff and some troops are coming.” 

“You’re coming with us. You’re under arrest,” Tucker said. 
Junior grabbed his father’s sleeve. “No he’s not. Norman give us the keys and our 

phones.” 
“And my lucky dice,” Tucker said. 
Norman fished in the wide pockets of his shorts. He handed the dice to Tucker. But 

dropped the three mobile phones on the ground and crushed all three into the dirt with his 
heavy engineer boots. 

“What the Hell was that?” Tucker said. 
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“Give myself a head start,” Norman said. 
“I’m about to give you a head start to Hell,” Tucker said and then started toward 

Norman. 
Junior grabbed Tucker’s sleeve. “Come on, Pops, we’re finished here.” 
“Take my gun so it looks like I put up a fight,” Norman said. 
“That was a fight?” Tucker said. 
“One of you fellows hit me hard in the jaw.  Hard! No sissy shit,” Norman said. 
Tucker handed the Over Under to Junior. He approached the big man, and suddenly 

whirled around, then high-kicked the big trucker in the jaw. Norman stumbled. His back 
slammed to the ground, hard. 

“That sissy enough for you, Norman?” Tucker said as he caught his breath. 
“Woe! I think you broke my jaw!” Norman said. 
“Come on, Pops,” Junior said as he lifted the Smith & Wesson from the dirt; wiped 

the dust off on his torn trousers.  Now Mary Margaret will be real Teed, he thought. 
“Fellows, don’t monkey with the square button on the dash labeled “RAMP” it will 

cause the back door to fall straight down to form a ramp. Everything in the trailer will 
scatter. Boss will get really really mad.” 

Tucker and Junior ran to the tractor and hopped in. Tucker got back out. He retrieved 
the Jeep keys from the road’s shoulder. He got back in then started the engine, ground the 
gears, and roared onto the highway. 

“Can you drive this rig?” Junior asked as he pushed the stun guns and the pepper 
spray cans to the center of the seat. 

“Does the Pope drive a Pope-mobile?” 
“I will take that as a no,” Junior said. 
“That was a yes.” 
“The Pope does not drive the Pop-mobile; he has many different drivers to drive the 

Pop-mobile.” 
“Okay! Does the Pope own a Pope-mobile?” 
“Okay! I will take that as a yes,” Junior told his father. 
Tucker drove the rig down the 395 to the 15 toward L.A. The Peterbilt had a heavy 

load. Shoes, shoes, and more shoes.  But Junior was right; you didn’t need a bunch of ex-
convicts to drive a bunch of gym shoes around the desert. All you needed were a bunch 
of hungry, legitimate truckers. 

And that Norman goon was the worst thug ever born. Like most big guys he never 
learned to fight. The big ape needed to get out of the thug business. Join the RAW team. 
Do some fake fighting? One thing for sure; it had been a excellent high kick: high and 
looping with a excellent base; Tucker was still the best.  

Norman un-strapped his back-up from his ankle. He fired point blank into each of the 
Jeep’s tires. The ancient Jeep shrugged slowly to the dirt of the road’s shoulder. He 
should have let the revolver cool off before re-strapping it to his ankle but the trailing 
cars were coming. The hot barrel of the back-up burned his leg. Norman sat on the Jeep’s 
back bumper. Felt around in his mouth for the broken tooth and then wiggled the root 
back and forth until he was able to twist it out. The tooth was slippery with blood. He 
damn near swallowed it. He moaned, spit up blood onto his white wife beater, and then 
smiled. He had excellent teeth just kind of small for a big man. Norman knew that the 
penalty for losing a truckload was death—no excuses. He would have to think on his feet. 
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He had the back-up strapped to his ankle. The strap barely fit around his thick ankle. If he 
was sent back with more than one assassin, he’d use the back-up immediately; actually, 
when he and the death squad was out of the sight of the rest of the pack.  

If he was sent back with just one he would wait and see how it played out. They 
wouldn’t shoot him here, in the desert, at the side the old Heep. He would ride back to the 
warehouse with whoever was going to eliminate him. The other trailing cars would chase 
the Peterbilt. The old man and his son would be dead meat. Tenderized meat after a few 
dips, by Kinky, into the acid. Norman reached into the Jeep and retrieved the two-way, 
“Doc, it’s Ronnie Quick. Is the safe house still safe? I’m going to need it. Contact Jerry, 
tell him I’m no longer in control of the Marathon load. It’s worth about six million. An 
old fellow and his son are driving it south-west toward L.A. The old fellow is an ex-cop. 
The load needs to be intercepted before Corporate catches up with it.  The old fellow is 
armed.  The Peterbilt’s tracking number is fourteen seven seven seven. I got to go I got 
company.” He threw the two-way’s receiver back into the Jeep. 

A Sheriff’s cruiser, three Buick’s, and a Lincoln limo pulled up bumper to bumper. 
Norman thought the limo must have circled back because he was sure it had passed him 
earlier in the chase. An Indian National stepped from the limo. He was tall and skinny. 
His three thousand dollar, double-breasted suit moved gracefully with his body. He 
moved briskly toward the cruiser. “Sheriff, take this piece of crap back to the 
warehouse.” He grabbed Norman by the blood smeared “wife beater” and shoved the big 
man toward the cruiser.  “We’ll get the cargo back.” 

Norman felt like he had been touched by the hand of Death. Norman whacked his 
head as he was shoved into the passenger’s seat of the Sheriff’s cruiser. 

Sheriff Gordon nodded his head. “You going into business for yourself, Duke?” 
“Yeah, there’s a big market for sole less shoes,” Norman told the Sheriff. 
The Sheriff u-turned the cruiser and headed back toward the airport.  Norman 

pictured his death being completed by this fat slob. It would be in the deserted area on the 
backside of the airport. “Self defense,” the Sheriff would tell the media. “The big man 
came charging at me. I warned him to stop. Such a pity. I only stopped him for a weapons 
violation.” 

Norman brushed his right leg against the sidewall of the cruiser. Velcro made a slight 
tearing sound. His back-up and holster slid to the floor. He would retrieve the weapon as 
soon as the Sheriff pulled into a dark spot. Fat Sheriff Gordon would draw his gun. 
Norman would block the draw with his left hand and reach for the back-up, and then 
blam! 

The Sheriff unsnapped his holster, but didn’t draw his revolver. “I’m taking you to 
Boss. The skinny bastard will decide your fate.” 

“You fellows know I’m loyal.” 
“Loyal?  I’ll bet your partners are headed to a dealer with that pallet of soles,” The 

Sheriff said. 
“I didn’t know there were any soles. I thought I was just taking the sole less shoes to 

be resoled,” Norman stuttered. 
“Yeah, you didn’t know you had six million in product.” The Sheriff patted his 

revolver. “I think you’re a dead man.” 
“Will I get to appeal to Corporate?” 
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“I never did trust you. Never did trust Kinky—your introduction. If I get a vote, you 
go to L.A. for an acid dip joined by your buddy Kinky.” 

“I may have something to say about that,” Norman said to the Sheriff. 
“Yeah, you got me shaking. You got a rep. So do I.” 
“A rep as a crooked cop?” Norman said. 
“A rep as a crooked cop with a fast draw and tons and tons of money and power.” 

Sheriff Gordon said as he whipped out his weapon and pointed it at Norman. “I’m hoping 
you make one move and pop I blow that stupid earring through your stupid bald head.” 

He continued to drive watching the road and Norman at the same time; on a number 
of occasions coming dangerously close the sandy shoulder berm of the road and rollover 
time. 

“By the by, fellow, these earrings are a gift from Boss,” Norman told Sheriff Gordon 
“I didn’t know he was Homo.” The Sheriff laughed. 
 
 
 

Chapter Ten 
 

 
In the speeding Peterbilt. “Something’s bothering me,” Junior said. 
“A lot of things are bothering me,” Tucker said. 
“About the Pope mobile. The Pope does not own the Pope mobile; the Church does.” 
“Jesus!” Tucker said. 
“My thoughts exactly. I’m sorry I called you an idiot. Something is going down. 

Probably the shoes come in from India. The shoes are probably knockoffs. They come 
into San Pedro in plain boxes and are re-boxed in Marathon boxes in Adelanto.” 

“You are brilliant. Nobody else could figure out what they’re doing in the desert and 
you go and figure it out in five seconds. You must have inherited your brains from your 
mother’s side.” Tucker told his son. 

“Well it just happens I saw a giant incinerator next to the warehouse. It would be 
outlawed in L.A., but in the desert it’s probably allowed and needed so they can get rid of 
the empty boxes.” 

“Jesus, I’m glad you’re on my side. I wouldn’t want to go up against you on a caper. 
” 

“The problem is we have to escape. Norman said there was bloodshed coming. So 
someone’s coming for us. We’ve got to hide this truck. If it’s not being tracked. Then 
prove the shoes are knockoffs. There are cases where the knockoffs were of such good 
quality that even the Brand Company couldn’t prove they were not authentic. Upper 
Deck had the problem until they made their cards too expensive to counterfeit,” Junior 
said. 

“Don’t sell your James rookie card.” 
“Only if you need the money for brain surgery.”  
“I’m not having brain . . . . Oh! Very funny,” Tucker said. 
“We carry weapons from now on,” Junior told his father. 
“We should have attacked Norman as soon as we got out of Betsey.” 
“No, I think that this rig is the best weapon we have,” Junior said. 
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“I hope you’re dead on,” Tucker said. 
“Bad choice of words,” Junior said. 
“Skipper was right. This is one long humping trip.” 
“These criminals are not very bright.” 
“Most criminals are dummies.” 
“Yeah, but these are real dummies. They hire ex-cons who are all tattooed up and 

flashing money.  They caravan containers, from India, out to the desert. They pay off the 
Sheriff and his cronies and everyone knows it.  They’re either real dummies or so ego-
maniacal that they think they are invincible,” Junior said. 

“Ego-maniacal?” Tucker asked his son. 
“Maniacal about their ego.” 
“You mean they’re so crazy they think no one can outsmart them?” 
“Pretty much,” Junior said. “We need to ditch the truck. We’ve got to assume an 

expensive rig like this has a tracking system.  We need to ditch it. Grab a couple of boxes 
of shoes for evidence. Then catch a ride home.” 

“What about Betsy?” 
“Okay we’ll get some transportation and a tow bar and go back after her,” Junior 

said, and then he fidgeted and said, “What are we going to do with the Turner money?” 
“What?” 
“The Turner money.” 
“Oh, well, hold some reserve for expenses, get some new office equipment, split the 

rest,” Tucker said.  
“What about the money I advanced so far? My Delta card . . . .” 
“Wait! We’ve got some company.” 
“You’re just changing the subject.” 
“What subject?” Tucker asked. 
“The subject of my overdue Delta card,” Junior told his father. 
“You’ve never had an overdue card in your life.” 
“Well, it’ll be overdue, soon.” 
“How soon?”  Tucker asked. 
“Soon enough. What about it?” 
“Check your rear-view. We got company.” 
Junior checked his rear-view mirror. Junior stared at the side mirror. “It’s three cars. 

One of them looks like that Lincoln limo we spotted at the warehouse. At least there’s no 
Sheriff after us. I don’t know what we could do if the Sheriff waved us over. Crooked or 
not he is still the Sheriff.” 

“We’d just keep going,” Tucker said. 
“If he caught us, we would be in San Bernardino County jail trying to prove the 

Sheriff is crooked. Or we would be buried in the desert with our feet pointing toward the 
sky,” Junior told his father. 

“Well, he’d be out of his jurisdiction.  We’re in L.A. County.” 
“Do you really think ‘jurisdiction’ means anything to this bunch?” Junior said. 
A bullet smashes into the right rear-view mirror. “Right!” Tucker said as he pulled 

the wheel to the right and caused the limo driver to slam on the brakes which caused the 
limo to roll from tip to tail like a dinning car in a train wreck. It spun through the air; 
slammed down on its expensive top; it skidded on its rumpled top, across the lanes of the 
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freeway and into the meridian, with nothing impeding its breakneck speed, taking out ten 
feet of protective railing. Parked in the North Bound service lane, in the direct path of the 
inverted limo, was a Shell tanker with its emergency lights blinking. The inverted limo 
driver ignored the lights. The explosion lit up the sky for miles and reflected off the 
windshields of the pursuing cars. 

“How unlucky was that?” Junior said. 
“Life is mostly luck,” Tucker said, “A tanker just happens to be at the exact spot 

where a limo skids on its top. Like that drug salesman jogging on the beach with no one 
in sight. A guy, who has built a plane from a kit, decides to land his troubled plane that 
has lost a propeller because I guess he didn’t bolt it on tight enough—at that very beach 
and at that very same spot where the drug salesman is jogging. The jogger doesn’t hear 
the plane coming because the pilot has turned the engine off so he can glide to a safe 
landing on the unpopulated beach. The jogger has his earphones on so he can jog to 
Kenny G. The pilot doesn’t see the lone jogger because his windshield is covered with oil 
from the faulty engine that he didn’t install correctly. How unlucky is that?” 

“We need to pray for some good luck; they’re shooting at the tires,” Junior said. 
Two Buicks pulled up. One, in front, next to the front tractor tires. The other, bumper 

to bumper, next to the back tractor tires.  They fired directly into the thick rubber etched 
with “Marathon”. The bullets ricochet off the tires and zing back at the two Buicks. 
Tucker and Junior braced for the inevitable crash and certain death in a truck roll-over. 
Nothing happened. 

Junior opened his eyes. “What happened?” 
“Our prayer really worked.” 
“I was just joking. I didn’t pray,” Junior said. 
“Okay. My prayers really worked,” Tucker said. 
“God’s got better things to do than to protect us from this madness,” Junior told his 

father. 
“Oh, yee of little faith,” Tucker preached to his son. 
“I have faith in is bulletproof tires.” 
“Those guys would know not to shoot at bulletproof tires.” 
“Maybe they didn’t know or maybe they didn’t believe a tire could be built to stop a 

bullet. Or in this case, over twenty bullets,” Junior said. 
“I’d rather believe that God is my co-pilot,” Tucker said. 
“That would make me God,” Junior said. “I command thee to get this Peterbilt 

moving.” 
“Pedal to the metal.” Tucker grunted as he jammed the stick into overdrive. And then 

drew a cross, with his fingers, on his chest. 
“We got more problems,” Junior said. He pointed up at a black helicopter tracking 

the action from above. 
“Damn,” Tucker said. “These guys come fully equipped.” 
Inside the chopper, the co-pilot spoke into a receiver, “We’re going to let it play out. 

Right now the ex-cop is winning. The truck appears to be bulletproof. If the Corporate 
guys get too close we will intercede—if anyone’s left to talk to. If not, we will just wait 
until the ex-cop parks the load. We’ll take out everybody—rat-a-tat-tat-tat—and one two 
three confiscate the load. Oh, Jerry, my man, what do you want to do with or for or to 
Ronnie Quick?” 
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Chapter Eleven 
 

 
Sheriff Gordon’s cruiser pulled into the spooky warehouse. Inside, the warehouse 

was modern; all glass and steel. Norman got out of the cruiser without his back-up then 
flagged-down a five-passenger jitney that subsequently drove him and the Sheriff eighty 
yards to a set of steel stairs. The warehouse was all but abandoned at night. They took the 
stairs to an observation office on the second level.  Norman was in the lead being 
prodded by the Sheriff’s weapon in Truck driver's broad back. Norman could easily kick 
backwards; tumble the fat slob down two flights of stairs. When they reached the 
observation office, an emaciated man, behind an elaborate computer desk, looked up. 

Norman said, “Boss, sorry I lost the fellows who was in the Jeep.  I should have just 
shot them like I told you.” 

“I called Corporate,” Boss said, “they wanted to acid dip both.” 
“Excuse me Boss, but one of the fellows was an ex-cop. But the kid and his wife still 

work for the L.A.P.D.” 
“Please step out for a second, Duke, and you to, Sheriff. I’ll call Corporate with the 

new information. You did the smart thing to let them go. You just shouldn’t have let them 
take the Peterbilt.” 

“They were heavily armed Savate experts,” Norman said. 
“Just step out for a sec,” Boss told Norman. 
Norman and Sheriff Gordon stepped out of the office. Sheriff Gordon holstered his 

gun. Both men lit cigarettes. Boss tapped on the window and signaled to put out the 
smokes. Both, begrudgingly, smashed out the butts with their boots. 

“We don’t mind stepping out for a second as long as the paychecks keep coming. 
Huh, Duke?” The Sheriff said. “We don’t know who the Hell Corporate is and sure as 
Hell don’t care to know. When you’re back in prison, you don’t want to be known as a 
snitch. If you don’t know nothing, you can’t snitch on nothing. One more prison term, 
you get the ‘Big Bitch’ twenty-five year enhancement to your sentence for being a career 
criminal. You’ve already earned that title. ‘Career Criminal’ should be tattooed to your 
forehead. Or at the very least ‘CC.’” 

“‘CC’ for ‘Crooked Cop’ tattooed on your fat ass with a target so the minute you hit 
lockup, you’ll get action,” Norman said. 

Boss tapped his boney finger on the window and signaled thumbs down. Norman 
liked having a boss whose neck he could snap should the occasion arise. Norman knew 
this could be his fate for losing the Peterbilt and its load to Junior and his ex-cop father so 
he was ready when the Sheriff reached for his service revolver. Norman twisted Sheriff 
Gordon’s hand back behind his fat ass then snapped the arm at the wrist as he drove the 
trembling hand up between the Sheriff’s shoulder blades. Boss stood at the window with 
a gun of his own. As Boss fired at Norman, Norman swung the Sheriff’s body around in 
line with the four bullets that shattered glass and then embedded in Sheriff Gordon’s fat 
belly. Norman fired four shots of his own, from the Sheriff’s service revolver, and landed 
all four in Boss’ skinny upper-chest. Norman wiped off the revolver on his shirt and 
placed it in Sheriff Gordon’s dead hand.  

Two three hundred pound guards, on the first level, waddled up to the base of the 
staircase, looked up, and pointed their automatic weapons at Norman. 
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“Duke, you crazy bastard. You just shot Boss,” The first guard shouted. 
Norman leaped down the steel stairs two stairs at a time. When there were ten stairs 

remaining, he jumped and crashed on top of both guards and cracked their skulls 
together, but not before taking a bullet in his upper thigh.  He stumbled up; two of his 
fellow drivers, John Tinsley and Mike Airs grabbed his arms from behind and pushed 
Norman on top of the downed guards.  Norman used his brute strength to twist around 
facing Tinsley and Airs. He was holding one of the guards’ automatic weapons. Two 
bullets knocked Tinsley to the immaculate cement floor. Air’s kicked the weapon from 
Norman’s hand. Airs jumped on Norman and used his powerful forearms to put Norman 
into a bare naked strangle hold. 

Norman was about to tap-out when he realized this was California and elbows were 
allowed. He ripped his bald head from Air’s hold and then sliced Air’s forehead open 
with a sharp, deadly elbow then finished with a knuckle-punch to the throat in twenty-
four seconds of the first round. He should go on the “Strikeforce” circuit. Take on all 
comers in the two hundred and sixty-five pound heavyweight class. “Ladies and 
gentlemen in your center ring we have your champion of champions. Pound for pound 
the deadliest man on the planet. Ronnie ‘The Terminator’ Quick. Fighting out of Big 
Bear City with a record of thirty wins with no MMA losses. All thirty wins by first-round 
knockout.” Annie would wave from a ringside seat. 

He waved down the jitney. “Turk, you best get the Hell out of here. All Hell is going 
to break loose. Sheriff and Boss had a shootout. They’re both dead.” 

“Good! I hate those bastards,” Turk said. “Rita’s been yakking at me to get into 
another line of work, anyway.” 

“Smiley shot me. I cold cocked both the Sunshine Twins and Tinsley and Airs.” 
Norman pulled his belt out of its loops and twisted it around his upper thigh. “You got a 
first aid kit in this bus?” 

“We best be getting out of here,” Turk said. The jitney was parked, in the middle of 
the huge parking lot, with the door open. Only five Buicks and an old Dodge truck still 
remained in the vast parking lot. 

“Turk, can you give me a ride to S.B.?” Norman asked Turk. 
“Won’t be using the Company car anymore?” Turk asked Norman. 
“Rita’s right about a new line of work. Maybe become a star in the MMA.” 
“You look like one of them guy only better built. I’ll take you to S.B. if you promise 

we stop first at my place. Rita cooked up some lamb stew last night. It’s the best in the 
country.” They walked rapidly toward Turk’s rusty Dodge truck. 

“I don’t believe I’ve ever had lamb stew,” Norman said. 
“You’re surly in for a treat.” Turk stepped into the pickup. Norman entered the 

passenger’s side and closed the door. Turk pointed a revolver at Norman. He held out a 
set of handcuffs. “Here, Duke, put these on. I’m calling Corporate. I like you, Duke, but I 
can’t let anyone think I had anything to do with this murdering you did. You shot Boss 
and Sheriff Gordon; probably killed Tinsley and Airs and the Sunshine Twins. Rita and 
me can’t be looking over our shoulders the rest of our lives. No sir, Rita doesn’t deserve 
that.” 

Norman took the handcuffs. He dangled then toward Turk. “Front or back?” 
“Whatever’s most comfortable for you, Duke. Sorry you’re going to miss Rita’s 

lamb stew. Is it true you never tasted lamb stew be . . . .” 
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Norman’s elbow caught Turk in the temple. The old man’s head slammed down on 
the steering wheel. Norman cuffed him to the wheel, took his phone and gun and keys, 
and then trotted, painfully, back to the company car. A brand new steel-gray Buick. Most 
comfortable ride he had ever experienced. The Company Buick was more comfortable 
than the Bentley he had driven on his last gig. Damn! He forgot his back-up in the 
Sheriff’s cruiser. Worth the dangerous trip back into the warehouse? He screeched the 
Buick around in a circle and into the warehouse. He screeched to a halt next to the 
cruiser. Opened the passenger’s side door; bent down to retrieve his back-up. Air’s was 
on him again. Again with the bare naked choke. Norman pushed his way backwards out 
of the cruiser. He spun out of the choke-hold and head butted Airs’ bloody forehead. Airs 
stumbled backwards to the cement. Norman quickly retrieved his back-up. Airs staggered 
back up trying to rub the flowing blood from both eyes.  

“Mike, I don’t want to have to kill you,” Norman whispered. 
“You’re not about to kill anyone,” Airs said, “You’re about to be killed yourself.” 

Airs lunged at Norman. The muzzle of Norman’s back-up blew a hole the size of a 
quarter in Airs’ blood drenched chest. 

Norman slid into the Buick’s seat; stomped on the gas; and burned rubber out of the 
warehouse. He would have to make it to the safe house in Big Bear. Before he bled to 
death. Or fell asleep at the wheel due to the lack of coffee and Benzedrine. Maybe it 
would be a good time to take up another line of work. Course, all he really knew was how 
to break a fellow’s neck twenty different ways. He had a daughter somewhere in 
Oklahoma or Alabama or one of those states that ended in a “a”. He hadn’t seen her in 
twenty years. Now might be a good time to visit. A timely visit at least for him. He 
cinched up the belt, around his thigh, a little tighter. He had been shot too many times; 
mostly by fellows who had just recently become his pals. Like the Sunshine Twins—
Smiley and Happy—and Tinsley and Airs. Boy, that Airs fellow could fight. They had 
been his tight pals for a couple months. Then they go and try to kill him. Course there are 
two sides to every story: they did see him shoot Boss and it was their job to protect Boss 
and the facility.  At least the Sunshine Twins. Airs and Tinsley were just good old boy 
truckers; course no one who worked for Corporate was a good old boy.  

He gunned the Buick and headed toward the back of Big Bear Mountain. The Doc 
would patch him up again; he’d be back in the game. Maybe in New York.  Though he 
may have worn-out his welcome in The Big Apple. He’d certainly be done in the L.A. 
area for a while. It would have been nice to try some lamb stew before he left the area.  

If he knew where Turk lived, he could maybe go by.  Ask Rita for some stew.  But 
she might ask about Turk and start talking about Turk maybe getting into another line of 
work. Maybe suggesting Norman do the same. But of course he didn’t know where Turk 
lived or for that matter where anybody lived. But he would bet some heavy cash that 
Corporate knew where everybody lived; what they drove; who they slept with; what they 
ate. Norman couldn’t chance going back to Desert Shade Mobile Home Park. He should 
have never purchased the HDTV or the HP computer. Good thing he didn’t get that 
tuxedo   kitten. He didn’t have a family. Except a long lost daughter named Pam 
something or another. She had been married fifteen or so years. 

Some of the fellows in his line of work had girlfriends or were married. Some had 
kids. But that was stupid. Any day you could get your brains blown all over a building in 
some dark, smelly ally. Or some enemy might reach out and have some crazies take your 
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family as hostages just to get at you. Just to ask you what you did with a six million 
dollar load of Indian Opium. 

Here, in California, he had dated a couple of times. Then he met Annie. Annie was 
the closest to love he had ever come. Love was measured by the amount you were willing 
to inconvenience yourself for another person. He was willing to inconvenience himself 
quite a bit for Annie. Death? Maybe? Would she inconvenience herself for him? Probably 
not. But that didn’t matter. It had no place in the equation. 

 
 
 

Chapter Twelve 
 
 
Doc’s house sat just behind the police station, on Big Bear Road, so Norman parked 

the Buick on the far side of the barn-like structure. He knocked softly on the door. Heard 
a soft “Yes?” “It’s Ronnie Quick,” Norman whispered. “I got a problem.  Some fellows 
shot me in my leg. I’m bleeding to death.” 

Doc opened the door, slowly, and put his index finger to his lips. He pulled Norman 
into the giant cabin then led him to a small operating room in the back. He put his fingers 
to his lips again and then shouted, “You guys go ahead without me. I know you already 
peeked at my cards.” He closed the door to the operating room and patted the operating 
table.  “Give these a little time to work,” He whispered. He handed Norman three large, 
white capsules. Norman popped the capsules into his mouth. Laid down on the operating 
table. Thought of Annie. Her beautiful face and eyes and smile. 

When Doc came back into the room, Norman was seeing three Docs with bright 
orange hair. The three doctors sewed up his leg with assistance of a hundred other doctors 
all with orange hair. But Annie with the fanny was the only nurse in attendance. 
Norman’s leg was stitched and bandages when he heard the shots. Doc reached in a 
drawer and pulled out a revolver. Norman fished Turk’s pistol from his bloody pants 
lying on a chair.  

In the front room of the cabin, The Sunshine Twins and Turk (with a borrowed gun) 
stood over the bodies of the three officers at the poker table. “You lose!” Smiley said. 

Turk and Happy laughed just before the bullets entered their bodies. Smiley was the 
last to die because Norman had deliberately fired a gut shot. Doc and Norman stood, in 
the doorway, with smoking guns. “Ronnie, grab some trousers,” Doc pointed at a giant 
dresser drawers running the length of the cabin wall, “Take this phone. Get the Hell out 
of here. I’ll take care of this.” 

“Thanks Doc for everything.” 
“It wasn’t a good night for poker,” Doc said as he dialed a number on his cell phone. 

“I need some help,” he said into the mouthpiece. He jabbed his finger toward the door to 
signal Norman to get on the ball and leave. 

Norman saluted Doc goodbye. Norman had the Buick on Big Bear Road when he 
saw four officers charging up the hill, from the police station, toward Doc’s house. 
Norman headed toward the village. Corporate must have followed him to Doc’s. Stupid 
enough to kill cops. Stupid enough to keep trying to kill him. The blood bath, he had 
warned the ex-cop and his son about, had just moved to Big Bear City. Okay, Big Man, 
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what you going to do? Fight or flee? Disappear for a while? He had done that a couple 
times in his life. Running didn’t help much. Unless you were running to something better. 
But he seemed to always run to something worse. He would stay and fight for a little 
while. See how many fellows Corporate would throw at him.  He guessed three more. It 
became a game of reputations. Whoever really wanted the reputation of being the biggest 
bad ass would win. He wondered if the safe house was still a safe house. He parked and 
sat in the Buick across from the safe house; images of Annie ran through his mind. She 
was full of life. She would be worth a return trip, to California, someday. Now, Corporate 
probably had their eyes on her. But maybe a year from now he could venture in. Give her 
a call. “Hi, Annie, this is Norman—Duke—remember me? Big handsome fellow with a 
bald head and earrings. We went to a restaurant with points on their menu. We saw 
Avatar. Yeah, you remember? You seeing anybody? No, well, I’m coming back to 
California and I’d like to see you.” 

A steel-gray Buick passed in front of the safe house. But it wasn’t sent by Corporate 
unless they searched Monster for little old ladies with gray hair who sat so low in cars 
that the cars appear to be driver-less and passenger-less. If Corporate was smart they 
would start sending fellows in something other than steel-gray Buicks; red Hondas for 
instance. 

 
 
 

Chapter Thirteen 
 

 
Tucker came speeding down the off-ramp with the cars still in pursuit. He double-

clutched the big Peterbilt, tore through the dilapidated industrial area of Los Angeles, and 
then gunned the tractor-trailer down a side street that crossed through the center of the 
barrio where dozens of gang members stood on the corners. Junior hit the “RAMP” 
button on the Peterbilt’s fancy dash. The trailer ramp dropped down and dumped pallets 
of shoes onto the hard blacktop. Gang members scrambled out into the street to pick up 
the shoes that tumbled from the boxes. One gang member picked up a single shoe, raised 
it above his head, and shouted, “Marathon Superiors SAs! With no soles.” 

Pursuing cars swerved and slid as they attempted to miss him. He was hit and 
bounced, off a windshield, still holding the sole less shoe in his up-raised hand. He 
bounced off a second car. His body was crushed by Marathon tires. Gang members pulled 
out a variety of weapons and began firing in the direction of the truck and the pursuing 
cars. 

Tucker drove the tractor-trailer rapidly out onto Manchester. He shot down two 
blocks to the on ramp. Approaching the freeway, “Disconnect the trailer,” he told Junior. 

Junior pulled himself out through the open passenger’s-side window, hung on to the 
chrome railing, stepped wide with his long legs, and then slid to the back of the tractor; 
between the tractor and trailer.  When Tucker turned the rig up the on-ramp, to the 
freeway, Junior reached down and released the trailer. The trailer jerked loose then slid 
sideways across the entrance of the freeway. Two of the pursuing cars tried to avoid the 
sliding trailer but went shooting off the side of the freeway. Shoes were strewn across the 
freeway entrance. One pursuing car screeched to a halt; backed-up and then maneuvered 
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around the shoes and the trailer then continued the pursuit. Junior climbed around the 
side of the truck. He entered the passenger’s-side window; slid in; high-fived his father's 
outstretched hand. “Damn! I try not to love it. But I love it. Damn! I love it . . . . We did 
good.” 

“Yeah, we did good. The best father son team in town,” Tucker said. 
In the chopper, above, the co-pilot spoke into a receiver, “Whoa! The kid just 

climbed around and detached the trailer. The load is scattered all over Central L.A. No 
point in getting involved.  No load.  No point. Ronnie Quick screwed the pooch on this 
deal. If Corporate hasn’t put a hit out on him, I’ll be totally amazed. I just got a report 
Doc and Ronnie just took down three of Corporate’s men. I think we should think twice 
before using that big, wild man again. We’re going to call it a night. Sorry we lost out on 
a six million dollar load.” 

Tucker looked up in the air. “The chopper is no longer with us. Must not have been 
Norman’s men. Unless they’ve given up the chase. Certainly weren’t cops.” 

Junior looked at the side view mirror. “These guys haven’t given up.” Tucker gunned 
the tractor’s engine then zipped down the next freeway off-ramp. “Pops! Why get off? 
We can outrun them to Harbor Division.” 

“Century Boulevard; the track’s on Century Boulevard; we can catch the last race.” 
“Could be our last race,” Junior said. 
“You said it was exciting.” 
“I have had enough excitement for the night,” Junior said. 
“Wait till you see Jimmy Jack in the last race. He’s a winner. A sure thing,” Tucker 

said, “Most exciting horse to hit the track in twenty years.  Twenty years of waiting for 
the right horse; tonight he’s going to be on the track.” 

“Been twenty years since you hit a winner.” 
“Tonight's the night.” 
Twenty years earlier, Junior thought, his father had won a little over sixty-five grand 

then spent the next twenty years giving it all back to the track. The horses: another reason 
his Moms divorced his Pops. 

“I would have won a ton of money if I had been betting on Jimmy Jack this last year. 
But I took some bad advice from regulars at the track,” Tucker said. 

The tractor raced into a packed racetrack parking lot. Tucker stopped in the fire-lane. 
Tucker and Junior scrambled out and darted toward the entrance. A pursuing steel-gray 
Buick screeched to a stop behind the tractor.  

No tickets needed for the last races. Besides, Charlie would have let Tucker in with 
no ticket even if it was the first race. Tucker waved at Charlie standing at the open gate 
smoking an ashes-topped cigarette. Charlie waved back. Tucker and Junior raced through 
the crowd up to the two-dollar-window line. Junior kept looking back as the line, they 
had chosen, slowly inched its way to the window. At first there was no sign of the bad 
guys, but he spotted the two bad guys working their way through the crowd. He grabbed 
his father by the sleeve. “Let's go Pops!” 

“Just a sec. I'm only going to do fifty. It's a sure bet.” 
“Yeah, yeah. A sure bet we are about to die.” He pointed toward the bad guys. He 

looked around for an Exit.  The only Exit Junior could see was back in the direction of 
the bad guys. The only way out was back up through the bleachers.Tucker placed the bet 
and fidgeted as he waited for the tickets. The two bad guys were in the next row over. 
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They looked over and saw Tucker and Junior. Junior grabbed his father's sleeve and 
dragged him from the window. Tucker almost dropped his precious tickets. The father 
and son pushed their ways though the crowd, but the two burly bad guys cornered them at 
the pizza counter. Tucker used a Savate low-kick to the inner calf of an advancing bad 
guy. The bad guy went stumbling through the plate-glass of the pizza counter; a gash of 
crimson opened on his jaw.  Junior used a high-kick to the jaw of the second bad guy 
who went tumbling backwards down the up escalator taking three form-readers with him. 
Tucker and Junior high-fived and then ran down the stadium stairs. 

Tucker stumbled into a vendor, “Hi Gus.” 
The vendor said, “Tucker . . . .” and then was tossed, by a bloody bad guy, into the 

bleachers, der-wieners and all.  
Junior and Tucker jumped the track rail. Two bad guys followed; both hobbling. 

Three security guards came from the opposite side of the track. Four horses were racing 
neck-and-neck. Tucker and Junior ran, in front of the horses, to the center field. Two bad 
guys did the same. The bad guys were both hit by one horse or another and one bad guy 
was trampled. The other scrambled up and followed Tucker and Junior into the center 
field. The security guards stopped Tucker and Junior. “Tucker, what are you doing?” One 
security guard asked. 

The bad guy shot at the security guards. The guards took cover to return fire at the 
bad guy. Tucker and Junior headed for the Exit. Their escapades were being followed on 
the wide-screen television sets hanging from every wall in the track. Tucker and Junior 
both were out of breath by the time they had raced back, around the huge parking lot, up 
to the entrance. A Buick blocked the Peterbilt. A bald bad guy with glimmering earrings 
stood guard. 

“Let’s catch a cab to the house, get my truck and tow bar and go get the Jeep,” Junior 
said as he and Tucker ducked behind a shinny black Corvette.  

“Come on, Mary Margaret won’t let you go out again tonight. We can get a tow bar 
from Espanzito. Come on,” Tucker whispered and then charged forward and planted both 
feet in the back of the bad guy guard. The guard’s head smashed into the door handle on 
the Buick. Blood painted the entire door. Tucker hopped in the Peterbilt. Junior watched 
as Tucker started the rig and used it to easily push the Buick out of the way and onto the 
dying guard. Junior. looked around and then got in the tractor.  

Later, Tucker pulled into Espanzito’s. Even at the late hour the humble garage was 
packed with mechanics working on all sorts of vehicles. 

“Batman and Robin!” Espanzito shouted. “Nice truck! You guys are on T.V.” 
“We need a tow bar,” Junior said. 
“What’d they say on television?” Tucker asked Espanzito. 
“Showed some pictures of you and Robin beating up some tough guys then 

interrupting the race.  Then kicking the shit out of some big dude in front of the track. 
They want anyone who recognizes you to give them a call. Got a dime? 

“Hang around. I’m sure they’ll show it again,” Espanzito said. He reached up and 
pulled the rope on a huge bell. “Compadres! Look who’s here.” 

The mechanics all stopped their work. They began to clap and cheer. Tucker bowed. 
Espanzito dug around in a pile of jacks and heavy tools. He handed Tucker a heavy tow 
bar. 

“Come on Pops, it’s getting late,” Junior said. 
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“Let’s stay and watch the show,” Tucker said. 
“Okay, if you don’t care about your beloved Jeep,” Junior said. 
Tucker gunned the engine on the Peterbilt and headed for the desert. 
“Pops, is that story about the jogger really true?” 
“True as true can be.  It happened in South Carolina.  The jogger was just one of the 

six billion dots on earth and wham, the sky fell. Just saw it happen with the limo.  First, 
the guy had to be nuts to drive a limo in a chase. He shot us on the right side so I swerved 
to that side. He slammed on the brakes so the limo flipped and slid on its top. A tanker 
broke down earlier. Picked that exact spot to pullover. Boom! Everything fell into place. 
Life is pretty much random. All you can do is try to dodge the rain drops. Try to help 
others do the same.” 

“We dodged the raindrops with Norman,” Junior said. “That Savate high kick you 
gave him would have broken the jaw of most men.” 

“It was a good solid kick,” Tucker said. “I was going to use a bottom of the foot 
horizontal kick. But I would have broke his neck with that one. I am a Savate Master.” 

“Maybe. I’d hate to see him in a serious fight,” Junior said. 
“You don’t think that was a serious fight?” 
“That fight was a joke. I think he let us escape. Planned it. Was happy about it.” 
“Didn’t have his heart in the game?” Tucker said. 
“He had two clear shots. He could have shot me in the back. He shot in the air 

instead. He gave me a couple of chances to grab his gun and disarm him,” Junior said. 
“Why didn’t you disarm him?”  
“I knew you would go for the Over Under in the Jeep. Come up behind us. Exactly 

as you did. Thwart Norman’s intentions.” 
“I don’t know what Norman’s intentions were, but next time I intend to shoot to 

kill.” 
“You might get your chance. He might be waiting for us,” Junior said. 
“Sitting on Betsey’s bumper having a smoke?” 
“More like hiding in the bushes,” Junior said. 
Tucker and Junior stepped, out of the Peterbilt tractor, onto the deserted desert road. 

They just stood and stared at the Jeep. The headlights and tail lights were smashed. The 
canvas top was missing. The Jeep was up on blocks. All four tires and wheels were 
missing. The spare tire was half-way unbolted. “I know how much you love this Jeep so I 
decided to give it to you for your birthday. Happy Birthday!” Tucker said. 

Junior said, “My birthday was last Tuesday. I hope you kept a pair of Marathons. 
You are going to need them.” 

“I’ll call triple-A for a flatbed,” Tucker said. 
“You got a phone up your butt?” Junior asked his father. 
“I’ll use the two-way in the Jeep.” 
“The two-way, in the Jeep is a no-way, in the Jeep, Junior said. “It is probably the 

first thing they stripped.” 
Tucker headed for the Peterbilt. “I’ll use Norman’s two-way.” 
“That would be real smart.  You know Norman and a dozen others are waiting for us 

to use his two-way.” 
“Well, I’m not leaving the Jeep.” 
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“There is nothing to leave. Like Norman said it is a ‘Heep’. They even took the 
license plates,” Junior said. 

“Norman’s buddy, the Sheriff, will be able to track us with the license number.” 
“All they had to do is open the glove box. Rifle through. Find the registration,” 

Junior told his father. 
Tucker ran to the Jeep. The glove box had been pried open. The registration was 

missing. “The registration has your mother’s address. I never changed it.” 
Junior ran to the Peterbilt and stepped up into the cab on the passenger’s side. He 

unhooked the receiver from the dash. “Norman, if you are listening, the cops are my 
friends and family, so call off your people.” 

A bullet whizzed past Tucker’s head. It exploded against the Peterbilt’s polished 
finish. Tucker ducked down and crawled to the Peterbilt and clambered into the driver’s 
side. Rapid fire hammered at the bulletproof windshield but finally took it out. Tucker 
jammed the tractor in gear and gunned the engine and drove the giant tractor toward the 
gunfire. The Peterbilt took out three rows of shrubbery before the onslaught ended. Two 
gunmen were dead. Junior. fished around under the seat and found Norman’s long 
barreled Smith & Wesson. A pickup truck came charging out of the desert. Junior leveled 
the 460XVR; the high velocity bullet sparked for a second against the pickup’s fuel tank 
and then ignited the back end of the truck then flipped it twenty feet in the air. Its payload 
of Jeep wheels and tires burst into flames and went rolling across the desert like circus 
fire-hoops. The burning truck and driver landed head-first on top of the Jeep. Death was 
back visiting the desert. Entertaining himself and the Bendts with a light show in the 
desert. “Over twenty-three hundred feet per second velocity,” Junior said. He raised the 
pistol and blew the smoke coming from the tip of the barrel. He walked over to one of the 
dead gunmen, lying in the shrubbery, fished in his blood soaked pockets, and came up 
with a cell phone. He dialed. “Mary Margaret, please don’t ask any questions. I’ll explain 
when I get there. Send a car to sit on Moms’ house. Please do it immediately.” He threw 
the cell phone into the bushes.  

“They can track that call!” Tucker said. 
“They already know who we are. We’ve opened a can of worms. We are in way over 

our heads.” 
“It’s the nature of the business. You want to quit?” Tucker asked his son. 
“No, but from now on we always carry firepower and we shoot to kill. I don’t mean 

hair trigger but if we are dealing with animals, that will attempt to hurt our family, we 
shoot to kill.” 

“There’s a safe house in Big Bear. We should put your mother and Don there until 
this blows over,” Tucker said. 

“His name is Dan. And the only way this is going to blow over is if we roundup all 
the bad guys. Line them up against a wall,” Junior said. 

“Whoa. You’re starting to sound like me.” 
“Good!” Junior shouted. 
“Not good. Let me be the crazy one,” Tucker said. 
“You have not even seen crazy if something happens to Moms or Mary Margaret.” 
“Nothing’s going to happen. We’ll figure this out.” But Tucker was thinking that ex-

convicts could reach out even from isolation. The laws were such that total isolation 
became cruel and unusual punishment. It would detract from the Country Club 
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atmosphere. No one thought about how cruel and unusual it was to ask the people you 
love to go into hiding just because some horde of sociopaths decide to use your family as 
pawns in the game of murder and mayhem. A game that it was apparent the good guys 
were losing. He would have to get prints off the Peterbilt to track Norman and get 
Norman to give up his partners in crime. If they were as stupid and inept as Norman, it 
would be just another Betty Turner case. Easy as Hell. Tucker hoped they all had taken 
their combat training at the same place Norman had studied. Probably Chino or one of the 
Federal prisons that did so well at teaching criminals how to be better criminals.  More 
professional. The Best of the Best. Or in this case: the Best of the Worst. It was almost 
like the prison employees were afraid they’d be out of a job if someone should happen to 
get rehabilitated. Feed the criminals three excellent meals a day. Let them bulk up like a 
band of gorillas. Give them contact with the outside world. Let them amass armies. And 
then wonder why the system is broken. All of the top gangs in Los Angeles: white, black, 
brown, and yellow were being led from prison. Bring back the death penalty. 

Tucker used Norman’s tire iron to clear out the thick glass still trapped in the rubber 
frame of the Peterbilt’s window. He dug a couple of pairs of sunglasses out of the glove 
box. The glasses were very little help keeping debris and wind-propelled bugs from their 
blinking eyes as the drove cautiously back toward L.A.“We don’t tell your mother 
nothing.” Tucker said. 

“How do we explain the patrol car and our being there?” 
“We just say we’re investigating one of her neighbors down the street. We can’t give 

anymore information. But it’s a priority case. Involving many divisions of law 
enforcement. I’ve been called in as a consultant. You’re just along for the ride.” 

“Pops, you’re a fantastic liar.” 
“Thank you, son.” 
 
 
 

Chapter Fourteen 
 

 
Norman circled around; he came up behind the safe house in downtown Big Bear. 

He limped up the back stairs of the unit over an ice cream parlor. A key was stuffed in the 
hollow end of the banister. Inside the safe house, Norman found some baggy pants to 
replace the skintight trousers he had picked up at Doc’s. He was hungry; he knew that the 
T-bones were great at the Big Bear Cafe down the street. But Corporate knew he was in 
Big Bear or had been. Hunger is hunger and the frozen dinners or the peanut butter just 
wouldn’t cut it. He dug through the wigs and mustaches and glasses and found a 
combination that looked good. In fact, he looked real good. He looked younger with hair. 
He wondered if Annie would like him better with hair. Norman taped the black wig to his 
bald head; glued on the black mustache; slid on the black rimmed glasses; removed his 
diamond earrings, popped them in his pocket, and then checked the mirror. He knew he 
had to move the car to protect the safe house. He was an idjit. Corporate must LoJack all 
the vehicle. Seeing as they employed mostly criminals. Or seeing as they employed 
nothing but criminals. He peeked out the door. Three ex-convict-looking fellows were 
checking out the Buick in the alley. He quickly closed the door. 
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He would have to kill all three to protect the house. He concealed a twelve inch knife 
in the right pocket of his baggy pants. He concealed Turk’s gun in the left pocket of his 
baggy pants. He started for the door. A knock came. Norman opened the door. 

“Is Norman Hollinder here?” The muscular ex-convict asked. He rubbed his swastika 
tattooed knuckles. 

“You just missed him. He went for a T-bone at the Big Bear Cafe,” Norman said. 
“What’s your name?” 
“Ronnie Quick.” Norman said. 
“Sounds made up.” 
“I get that all the time. All through high school. When I was in Yale. Guy always 

said your name sounds phony.” 
“Mind if I come in?” The ex-convict asked Norman. 
“I was just leaving to meet with Norman at the Big Bear Cafe. Get a T-bone.” 
“Why didn’t you go together?” 
“Had to comb my hair,” Norman said and then flipped his long hair back. 
The ex-convict turned in the doorway and shouted down to the other two. “Check for 

Hollinder at the Big Bear Cafe. I’ll stay here. Tony, watch the car.” He stepped through 
the door and into Norman’s twelve inch knife. 

Norman closed the door. “One down,” he said to the knife. Better get to work, Big 
Man. Before the other fellow gets back from the Big Bear Cafe with the bad news. He 
wiped the blade off on the ex-convict’s bloody, thousand dollar jacket—a size or two to 
small for Norman. He stepped out on the landing and headed down the wooden stairs 
toward Tony. Tony looked confused until he saw the twelve inch blade, on the knife, in 
Norman’s hand. Then it was too late. Norman waited, in the shadows, for the third ex-
convict. When the ex-convict returned, from the Big Bear Cafe, he was frantically dialing 
numbers on his cell phone, he spotted Norman but didn’t react quick enough to the long-
haired stranger; Norman dumped his limp body, in the trunk of the Buick, with the 
equally limp body of Tony. 

Norman drove the car to the parking lot between two summertime-abandoned ski 
lifts. He rubbed down the interior. Left the keys on the seat. Prayed the Buick would 
become a bait-car that would take Corporate on a merry chase. “Hello Doc,” Norman said 
into the disposable cell phone, “it’s Ronnie, can you talk? Need a Cleaner at the safe 
house. Tell Jerry I’ll see him when I’m sure I’m not being followed. Thanks again for 
everything. I’ll send you a little gift when I land somewhere. Thanks again, fellow.” 

Who did he trust to get another car? Kerry was dead so was Tom Riley. Only one 
place to go to get wheels up in these mountains. The Junk Man. It was a hike but worth it.  
Goodbye LoJack or what ever kind of tracking device Corporate was logged onto. Of 
Course a tracking device could be in anything. Now days it could be in damn near 
anything. Norman stepped into the forest. It was silent and beautiful. He had always 
wanted to get a place up here. Just a little one bedroom cabin. He could afford it what 
with the double pay and all. But it would just give him another thing to worry about. It 
would definitely be nice to have a place to bring Annie. Corporate probably put a 
tracking device in Annie. Or in a gun or pen or a belt buckle. Norman stood up 
immediately and removed his belt. He inspected the ornate buckle.  It had cost him three 
hundred bucks at the Colton In-door Swap Meet. The belt had cost twice that. He 
searched both and found nothing. After starting to slip the belt back through his pants 
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hoops, he stopped and whipped the belt and buckle out of the hoops and onto the ground. 
He stomped his boot heel on the expensive buckle. He had to think on his feet. Fight or 
flee? 

He might as well stay in Big Bear. Corporate couldn’t afford to lose many more men. 
The count was what?  Boss. Sheriff Gordon. Maybe Tinsley. Surly Airs. The Sunshine 
Twins. Turk. Three at the safe house. If it still was a safe house. That should about do it 
But the fact was: the more he killed, the more Corporate needed to set an example. Like a 
never ending circle. A life for a life. A death for a death.  

 
 
 

Chapter Fifteen 
 

 
Junior and Tucker and Mary Margaret spoke to the patrolman sitting in his cruiser in 

front of Moms’ house. 
“The gun and tractor are evidence in a felony case,” Mary Margaret said. 
“We don’t have jurisdiction in San Bernardino County,” the patrolman said. “We 

have no business in San Bernardino.  They have their own law enforcement. Mary 
Margaret, you know that.” 

“The kidnapping culminated in L.A.; that’s our jurisdiction,” Mary Margaret said. 
“There are no witnesses that we were kidnapped,” Junior said. “They can just say we 

stole and vandalized a truckload of expensive shoes. We still have the tractor.” 
“There must be something we can do,” Tucker said.  
“I’d take the Peterbilt back,” the patrolman pointed, across the quiet street, at the 

once majestic Peterbilt, but now with a headlight, right rearview mirror, and windshield 
missing. “Take it back or go park it somewhere.” 

“He’s right Pops. Let’s take it back. We’ll follow you in Mary Margaret’s car,” 
Junior said. 

“I’m staying here,” Mary Margaret told Junior. 
“You both stay. The drive’s too long. I’ll get rid of the tractor. I’ll catch a cab back,” 

Tucker said. “Maybe take the tow bar back to Espanzito; he’s there all night.” 
“Okay, but don’t do anything typical or spectacular,” Junior said. 
What the Hell did that mean? Tucker thought as he climbed into the Peterbilt. All he 

was going to do was light up the tractor in the big, old, empty lot on Sepulveda 
Boulevard. Tucker said a prayer over the big, handsome Peterbilt, and then dropped a lit 
wick in the chrome-rimmed opening in the big rig’s gas tank. The Peterbilt swallowed the 
burning wick then belched fire. Flames shot out of the opening and almost caught Tucker 
as he bent down to pickup his bag of goodies. And Espanzito’s heavy tow bar. The bag 
contained two electronic stun guns, two cans of Mace, and Normans giant Smith & 
Wesson. Tucker strolled to the curb as the Peterbilt fire roared behind him. If it was an 
action movie the explosion would blast him through the air unharmed, but Tucker wasn’t 
chancing it; he began to run; juggling the heavy tow bar in his right hand and toting the 
equally heavy goodies bag in his left hand. 

A steel-gray Buick screeched to a halt in the vacant lot. 
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Tucker dropped the tow bar and then darted through an opening in a chain link fence 
that was doing a piss-poor job of keeping trespassers from entering the abandoned oil 
field. Tucker galloped behind a rusty storage tank. Three men with automatic weapons 
moved through the opening in the fence and then spread out. Tucker sat a can of Mace on 
the third step up on the steel staircase that circled the storage tank. Three quarters of a 
mottled “Shell” sign wrapped the rusty belly of the ancient tank. Tucker hid under the 
base of the stairs.  The gunman circled around the storage tank and spotted the Mace can.  
His head twisted sideways like a hound that had just come upon a cat dressed like a 
Pekinese. Tucker hit the trigger on the stun gun; wires flew out and attached to the 
gunman’s body. The voltage sent spasms through the gunman’s chest. He screamed. The 
other two gunmen called out his name. They were close by. Tucker took a twig and 
jammed it in the trigger of the stun gun and put it gently on the ground. The downed 
gunman continued to flip and flop at the base of the staircase. Tucker climbed the 
staircase to the top of the tank. 

Two gunmen appeared at the base of the stairs. A gunman pulled the twig from 
trigger of the stun gun. He checked the downed gunman, ”He’s fried,” He said. “The 
bastard fried Luke.” He looked toward the top of the tank. “Jake, head up the stairs. I’ll 
search down here.” 

Jake climbed cautiously up the stairs. Tucker hid in the shadows. He reached in his 
goodies bag. Jake reached the top stair. Tucker reached out with the Mace can six inches 
from Jake’s wide open eyes. Tucker pushed the button. Jake dropped his weapon and 
grabbed for his eyes just as Tucked slammed his foot into Jake’s stomach knocking him 
up and over the rust-eaten rail. Tucker charged down the stair case still clutching his 
precious goodies bag. The last gunman came back and bent over Jake. “Jake, you broke 
your fool neck.” He started up the staircase. “Tucker Bendt, I’m coming to kill you.” He 
ran up the stairs firing wildly into the early morning sky. When he reached the top, he 
whirled around and fired at the shadows below. Bullets ricocheted off the abandoned 
tanks. One bullet whizzed past Tucker. The Smith & Wesson felt heavy in his hand, but 
the trigger squeezed easily. The high velocity bullet hit the gunman in the center of his 
chest. He shot off a final blast of bullets and then tumbled from the top of the tank. His 
body smacked down next to Jake’s. 

Tucker walked back through the fence opening. Picked up Espanzito’s heavy tow 
bar. Kicked dirt as he walked to the purring Buick. He should call it in, he thought as he 
drove to the cab stand on Crenshaw. But there would be too much explaining to do. How 
would he explain his reason for lighting up the Peterbilt on private property or how 
would he explain the bodies on the Shell fenced-property? 

Norman answered the cell phone, “Yeah?” 
“Ronnie, it’s Doc. Three big guys are here looking for Norman. I told them you 

might know his whereabouts. It’s important. They’re talking about shooting my 
kneecaps.”  

“Yeah, Doc. Norman’s at the Big Bear Cafe eating a T-bone. I’ll wait for your 
fellows out front. I’ve got long, black hair. Black mustache. Black rimmed glasses. I look 
handsome as Hell.” 

“I’m sure you do,” Doc said in a horse voice. 
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Norman arrived at the Big Bear Cafe just in time to tilt back in a chair on its rustic 
porch. The two ex-convicts were clones of the two Norman had stuffed in the trunk of the 
Buick stashed a mile away. They stepped from an identical Buick. 

“Ronnie Quick?” 
Norman saluted. 
“Where is Norman?” 
“I got him hogtied in the john behind the restaurant,” Norman said. “I’ll expect some 

kind of reward or something. This fellow is some kind of tough dude. He mussed my 
hair.” Norman ran his fingers through his long hair and then signaled toward the back 
exterior of the Big Bear Cafe. Norman thought there was not much use for a off-season 
restaurant john except as a killing field. Especially a john isolated from the restaurant 
itself. The brain-dead ex-convicts stepped into the immaculate public restroom. Norman 
stepped behind the closest ex-convict. A twelve inch blade drew a crimson line across the 
man’s throat.  And then the blade plunged deep into the second man’s rock hard abs. A 
lot of work went into those abs. Thousands of sit-ups per day; everyday. Norman locked 
the restroom door from the inside then wiped the door knob with his shirttail. After 
pinching his thumb on the swiveling window-latch, he forced the back bathroom window 
open, stepped up on the back of the toilet, and shimmied his considerable bulk trough the 
open window. Norman made a bet that the bodies wouldn’t be found for a week. 

Pain shot through his injured thigh as he limped rapidly in the direction of Doc’s 
cabin. Where were all the Big Bear cops? Norman discarded his wig, mustache, and 
glasses. He pounded on the cabin door, “Doc!  It’s Norman. I need help!” 

Doc opened the door. His right eye was swollen. His lower lip was bleeding. 
“Norman, this guy has a forty-five pressed against my back,” Doc said. 

Norman yanked Doc from the cabin; the bullet blasted of-target into the early 
morning air; Norman tackled the ex-convict. He brought his elbow across the ex-
convict’s throat and then head-butted the ex-convict’s broad nose. While straddling the 
big man, Norman jammed the heel of his palm against the broken nose and pounded the 
broken nose bone deep into the ex-convict’s screaming brain. “Where are all the cops?” 
Norman asked Doc. 

“The first three are in my back room. The other four are in my front room. Your 
friends have killed the entire Big Bear police force. Most were my dear friends.” 

“Have the Cleaner scatter the cop bodies. Scatter them all over Big Bear so it looks 
like a coordinated mass execution by the Meth dealers. Tell Jerry to track ownership of 
the Buick at the cafe. No Doc, don’t scatter the bodies. Tell the authorities the truth. But 
say all six shooters came at the same time looking for me. Say they moved the cop bodies 
to the back room. Blame it all on me. I’ll be long gone. Bye Doc. I gotta go. I’m so sorry. 
Thanks.” 

“Thank you. But, please don’t come back to Big Bear, ever again.” 
Norman started walking toward the Junk Man’s row of cabins three miles up hill.  

The Junk Man was a repo man but made most of his money by finding flakes who were 
behind on their auto leases; arranging with the flakes to report the leased cars stolen; and 
then somehow getting title to the vehicle (someone on the take at DMV?) and then 
leasing the car to less than credible citizens with lots of cash but little or no good credit. 
Everybody was a winner except the insurance companies. Norman had saved the Junk 
Man’s life three years earlier (Norman had saved many a fellows’ lives). Now he would 
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let the Junk Man save his. His leg was about to give out but Norman still had another two 
miles to go. Please be there Mister Junk Man. Please be there. Was that a prayer? That’s 
something new. 

Norman believed.  Norman believed in nothing. No atheists in foxholes. So he 
slipped once in a while. But what do you expect from a kid who was raised by 
Grandmom? who was a staunch Baptist?. A staunch Baptist who read the Bible every day 
to her bored grandson. A grandson who studied most every religion to try and find one 
that wasn’t so silly. But they were all rip-offs of Greek Mythology. And they were all 
silly. It was hard for the grandson to grade the degree of silliness. Scientology of course 
topped the list. But not much ahead of the Mormon’s Costa Rica Arizona New York 
connection. And the Catholics with their silly clown outfits. And Islam with its death 
wish. What about the Amish who’s God only allowed the convenience of buttons and 
horses. All just rip-offs of the comic book Greek Mythology. Who should get the 
royalties? Norman couldn’t accept one major flaw in the God thing: if there was a God 
there would be no ass holes, literally. God would not create a human being that carried 
around its own waste. God would make it so everything you ate would be used entirely. 
No waste. Better health. No need for ass holes. But God forbid there be less ass holes. 
Who would be the politicians or  the C.E.O.s 

 
 
 

Chapter Sixteen 
 
 
It was late afternoon. Junior ducked his head into the “T&T” office. “Pops, I’ve got 

to go home. Get some rest.” He walked in and slumped down in a chair behind his desk. 
Junior and Tucker sat behind matching desks side-by-side in a downtown office building. 
Skid Row just outside their door. The sign on the front entrance glass read, "TUCKER & 
TUCKER PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS". 

“So, we have Nixon and Fosberg. And our Marathon case,” Tucker said. 
“We have no Marathon case. We have no client. No one's paying the bills. I don’t 

want to hear anymore about us and Marathon Shoes.” 
“Shut up!” Tucker said. 
“Jesus! Pops, don't be so abusive.” 
“Please be quiet! Somebody's running up the stairs,” Tucker whispered. There was a 

blast of glass; the Tucker & Tucker sign imploded.  A smoking canister rolled to the 
center of the floor. Junior and Tucker dashed to the open window. Tucker stepped 
through first. Junior followed. They stood together, father and son, on the ancient ledge 
outside their second story office. A blast rocked their office and blew out the window. 
The flying glass nearly knocked them both from the ledge. They started crawling rapidly 
to the open window of the adjoining office. They peeked in at Madame Sonja who was 
under her table with a customer. Her crystal ball sat firmly in the center of the table. The 
customer scrambled from under the table and ran out of the office. Tucker and Jr. entered 
through the window. “Didn't see this coming? Huh?” Tucker said to Madame Sonja. 
Madame Sonja gave Tucker the finger. Tucker crawled over and peeked out into the 
hallway. Three men, dressed in black, with black ski-masks, raced, toward him, firing 
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automatic weapons. Tucker scrambled back into Madam Sonja’s. Bullets riddled the 
doorway of Madam Sonja's office. Tucker and Jr. darted under the table with Madam 
Sonja. 

“Get out! You turds!” She tried to push them from her hiding spot, Get out! Get 
out!” 

“I thought you loved me,” Tucker said, “I thought we had a future together. You said 
you read it in your crystal ball.” Bullets sprayed the office and ricocheted, from the floor, 
in front of the table. A single bullet shattered Madam Sonja's crystal ball. 

“That was yesterday,” Madam Sonja told Tucker. “This is today!” Sirens screamed 
in the background. Tucker and Junior scrambled from under the table and peeked into the 
hallway. Junior looked over Tucker's shoulder. They stepped out into the hallway.  Both 
ran to help Madame Sonja’s wounded customer.  

They looked through their shattered office-door: the office was totaled. “You know 
what this means?” Tucker said. 

“Yeah, we stay clear of Marathon.” 
“That won't work. We have to get them before they get us.” 
“I quit. My resignation will be on your desk in the morning,” Junior told his father. 
“I don't have a desk, anymore.” 
“I'll mail it to your office.” 
“I don't have an office, anymore.” 
“I'll deliver it to you personally,” Junior said. 
“When the cops get here, what do we tell them?” Tucker said. 
“The truth!” 
“Let’s tell the selective truth,” Tucker said. 
“What exactly is ‘the selective truth’?” 
“For starters, don’t tell them about the Peterbilt.” 
“Where did you park the Peterbilt?” 
“I sort of parked it on that big old empty lot on Sepulveda Boulevard.” 
“What do you mean ‘sort of’? You either parked it on Sepulveda Boulevard or you 

didn’t park it on Sepulveda Boulevard.” 
“I parked it on the big old empty lot on Sepulveda Boulevard and lit it up,” Tucker 

said. 
“And what?” 
“I set it on fire.” 
“Great! you couldn’t do anything more spectacular?” Junior said. 
“It was late. I was tired.” 
“Adams knows we had the tractor.” 
“Who the Hell is Adams?” Tucker asked his son. 
“The officer at Moms’ house.” 
“He won’t say nothing. He’s the one who said to get rid of it,” Tucker said. 
“I don’t think he meant you should light it up in the center of town.” 
“That’s not the center of town.” 
“You know what I mean,” Junior said. 
“Well, let’s just not say anything about the Peterbilt, because I think I killed three 

guys or at least maimed three guys in that old abandoned oil field next to the Sepulveda 
lot.” 
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“They Norman’s associates?” 
“They drove a Buick.” 
“Lot of people drive Buicks,” Junior said. 
“Yeah, but not a lot of them are going to a killing.” 
“How’d they find you?” 
“LoJack probably.” 
“And we were so worried about them locating us. So we don’t tell them about the 

Peterbilt,” Junior said. 
“Or Norman, the kidnapping, the shooting in the desert, the chase, the limo crash . . . 

.” 
“In other words, we tell them nothing?” 
“We tell them about the track; they got us on tape,” Tucker said. 
“Did we win?” 
“We? What you mean, we?” 
“Did we win? Remember I put my ass on the line to get those tickets.” 
“Yes, we won,” Tucker said. 
“How much?” 
“We won a bundle,” Tucker said. 
“How much?” 
“Twenty to one.” 
“A thousand dollar?”  Junior asked. 
“Ten thousand.” 
“I thought you only played fifty.” 
“I lied,” Tucker confessed to his son. l 
“Now, or when I was distracted at the window.” 
“At the wndow.” 
“Pops? Did you ever tell the truth straight out.” 
“Right out of the box?” Tucker asked. 
“Yeah, right out of the box.” 
“I’m sure I must have.”  
“When?” 
Tucker walked down the hall toward the approaching police squad. “Tucker!   I 

should have known,” A sergeant said. 
“Coons, long time no see,” Tucker said, “Looking good.” 
“Who did you piss-off this time?” Coons said. 
“This had nothing to do with me or Junior I think it was Madame Sonja’s Gypsy 

friends. Something to do with a con game or something. Her wounded customer was the 
target of a couple of shooters all dressed up in black; ski masks and all. I think Madame 
Sonja’s friend is from Albania. Head of the Albania Mafia or pretty high up.” Junior just 
shook his head. He walked away and left Tucker still talking to Coons. 

On the near side of Flagstaff, Norman was winning a high-speed chase against a 
Buick. Norman was driving a Dodge Challenger—for people who love cars—he had 
picked up at the Junk Man’s on the outskirts of Big Bear City. How were they tracking 
him? No LoJack on the Challenger. Turk’s phone was long gone. Turk’s gun? He pulled 
into a rest-stop. The Challenger crawled behind one of two rest-stop buildings. The 
Challenger’s powerful engine kept pace with the beating of Norman’s heart. He wasn’t 
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frightened. He was excited. He checked the load on Turk’s gun and then placed it on the 
passenger’s seat. His big hand cranked back the slide on the semiautomatic that was part 
of the Challenger’s package along with a bag of sandwiches and a six-pack of Bud. 

The Junk Man put it on his tab. A tab that was quickly growing out of sight. He 
would be grilled about every penny. Asked why he didn’t get a cheaper car. They would 
say inexpensive but mean cheaper. A Buick went speeding past the rest-stop. But made a 
screeching u-turn. The Buick sped around the rest-stop building. Three ex-convicts 
jumped out with automatic weapons blazing. A bullet-riddled Challenger gowned and 
slumped to the ground on flattened tires. Then it blew up; blasting hot metal shrapnel, 
into the idiot ex-convicts, inflicting hot metal wounds on all three. A single shot, 
triggered by Norman, hit an ex-convict between the eyes. A second shot took off the 
skullcap of a second ex-convict. The third ex-convict screamed and whirled in a circle 
while firing his automatic wildly. A single shot caught him in the back of his shaved head 
and then knocked him flat—face-first—in the dirt. Dumb. Dumber. And Dumb Ass. 

Norman was still on the roof of the rest-stop building when the second Buick 
screeched to a halt next to the first, vacant, Buick. Norman shot the driver, through the 
windshield, before the driver had a chance to exit the killing machine. Economy of shots 
just spent two more bullets: one on each side of the Buick. One of the bullets hit the 
upper edge of the passenger side door but redeemed itself by tearing into the ex-convict’s 
eyeball. The ex-convict had been riding shotgun and was probably a ball buster. The last 
deadly bullet was dead-on, over the dusty roof of the Buick, and then into the tattooed 
temple of the exiting back-seat driver.  

Norman stayed hunkered down on the roof of the rest-stop building. How many 
more Buicks would come? He sure would have liked to have owned the auto dealership 
where Corporate did its business. He would be the Cal Worthington of drug dealers. Cash 
only. He could wrestle a tiger on late night T.V. Show bad horror movies. He thought 
about selling cars—actually trucks (Ford trucks) before he got into his current line of 
work. But he looked too much like a killer to be a car salesman. Car salesmen were 
killers but they looked like the boy next door. Annie wouldn’t date a car salesman. 

Annie probably dated some slub banker fellow. Imagine him trying to follow 
Norman’s act. Norman had been pushing iron since he was fourteen. He started looking 
good by the time he was sixteen. Great by twenty. No one in his weight class could match 
him by the time he was twenty-five. But he wanted zero body fat with every muscle 
etched in the broadest detail. He was certain he was not Homo, but he surly did like the 
way he looked all greased up. Jack Boyde introduced him to steroids. They did the job on 
his muscles. Now, twenty years later, the roids were really doing a job on his brain. But, 
if he had it all to do over again, he’d hand some heavy cash to Jack Boyde. If Jack “The 
Roid” Boyde was still alive and kicking. Most of his friends where neither kicking or 
alive. 

Kinky Mandevil was being held by two of his ex-friends.  
“You introduced Duke to the group,” Ezra Coffman said. 
“I’m sure you’re wrong about Duke,” Kinky said. “He’s a straight up guy. Loyal to 

me and the company.” 
“That straight up guy stole my product and killed my people.” 
“He’s got a rep as a killing machine. I’ll send my people after him,” Kinky said. 
“Your people are now my people.” 
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“I doubt that. All Hell will breakout if anything happens to me.”  
“We’re about to find out,” Coffman said. “Smitch, you know how to work this rig 

you designed?” 
“You want him sitting in the chair or hanging by the rope?” Smitch said. “You want 

him fried or sautéed?” Smitch asked Coffman. 
“Whatever gets his men the most riled up.” 
“You want to torture him or just killed straight out?” Smitch casually inquired. 
“A little,” Coffman told Smitch. 
“A little tortured or a little killed?” Smitch asked. 
“Coffman, you’re going to live to regret this,” Kinky said. 
“At least I’m going to live,” Coffman said. 
“You guys going to let this happen?” Kinky asked the two ex-convicts. “After all 

I’ve done for you? We don’t need these idiots. I can always get us another gig.” 
Both ex-convicts hesitated. Coffman drew his Beretta Bobcat and shot them both 

between the eyes. “He who hesitates,” Coffman whispered.  
Kinky screamed one continuous scream as Smitch used the hangman’s noose to, ever 

so slowly, lower the ex-crime-boss, toes first, into the acid soup.   
Coffman thought Smitch was enjoying himself a little too much. 
 
 
 

Chapter Seventeen 
 

 
Junior’s garage had an old Nash Rambler, going through restoration, occupying one 

side of the interior. The other side of the garage had an assortment of tools and tool 
benches.  In the darkest corner was a desk, a fax machine, a big, old Minolta copy 
machine, and three dark-green, Army surplus filing cabinets. Tucker had the phone 
against his ear. Junior stood in the garage doorway. He was dressed in a white lab coat 
and had a briefcase in his left hand. Standing next to him was his aristocratic wife, Mary 
Margaret. She was dressed in a pinstriped business suit with a short skirt. She was 
carrying a briefcase in her right hand. Their free hands touched. “Pops, don't go off the 
deep end today,” Junior said. 

“He always goes off the deep end,” Mary Margaret told Junior. 
“Now, MMs, you know you love me,” Tucker said. 
“Don't call me MMs, it's not cute, it's not funny.” 
“I think it’s cute,” Junior told Mary Margaret. 
“Like father like son,” She said as she walked from the garage. 
“Pops, be a little cool. Mar Mar is not really happy with this garage office thing. I 

told her it would be no longer than a month. And you were supposed to move that old 
junk Nash weeks ago.” 

“Okay, but I'm on the phone now getting us a client for our Marathon caper.” 
“Who would hire us to go against those thugs,” Junior asked. 
“Marathon Shoes. Because it is about knocked-off Marathon shoes,” Tucker said. 
“It’s about more than shoes. It takes more than shoes to get a County Sheriff—even a 

crooked one—murdered.” 
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“What? They have been murdering anyone and everyone in Mexico.” 
“This is not Mexico and this is not drugs. This is gym shoes,” Junior said. 
“It’s connected to that Big Bear massacre . . . last night,” Tucker said. 
“Now, you’re reaching.” 
“Double or nothing it was Norman and his buddies from the desert.” 
“It was a guy named Ronnie Quick AKA Duke,” Junior told his father. 
“I told you so. I win.” 
“Every-other convict is named Duke.” 
“BS. I win. Give me back the money from the track,” Tucker told his son. 
“I didn’t agree to the bet.” 
“I said double or nothing and you didn’t say no. Or signal no with your hand or a nod 

of your head.” 
“I already spent most that money. For one thing, I bought Mary Margaret an iPad,” 

Junior said. 
 “I didn’t see her wearing no eye pad.” 
“An Apple iPad,” Junior said. 
“Why in the world would Mary Margaret want an eye pad made out of a apple?  

Besides it couldn’t cost more than a couple of bucks.” 
“It cost considerably more. It’s a kind of computer,” Junior said. 
“Well, you shouldn’t have spent the money ‘till you found out if I wanted to do a 

double or nothing.” 
“When have you ever known me to do a double or nothing?” Junior asked his father. 
“It’s different now. You’re a grown man.” 
“What’s that got to do with anything?” 
“Grown men always do a double or nothing,” Tucker informed his son. 
Junior threw his hands in the air and then left the cluttered garage. 
Later, inside the lab at the L.A.P.D., Junior was on the phone. “Okay, that's neat, but 

I'm in deep do-do here and with Mary Margaret. The track brought by some tape on us. 
So cool it Pops until the heat’s off.” 

Tucker sat in the plush offices of Marathon Shoes. He closed his cell phone and 
slipped it in his pocket; spotted freshly sharpened pencils and note pads laying on the end 
table, next to a chair, across from him; eyeballed the receptionist and then scrambled 
across the room and snagged a handful of pencils; quickly put them in his coat pocket. A 
smile lit up his face as he thought about how much the purloined pencils would subtract 
from the bottom line at Tucker & Tucker. 

“Mister Brent,” The receptionist said. 
“It's Bendt. I wasn't going to . . . .” 
“Mister Coffman will see you now Mister Bendt.”. 
“Oh . . . I. Which way?” 
The receptionist pointed down a long hallway. “The office at the end of the hall. 

Mister Bendt, you should leave the pencils. Ezra Coffman will know.” 
Tucker reached into his coat pocket, extracted a handful of pencils, and placed them 

on her desk as he passed by. Not unless he’s psychic or you rat me out you old bag, 
Probably count the damn tiny pencils every hour to see if someone in need a tiny pencil 
took one or two, Tucker thought as he sauntered down, the long hall, opening doors and 
peeking in as he went by. He opened the door to Coffman’s elegant office. Ezra Coffman 
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was sitting, behind a giant desk, working on a flat-screen, state-of-the-art computer. He 
was sitting beneath a giant picture of the President of the United States. The President 
was wearing a pair of Marathon Superiors shoes. 

“Trucker, is that right, Trucker?” Coffman said without looking up. 
“Tucker,” Tucker answered and then pulled an antique chair up to the front of 

Coffman’s desk. 
“Tucker, you have created problems for my crew.” He looked up at Tucker but 

continued to work the keyboard. “Made me pay a lot of overtime.” 
“Those goons work for you?” Tucker manhandled a large expensive cigar lighter on 

Coffman’s desk. 
“People steal shoes. I need goons to keep my inventory from ending up on eBay or at 

some Asian swap meet.” 
“My girlfriend's Asian.” 
“Does she work the swap meets?” 
“No, she's an Assistant D.A.,” Tucker told Coffman. 
Coffman just looked at him. He looked at his monitor, moved the mouse, and then 

smiled at the monitor. “Why are you here?” He didn’t look at Tucker. 
“I thought the shoes were knock-offs. I thought Marathon would want to get them off 

the market. But obviously I was wrong.” 
“The shoes are not knock-offs. If they were, I wouldn't need assistance from a 

gumshoe who works out of his garage.” 
“Your information is current but not accurate. It's my son's garage.” 
“As you know, the shoes are scattered all over Los Angeles County. Stay away from 

my warehouses and offices or your son will have no garage.” He typed rapidly. 
“That a threat? Mister Coffin?” 
“As you know it's a threat. And it’s Coffman, you idiot, but Coffin may be apropos if 

you keep snooping around my people and buildings,” Coffman said. 
“Coffmanyouidiot. Did I tell you that my daughter-in-law also works for the D.A. 

and my son works for L.A.P.D.” 
“No, but it will be good conversation if I should happen to run into them at your 

funeral.” He looked up at Tucker on the word “funeral.” He hesitated. “And, Tucker, 
where in Hell is my Peterbilt?” 

“I think you know I lit it up in the center of town. Did you get your Buick back? 
Your Goons out of the hospital, yet?” Tucker got up then dropped the heavy gold lighter 
on the immaculate surface of Coffman’s antique desk. A sharp corner, on the heavy 
lighter, dug into desk’s, once perfect, surface. “You're just a hood with a education. A 
hood in pinstripes. Something’s going on. I intend to find out what.” 

“L.A.P.D. has retired you. Take a cruise. Tend your garden. Play golf in a pair of 
Marathon Superiors.” Coffman flipped his hand over his shoulder up at the President's 
picture. 

“Have a nice day. Say hello to the President.” Tucker nodded toward the picture.  
Coffman turned and smiled at the President's picture. Tucker reached down next to the 
desk and pulled the power cord to the computer. It made guttural beeping sound before it 
closed down. 

Coffman spun in his chair. Looked at the blank monitor. He jumped up. “Now 
you've really done it!” 
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Tucker swaggered down the hall and into the reception area.   
“Oh, crap on the carpet!” He said as he looked to see if he could exit the Marathon 

offices without going back through the reception area. 
Coffman reached under his expensive coat and pulled out a pearl-handled Beretta. 

He walked rapidly in a circle around the mammoth office pointing the gun at the many 
expensive portraits hanging in ornate frames along the walls. “I got to kill him; I got to 
kill him; I got to kill him.” He hit one button on his cell phone. “Kill him,” He whispered. 
What a mess. Now, he would have to kill any witnesses to Tucker’s demise. The 
receptionist, what ever her name was, would have to go. He had an appointment with an 
eyelet salesman. If the salesman showed early, he’d have to go. Wrong place wrong time. 
Kinky Mandevil had been in the wrong place at the wrong time. Now Kinky Mandevil 
was in the soup. Actually being eaten by the soup. Smitch had suggested the acid bath as 
a way to keep everybody in line. He said ex-convicts were pretty much immune to pain, 
but no one was immune to acid. It worked well even though it wasn’t used all that often. 
The threat was enough. Smitch didn’t know that his little torturing devise had been used 
on Annie to dislodge Duke's name. Now it would be used on Tucker to dislodge Duke’s 
real name. His men would first beat the old cop to a pulp. Smitch, who gladly took 
Kinky’s place, would slowly dip Tucker to find Duke’s participation and to see if any 
other of Coffman’s employees were a part of the scheme. 

Two goons were waiting for Tucker in the reception area. Two obvious salesmen sat 
with their briefcases in their laps. The goons charged at Tucker. Tucker grabbed a 
handful of pencils from the reception desk and hurled them. One of the sharpened pencils 
stuck point-first in a goon's eye. The goon screamed and pulled the pencil from his 
bleeding eyeball. The second goon came at Tucker; Tucker knocked the water cooler in 
his path. The goon tripped and fell. Tucker grabbed an end table and smashed it over the 
goon's head. Tucker waved at the receptionist and winked at the salesmen as he rapidly 
exited. How’s that for close combat, he thought. When he got turned down for the Air 
Marshall job, he had already been with the L.A.P.D. for five years. He loved it. But the 
Air Marshall thing hung on like a bad, deep itch. It was always in the back of his mind 
reminding him of his father and his father’s adventurous life.  

Junior had traveled more than Tucker. Now, this adventure; he had to figure out what 
Marathon was really doing. They certainly weren’t counterfeiting their own shoes. What 
would be the point? Killer gangs were either into selling weapons or drugs; if the sole of 
the Marathon shoe was thick enough, Coffman could be smuggling cheap, Indian 
weapons—kattas—but there would be no profit in kattas because they were mostly made 
of plumbing pipe and could be easily and cheaply duplicated by American gangs. 

India had “stringent regulation of arms transfers, exports and imports” so maybe 
Coffman was getting the guns from Russia and Israel and transferring them through 
India. But Tucker could think of no Russian or Israeli handgun that would fit in a shoe; at 
least that wouldn’t be discovered when you opened the box or passed it through a metal 
detector. Drugs, it had to be drugs. But how? The dogs could sniff out most drugs 
especially if they were just packed into the shoes. If the drugs were set in secret 
compartments in the shoe’s soles or maybe in the toes, could the dogs sniff out drugs 
through rubber? Could the drugs be part of the construction of the boxes or the pallets? 
Or inside the containers? Coffman was more than willing to hire sociopaths who were 
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more than willing to kill in order to transact what ever commerce Coffman was engaged 
in. 

Marathon was a billion dollar gross per year Company and probably netted a pretty 
penny to, so the illegal crap that Coffman was into must eclipse any profit Marathon was 
making unless Coffman sold his soul to the Devil and bought the company through a 
leveraged buy out and owed a ton to the banks and bond holders.  Owed more on notes 
than the company could net. So it was let’s do something illegal. Probably just pure 
greed. Unadulterated greed. Absolute greed. Greedy people never had enough stuff. 
Three yachts, fifteen cars, two airplanes, five multimillion dollar houses and condos, and 
watches and rings; bling, bling, bling. Maybe just all consuming power. Maybe Coffman 
was raised poor. Or poorly raised. Beat up by the local hooligans in the back alleys of 
whatever burg he was from. Probably New York. He had some kind of accent; probably 
New York. Junior would know. Somewhere, along the line, Coffman discovered, with 
money, he could hire thugs. The more money the more thugs. And if you had a billion 
dollars, you could hire a army of thugs. At that moment, Tucker realized that Coffman 
was the most dangerous man he had ever faced. 

A low-level, retired cop decided to take on a Captain of Industry, Coffman thought, 
as he paced the expensive, Indian carpet of his office. This Tucker never earned more 
sixty thousand a year; yet he thinks he can take on the friend, of Presidents, who earns 
sixty thousand a day. 

He was raised for greatness in northern India. Mother Indian. Father Jewish. His 
father had a license to raise Opium and a license (unofficial) to keep slaves. Though the 
slaves were free to go whenever they paid off their debt—which was never. Coffman 
took over the family enterprise when he was fifteen. His father was hacked to death by a 
psychopathic lunatic and his friends. The lunatic was Coffman. It became his habit 
throughout his life to keep at least three lunatic friends around him at all times. 
Daredevils who would do anything for cash or dope or sex or adrenalin rush or a cause. 
Coffman learned early on that the right combination of money, dope, sex, mayhem, and 
religion could make you the most evil and therefore the most powerful human being on 
God’s green earth. Really, it wasn’t God’s green earth; it was Coffman’s. Tucker couldn’t 
escape that. Duke couldn’t escape that either. 

It was no coincidence that Duke and Tucker showed on the scene at the same time. 
They were partners. They tried to steal the palette of product. Six million dollars of 
product. Worth ten times more, retail. But they dumped it in the Barrio. Coffman’s 
people took a truckload of Marathon Superiors to the Barrio and swapped for sole less 
shoes and Opium-soles. Miracle of miracles they retrieved ninety-five percent of the 
product. The stupid gang bangers were told that the soles were always shipped separate 
from the shoes as a matter of quality control. If they weren’t Hispanic, he would have 
recruited a couple dozen of the gang bangers for his new operation in Laredo, Texas. 

Coffman paid for the closed casket funeral of the young gang member inadvertently 
crushed by one of his people chasing the highjackers. 

A hundred thousand dollar price was placed on Duke’s head. Now, a like amount 
would be put on Tucker’s. No! The reward would be for them to be captured alive. 
Coffman would kill them. He liked clean kills with no suffering. But this time he could 
make an exception like he did for his father. Suffering; but no more than an hour. Or 
maybe two hours for Duke. His father had suffered twelve hours and the pleasure for 
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Coffman had lasted a lifetime. And so just a little suffering for the partners: Duke and 
Tucker. Tucker and Duke. Tucker would be easy to eliminate. Duke was another story. 
The young thug was a killing machine, magnified, ten plus times. Kinky had been acid 
dipped just as an example to the others not to introduce a new associate unless you were 
willing to suffer an excruciating death for him. This was justified suffering. 

Duke had been tracked to an Arizona rest stop. The stupid shit hadn’t figured out 
how he was being tracked. Probably never would. Smitch gave him the idea. Smitch was 
a genius but one of the world’s craziest bastards. He convinced Coffman that because of 
the ex-convict’s vanity, most of them would never figure it out even the ones using the 
tracking devices to track whoever Coffman wanted tracked. They were hired to do the 
job. All they thought about was the next deadly shot. 

So far all the deadly shots came from Duke. So Smitch had been right about the tiny 
tracking devices. But Kinky had been dead wrong about Duke. Maybe Duke had 
discovered the device and was using himself as a decoy. A lethal decoy; a killing 
machine decoy. With each killing, Duke would feel more secure that no one else would 
be sent, but as long as Duke could be tracked, more people would be sent; they were after 
all nothing more than fodder. Fodder for a killing machine that was about to run out of 
luck somewhere in the middle of this vast country. Then he could get back to thinking 
about what to do with Smitch and who should be Annie’s replacement. 

 
 
 

Chapter Eighteen 
 

 
Norman’s wounded leg cramped badly from lying on the rest-stop tiled roof. It felt 

like it had been about three hours. But he had decided the roof had been an excellent 
friend—an alliance. So he had waited for the third Buick. Corporate seemed to do 
everything in threes: three steel-gray Buicks with three occupants. If he checked, they 
probably had three weapons a piece. But he needed to eat. The sandwiches and the six-
pack of Bud blew up with the Challenger. Norman started down the steel rungs on the 
side of the building just as the third (inevitable) Buick charged into the rest-stop area. 
Earlier, Norman had stuffed two bodies in the trunk of the second Buick. He left the dead 
driver in the front seat. And held his breath as a minivan pulled in and then parked on the 
far side of the rest-stop near a second restroom. The family of five left after everyone 
presumably did their business. Complications: he wouldn’t have these current 
complications if he had handled the ex-cop and his son correctly. Should have kidnapped 
them, and then hid them out for enough time to make a decision about their futures. 

The ex-convicts in the third Buick spotted Norman’s painful descent from the 
building’s roof. Norman limped to the boulders lining the periphery of the rest-stop. 
Thank you Arizona, he thought, for growing crops of potentially life-saving boulders. He 
stumbled deep into the boulders. Placed Turk’s gun in an obvious spot (barrel pointing 
out). A galloping ex-convict moved rapidly toward Turk’s gun; firing as he came. 
Norman used one shot to the back of ex-convict’s tattooed head. He then propped up the 
dead body in a seated position against a bolder, and put large tumbleweeds over the body, 
with the barrel, of an automatic, pointing out between their dry, brittle branches. A 
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cautious ex-convict moved toward the body while using rapid fire from his shinny, new 
automatic weapon. One shot, to the back of the ex-convict’s head, splattered blood on his 
dangling earrings. The third ex-convict was on Norman’s huge back before Norman 
could turn. Norman jumped backwards, with the weight of the big ex-convict on his back, 
and then smashed the ex-convict’s spine against a jagged edge of a mammoth bolder. 

Norman turned and planted a bullet between the ex-convict’s eyes. Marty, the dead 
fellow’s name was Marty. Marty something or another. Norman had double-dated with 
Marty just two weeks earlier. Marty said it was his treat if Norman would take Marty’s 
chubby sister as his date. It was bowling and pizza and a roll in the hay with Marty’s 
chubby sister Annette. She liked to be called Annie. Annie with the fanny. No more 
Annie with the fanny for Duke. No more bowling and pizza for Marty. Why the Hell did 
they have to send Marty after him; Marty was his potential brother-in-law. Marty 
probably didn’t know it; but Norman had been with Annette last Friday night. Norman 
had parked the Buick in the shadows the Citi Bank building. He waited an hour and a 
half, but there she was looking all business like in her brown on brown business chic. She 
was beautiful. A little overweight, but beautiful. 

She had a beautiful, beautiful, beautiful face. Most chubby girls did. She was the 
bank’s head teller. They laughed about him stalking her but he just told her he had to see 
her. She was all he could think about. They went to a little restaurant where the menu 
listed the dishes available plus the number of points the meal ate into your daily total. 
Then on to see Avatar. And a short walk to her condo. It was total Ikea, but well done. 
The love making was nice; not frantic. And Norman started dreaming that loop again 
about settling down working as a fitness instructor at 24 Hour Fitness. Coming home to 
Annie. Annie with the fanny. 

But Norman had just killed Annie with the fanny’s brother, Marty. Too big a hurdle 
for a relationship to overcome. Most relationships could even survive infidelity: one in a 
thousand could survive a family member being murdered by the daughter’s own lover—
boyfriend—even though it was in self-defense. Maybe someday he would go back to 
town and park in the shadows of the Citi Bank building; take Annie to the little restaurant 
with points on the menus; see Avatar II; go to her condo and talk about Marty. Not the 
truth—of course. But a facsimile.  Except the part about Norman blowing her brother, 
Marty’s, brain plate, all over an Arizona boulder, with a single shot from an automatic 
weapon. He could show Annie his wounded leg; say he got the wound defending Marty; 
but there were just too many fellows trying to kill Marty; and the ex-cop and his friends 
were expert shots; and Savate professionals. He would have to explain to Annie what the 
Hell a Savate expert was. Something about a cane and kicks. He would have to Google it. 
S_A_V_A_T probably. Google would correct it if the spelling was wrong.  “Did you 
mean . . . .” 

He would blame it all on the ex-cop and his son and their gang. Marty’s death was 
the direct result of their interference. And they probably had a gang of ex-cops. Annie 
would believe him. He had never lied to her except when it came to who he was. And 
what he really, truly did for a living. 

Tucker sat, behind a ratty desk, in Junior’s garage. Junior sat with his feet up on the 
front of the desk. Mary Margaret stood in the doorway. “Honey, slow down. Tucker 
could be right about this,” Mary Margaret said. 

“Damn! I'm in real trouble if you start agreeing with him,” Junior told her. 
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“MMs is a beautiful, intelligent lady,” Tucker said. 
Mary Margaret frowned. “The D.A.'s office has been trying to get Coffman since 

‘94’ when he swindled Arthur Wright and his wife out of Marathon.” 
“Okay, let's say you're both right. What in the Hell could he be doing that he would 

kill for. And make his men put their lives in harm's way, as well.” 
“’Put their lives in harm's way as well?’” Tucker mimicked. “Where the Hell did you 

learn to put together a sentence?” 
“Pops, when you learn to speak English, as a first language, you can tutor me,” 

Junior said. 
“If you two will stop with the childish banter, I could get interested in this case. 

Who's going to pay us to investigate?” 
“Us?” Junior and Tucker said in unison. 
“Well I always figured I was part of the team. The piddley little cases, you've been 

working, haven't interested me. But now!” 
“Those piddley little cases paid us fifty grand. Paid for the fax machine,” Tucker 

said. 
“I paid for the fax machine,” She said. 
“Yeah, that old clunk was cranking out messages when we first did the nasty in her 

apartment before she made an honest man out of me,” Junior said. “And made a father-
in-law out of you.” 

“Okay so who bought the copy machine?” Tucker said. 
“You paid a hundred bucks at that Federal Auction,” Junior told him, “for the copy 

machine, two filing cabinets, and those Ansel Adams Gallery black and white prints.” He 
pointed to three eleven-by-fourteen prints leaning against the garage wall. 

“Okay, so we’ve only been at this for a year. And we're important enough someone 
blew-up our office,” Tucker said. 

“Wow! That's real recognition for just a year. Maybe next year, they'll blow up our 
house,” She said. 

“I'm not sure we have to wait till next year,” Tucker told her. 
“Yeah,” Junior said, “they're not going to stop with the office. We're all in danger.” 
“Wimps. Every minute as an Assistant D.A., I've been in danger. And, Pops, you've 

been a cop—very dangerous. And, Honey you've been in that dangerous lab,” she 
laughed, “those little mousies might bite you.” 

“Very funny. Well our business is too dangerous for any wife of mine.” 
“I think we'd be damn lucky to have her,” Tucker said. 
“Jesus, you two are going to get mushy on me. I forbid it . . . . The mushy stuff and 

the partnership.” 
“She's in danger just being around us. Maybe if she helps, we can eliminate the 

danger,” Tucker said. 
“A wise man,” she said, “let’s put our heads together. Figure this out. It’s what we 

all trained for.” 
“Well spoken,” Tucker said. 
“Jesus!” Junior said, “At least she’s safe at the D.A.’s office. Coffman’s not crazy 

enough to attack the D.A.’s office.” 
“So you say,” Tucker said. 
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“Back to the original problem: Who would hire us on this? Pay us some money,” She 
said. 

“The competition.?” Tucker said. 
“Federal Government. Maybe there's a bounty on what Coffman's doing,” Junior 

said. 
“Maybe a reward is hanging around somewhere. So what's he doing?” She asked. 
“Damned if I know. Something worth killing for,” Tucker said. 
“I didn’t work on the Turner case. The split should be fifty fifty between the two of 

you on that case, but from this moment on I’ll expect to get a one third cut,” she said. 
“That’s fair,” Tucker told her and then looked over at Junior. 
Junior shrugged his shoulders. 
“Honey, you tired?” She said. 
“No!” Junior said, “Why?” 
“Let's go to Marathon's warehouse,” She said. 
“Maybe I'm tired,” Tucker told her. 
“Never happen,” She said, “I brag, at work, about my sixty year old super human 

Pops.” 
Tucker jumped up. “Let's go girl. It’s a long drive” 
“I’m not talking about out in the desert. That would be a little too dangerous,” she 

said. “Let’s see how dangerous their local facility is—the one Norman was going to 
deliver to.” 

“I’ll go in and Google it,” Junior said. “Just take a minuet.” Junior started toward the 
house. 

“No need. I’ve got Norman’s manifest.” Tucker pulled a strip of crumpled, yellow 
paper from his jacket pocket. 

“I hate to ask where the rest of the page is,” Junior said. 
“Are you saying he used it to wipe his butt when you two were in the desert 

shrubbery?” She said. 
“Worse! I’m saying he used it for a wick for the now demised Peterbilt.” 
“You’re both half right,” Tucker said. 
“Oh, yuck, I’m not touching it. I’ll be the pilot not the navigator,” she said. 
“I’m just joking; Junior’s right,” Tucker said. “I used the other half as a wick to start 

what turned out to be better than a Fourth of July celebration. 
They climbed into Mary Margaret’s SUV and headed East. They needed no guidance 

system or map; Tucker knew exactly where the facility was. He knew exactly what the 
building looked like. It was the old Van deKamp manufacturing facility that had spent the 
last twenty years mostly vacant. Tucker had patrolled the area when the building was the 
jewel of the community. Big and white and occupying the center of the ghetto. Gil 
Rochon, a Creole from New Orleans, had the giant facility built to create jobs; he had 
become a dear friend and invited Tucker and his partner in to the many celebrations the 
Van deKamp company put on. Rochon died in the late eighties of kidney failure. The last 
time they met, the six foot five Creole’s right side of his face was paralyzed. They 
laughed at his inability to pronounce Van deKamp. Rochon had boiled his kidneys in 
sugar. He would drink a tall ice tea that was half full of sugar. “I’ve been to the building 
many times over the years,” Tucker leaned forward and spoke to Mary Margaret. 

“Oh, oh, time for a story,” Junior said from the passenger’s seat. 
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“Not a full blown story,” Tucker said. “More like a short history.” 
“We have more than enough time for a full blown story,” Mary Margaret said, and 

then reached over and turned down the music on the radio. 
“Two of my most favorite people: Gil Rochon and Benny Johnson more or less died 

in that building. Gil Rochon died, of overwork and too much sugar, when the building 
housed Van deKamp Pies. Benny Johnson died of multiple gunshot wounds when an 
innocent looking, sixteen year old gang banger beat him to the draw and took his life. 
Both Gil Rochon and Benny Johnson were the very best at what they did except 
overworking and taking bullets. “In one of the coincidences of life; they were both born 
in Lake Charles, Louisiana. Didn’t know each other until I introduced them, but knew of 
each others families. Gilbert was ten years older then Benny, but they spent countless 
hours talking about their childhoods.  Both had known Carlos Marsellis, ‘The Little 
Man’, the Mafia Don for the southern area of the United States. Benny had run numbers, 
when he was fourteen, for The Little Man. We all went to Mardi Gras then visited Lake 
Charles together. 

At the Van deKamp building, Mary Margaret led the way, inside the warehouse, 
while Tucker and Jr. tiptoed behind her. “Come on you sissies,” she whispered. 

They weaved their way through the all but abandoned building, and then they 
stopped shoulder to shoulder next to an assembly line. “There can't be anything of value 
here,” Junior said. “No guards. No alarms. No dogs. We entered too easily.” 

“Maybe what had value was shipped already,” Tucker said. 
Mary Margaret looked at the assembly line. “Something’s wrong. This is an 

assembly line for shoes.” 
“Well duh,” Junior said. 
“Well, if either of you dufususes would educate your mind, by watching Opra, you 

would know Marathon Shoes are manufactured in India with slave labor,” She told them. 
“Yeah, with kids being paid a dollar a week or something. Housed and fed right at 

the factories. They showed it on CNN.” Tucker said. 
“Maybe Marathon straightened up their act,” Junior said. 
Mary Margaret checked the stack of boxes by the assembly line. “These boxes are 

from India. Nothing makes sense.” 
Junior walked to the far end of the assembly line. “Look here! This line is a 

disassembly line. They're taking the soles off shoes. Why the Hell would they be taking 
to soles off?” 

“No they're putting them on. You're at the end of the line. These shoes at midway are 
ready to move toward you.” Mary Margaret took one of the sole less shoes from the 
assembly line. “They’re putting soles on.” 

“Why don’t they put the soles on in India? It’d be much cheaper,” Junior said. 
“Drugs in the soles, maybe,” Tucker said. 
“That's it!” She said. “That’s got to be it.” 
“No, they wouldn't replace the soles. They would just slit them open and dump out 

the drugs,” Junior said. 
“Could something like that get past drug sniffing dogs?” She asked. 
“They'd be taking a mighty big chance,” Tucker said. “But fact is: Some Opium 

comes from India. It’s a cash crop there.” 
“Yes,” Junior said, “it is actually legal to grow it if you have a government license.” 
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“So, maybe they're making the shoes out of Opium,” Tucker said. 
“Oh, come on! Opium is powder. They might bake cakes or turn some pottery, but 

shoes?” She said. 
“Pops, I bet you're right. Not the shoes, but the soles,” Junior said. “They’re making 

the soles out of Opium then transporting the shoes to the States.” 
“Why the soles?” Mary Margaret asked her husband. 
“Because the soles are rubber—latex. Opium is made from the tar latex of the poppy 

seed,” Junior said. “Some genius has figured out how to do the impossible.” 
A noise came from the back of the warehouse. Tucker whispered, “Jesus, grab a shoe 

and sole. Let's scram.” Tucker grabbed one of the shoe boxes. 
Junior was in the lead. Mary Margaret was second. Tucker took up the rear; they 

moved quietly toward the Exit. A hand reached out and grabbed Mary Margaret around 
the throat. She gurgled a scream. Junior stopped in his tracks and turned. Tucker walked 
cautiously up to Mary Margaret and her and her assailant who now had a Bowie knife to 
Mary Margaret’s throat. 

“Hi, Tucker. Now, I'm going to have to kill you. Remember the pencils.” The 
assailant flipped up the eye patch covering his right eye. The eye was swollen shut. It was 
all purple, red, and yellow. 

“Why do you have to kill us?” Tucker said. 
“Mister Coffman would be mad if I didn't,” The one-eyed goon told Tucker. 
“Okay, here's the deal. I'll give you a ton of money not to kill us,” Tucker said. 

“Wire it to your bank account anywhere in the world.” 
“You ain't got no ton of money,” The goon said. “You don’t even got a pound of 

money.” 
“That's right! Pops is BSing you,” Junior said. “He’s talking crap as usual.” 
“Why you ungrateful punk.” Tucker threw the shoe box down; charged at Junior. He 

grabbed his son by the throat. Junior grabbed Tucker’s arms. Mary Margaret stomped on 
the assialant’s foot. He released her. Junior spun Tucker straight out so his legs were in 
the air. Tucker's feet hit the goon on the side of his face; his jaw snapped; he fell to the 
hard, cement floor. 

“Jesus, that was sweet. ‘Let's get ready to rumble!’ And I laughed at all the training.” 
She high-fived both of them. 

“Jesus! We were like fantastic! Did you see that execution?” Tucker said. 
“There’ll be an execution if we don't scram.” 
“’If we don’t scram?’ You sound like Pops,” She told Junior. 
“You're both over-educated amateurs,” Tucker said, and then walked over and 

picked-up the shoe box and its spilled contents. 
“Is that any way to talk to your team members?” She said. “Members whose quick 

wits saved your life.” 
“You saved my life? Who had the knife at who's throat?” Tucker said. 
“Okay, so we all saved each others lives,” She said, “But did anyone get it on film 

for Tru TV?” 
“I think they use tape,” Junior said. 
Tucker went over and checked the fallen goon. “Cuff 'm Daniel.” 
“We broke in. No warrant. We best just leave,” Mary Margaret said. “Go our merry 

way. Live to fight another day. This was fun.” She pats her husband’s shoulder. 
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Chapter Nineteen 
 

 
On the drive back home, Mary Margaret pulled into a Baskin & Robins 31 Flavors. 

“Let’s celebrate!” 
“I thought ice-cream was strictly forbidden,” Junior said. 
“It’s all about the points. I had yogurt for lunch so I have extra points,” Mary 

Margaret said. 
“Why don’t you have frozen yogurt instead of ice-cream?” Junior asked his wife. 
“Because I want ice-cream,” Mary Margaret stepped out of the SUV and then 

ducked her head back in. “You boys want anything. I’m buying.” 
“How many points do I have?” Junior said. 
“What did you have for lunch?” She asked. 
“A pizza.” 
“How many slices?” 
“Like I said; A pizza.” 
“You can’t have ice cream for a month.” 
“I’m not on a diet,” Tucker said. “I’ll buy two double dip cones. You can hold one 

for me,” He said to Junior. 
“When your son weighs three hundred pounds, he’ll know who to blame,” she said. 

“Come on this is a serve yourself trip. ”Mary Margaret knew that everything good she 
had in her life was because of these two men-children. She had met Tucker first. First he 
saved her life (she would have committed suicide if he hadn’t stepped in and stopped her 
sister from overdosing and her from slitting her wrists). Then he went and solved her 
parents’ murders, got convictions, and sentences of two life terms without any possibility 
of parole for everyone but the leader who had been shanked in the visitor’s room while 
Tucker was visiting another convict who was subsequently transferred to a less secure 
prison where he subsequently escaped. Lucky happenstance? Her father-in-law always 
found a way to get things done no matter how many rules were broken. 

Tucker convinced her to change her major with an eye to working for the D.A.’s 
office. He said if she just helped solve and got a conviction on one case like the Rainbow 
Club Killers case, in her career, she would change the future of an entire family and their 
children and their children’s children. And what if she got convictions in ten cases or a 
hundred cases. And what if her convictions added up to a thousand cases in her career. 
He convinced her that the highest and best use of her brains would be to indict and 
convict scum bags. Then he quoted “Time is the coin of life.” And then he introduce her 
to his son—the love of her life. If she ever filed an application on Match.com, It would 
come back with a picture of Junior and an attached page: Tall. Handsome. Loving. 
Intelligent. Funny. Big brown eyes. Sexual. Hardworking. Generous. 

And he knew everything about everything or knew how to find it. He was a Black 
Belt in Boolean and a Yellow Glove in Savate. And he had a fantastic father. 

In Arizona, Norman had confiscated all the weapons and hid the bodies under 
tumbleweeds. Norman scrambled into the Buick—its engine still idling. He drove 
cautiously to the seedy part of Flagstaff. Parked, rubbed down the car, and then prayed 
for a bait-car scenario though he knew Corporate was tracing him somehow other than a 
LoJack. He had jettisoned every thing to do with Turk, so unless they had implanted 
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something in Norman’s body while he was drunk (and he never got drunk), then he 
would lose them before he reached St Louis. He hiked six blocks to the Greyhound Bus 
station toting a bag of weapons. 

Norman chose a seat that had a slanted view of the rear-view mirror—two seats 
behind the bus driver. He heal-kicked his tote bag under the seat. On the outskirts of St. 
Louis, Norman saw what he feared: three Buick's were chasing the bus. The lead car 
pulled up beside the bus and signaled the driver to stop. The driver nodded, his head, no. 
A shot rang out. The front tire hissed and then went flat. The bus swerved into the Buick 
sending it skidding into the path of a semi. Limping, the bus wobbled to the shoulder of 
the road. A Buick cut across the shoulder, of the road, blocking the damaged bus. Three 
gunmen jumped out; they pointed their weapons at the injured bus. Shattering glass 
punctuated the bus passengers’ screams as the windshield imploded and a bullet tore into 
the bus driver’s temple causing the phone to tumble from his dead hand. 

An ex-convict pounded on the bus door with the butt of his weapon. “Open this door 
or we open fire!” He shouted. “Do it now! Or everyone dies!” 

Norman pushed the driver’s body to one side and then jumped into the seat and 
ground the gears into first and plowed into the side of the Buick and then rolled over, the 
Buick’s front end, with the heavy Greyhound. Two ex-convicts didn’t move fast enough. 
If he could pick up speed, Norman knew what he should do. There would be some 
injuries, but no one else on the bus would die. He spoke into the intercom, “Everyone get 
up front and grab on. I’m going to slam on the brakes.” 

The remaining Buick sped after the bus. Before the Buick maneuvered to pass the 
bus, Norman slammed on the bus’ brakes. The Buick knifed into the back end of the 
Greyhound igniting a fire. Norman pushed the door lever to “open” and then ran to his 
seat and reached under and grabbed his heavy tote bag. He stumbled over the passengers 
and charged to the open back door. “Everybody, get off the bus! Stay low!” He exited the 
bus with his hand inside the tote bag. The Buick’s driver was unconscious against the 
wheel. The air bag enveloped his soon to be dead body. Norman shot through the tote bag 
at the driver. Then he walked up to the two remaining—dazed—unarmed ex-convicts; he 
pumped a single bullet into each of them. 

Traffic was backed up for a mile on the road Norman used to hike away from St. 
Louis, toward the other two downed Buicks. With every intention of shooting anyone left 
alive, Norman craned his neck to look at the wrecks, but the wrecks were unoccupied 
except for, what looked like—from a distance—dead ex-convicts. It looked like a Good 
Samaritan was removing the diamond studs from a dead ex-convict’s ears. What an idijit 
he had been; a set of the studs was worth about a grand and he had just left money on the 
table at six different locations. The diamond studs should have been his pay for pain and 
suffering and ammunition. But that would be the end of it. Corporate would realize the 
body count was way out of line. They’d figure Norman was too formidable a foe. 
Norman thought formidable was the right word. If it meant anything like awe-inspiring—
superman-like—then formidable was the right word. In a dictionary, if they still used 
such things, Norman’s picture would occupy a full page under formidable. Norman 
wondered when his formidable leg would stop flashing pain to his anus. It hurt like a 
bitch. 
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All three Bendts were slouched down in an overstuffed couch next to the desk in the 
garage office. It was late night. “This is stupid. We're sitting ducks. We should go to a 
motel—my place will be hot,” Tucker said. 

“I'm interested in this latex theory,” Mary Margaret said. 
“It's not a theory. Rubber trees and poppies are full of liticifers that come out as a 

milky sap when the tree or poppy is cut or injured,” Junior told his wife. 
“So both produce latex? Jesus, why didn't someone think of this sooner?” Tucker 

said. “Make things out of Opium that look and feel like rubber.” 
“It's not that easy. It would take a genius to figure out how to get poppies to contain 

long-chain hydrocarbons so they have elastic properties,” Junior said. 
“So it can't be done,” She said, “or it can be done?” 
“You know, almost anything can be done. The biggest problem would be 

reconstructing the Opium so you could get on the road to making heroin,” Junior told her. 
“That would be the real genius part.” 

“So, they could possibly make the soles out of this Opium elastic. Smuggle it in,” 
Tucker said. 

“But no way to turn it back into Opium at this end,” she said. 
“I didn't say no way. You can grind rubber. Maybe you could grind this stuff. We 

need to get our hands on the original soles. The ones from India,” Junior told his wife. 
Mary Margaret stood and stretched. “I'm going to bed. I'll talk to Will in the 

morning.” 
“About what?” Tucker said. 
“About getting a search warrant,” she said. 
“Jesus! MMs,” Tucker said, “we're going to look like horse's asses, if we can't prove 

it.” 
“Right. Mar Mar you hold off.” 
“Damn! Can't either of you call me by my real name? The one on my birth 

certificate?” she said. 
“Then we'd have to tell everyone your real age: the one on your birth certificate,” 

Tucker said. 
She stomped off. Tucker and Junior laughed. 
“I'm hitting the deck, Pops. You use the guest room.” 
“I'm going to stay out here for a while.”If they could fly to the Moon, they could do 

just about anything, Tucker thought. Turn Opium into gym shoes? Why not? Probably 
been doing it for years. Just didn’t ever have the team of Tucker and Tucker pursuing 
them. So Coffman was somehow making the soles of his Marathon Superiors out of 
Indian Opium. Shipping the shoes to the States. Trucking them to the desert where his 
thugs removed the soles and then trucked the sole less shoes back to L.A. to put regular 
soles on the shoes. The Opium soles are then distributed across the country to labs that 
convert the soles back into dope. With a couple pallets of the Opium soles distributed 
back to L.A. How long had it been going on? Why hadn’t some dope dealer squealed? 
Probably because they were afraid that they might end up in prison with some brute like 
Norman. Norman had to be a good shank maker; he certainly couldn’t fight or shoot. He 
had a impressive body and a impressive gun but didn’t know how to use either of them. 
Tucker reached in the desk drawer and found Norman’s long-barreled Smith & Wesson. 
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He replaced it. He preferred a Glock. But he was sure Norman’s long-barreled Smith & 
Wesson could get the job done. 

Tucker turned out the light. He sat in the dark. thinking about Opium soles on gym 
shoes. Through the garage window, moonlight reflected off the walls. Two shadows 
danced across the garage walls. Tucker reached in the desk drawer. He pulled out a 
Glock. He moved rapidly in the shadows. Exited the garage through the back door. 
Tucker circled the house. Came up behind two men. “You boys best have a damn good 
reason for creeping around in the dark this late at night.” 

The two men turned in unison. They both had automatic weapons. Tucker dove 
sideways as he shot one man through the throat. The other man riddled the night air with 
his automatic pistol. Lights went on across the neighborhood. Junior came running out 
the door with the Over Under shotgun in his hand. 

“Junior! Get down!” 
Junior ducked just as the man whirled and riddled the front porch and bay window. 

Tucker stepped forward and fired the forty-five. The blast knocked the man flat on his 
stomach. Blood ran from his left ear. Junior got up and walked cautiously toward the 
body. A man jumped from the bushes but was sidestepped by Junior and then shot by 
Tucker. 

“Anymore? You think?” Junior asked Tucker. 
“Not right now. But you best get your ass in there and pack up Mary Margaret. We're 

heading for Motel Six.” Tucker knew that life was pretty much a gauntlet for everyone, 
but he had just made the gauntlet one thousand percent more difficult for his family. They 
had escaped again, but what was coming at them tomorrow? The gauntlet had more 
obstacles; more traps. Apparently, Coffman had put contracts out on every one in 
Tucker’s family. Or at least the three of them. He had to use his talents to find a way to 
stop Coffman. Not arrest him, and get a conviction, but to stop him permanently so he 
couldn’t reach out and have Tucker’s family murdered. Tucker would have to quickly 
build a case so the police would have a reason to put Coffman away with no bail in a 
prison where Tucker had juice and access to convicts who owed him. He had to make 
certain Coffman didn’t find himself in a Fed lockup. Tucker had zero juice with the Feds. 
He had to make certain Coffman didn’t find himself in a foreign lockup; like in India. 

In India and many other third world countries—was India a third world country?—
Coffman was certain to have enough juice to get put in a private prison or no prison at all. 
If a pervert like Polanski could do it so could Coffman. Tucker could deliver nothing 
short of death to Coffman and his people; Norman included. Bring back the death penalty 
in every state. Hell, bring it back in every country. Coffman had screwed up badly this 
time; three dead bodies left behind. The cops were rounding the corner with sirens 
blaring. They would take the bodies to the morgue. For full-blown autopsies. Take the 
dead men’s car to impound. It was a brand new Buick probably registered to Marathon or 
one of its employees. Prints and DNA and the Buick would link the dead men to Coffman 
and probably Norman. All three of the dead men in Junior’s once immaculate front yard 
probably had passed through the California penal system. Surely Norman had. And 
maybe Coffman. Convicts usually get their next jobs from a bunk-mate or a bunk-mate’s 
friend. The International Criminal Police Organization might have something on 
Coffman. Or maybe the DEA. 
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Chapter Twenty 
 

 
Norman was in Cleveland. Cavaliers vs. Celtics Game Six. Norman was in front of 

the television at an ancient Motel Six. LeBron and Mo came to play but no one else on 
the Cavs did. Lot of responsibility to put on the shoulders of two young fellows. No one 
would interrupt with blazing guns while the game was in progress. It was over at the end 
of the third quarter. Maybe over—at game two. 

There was no way Corporate could track him now. Even if the Cleaner or Doc gave 
him up after being tortured. Nothing in the news about the rest-stop; Corporate had its 
own Cleaner? Plenty about the bus outside St. Louis. Norman was a person of interest 
and a hero. Photos of him limping along the shoulder of the road and carrying a heavy, 
green tote bag had made some big money for alert commuters with expensive camera-
phones. A hat and dark glasses would be required for any commuting. 

Wood splintered, and then the motel door was ruptured and slammed open. Two big 
ex-convicts were on Norman’s back before he could reach, from the bed, for the gun on 
the night stand. A third ex-convict ripped the phone cord from the wall, but it took all 
three to tie Norman to the wooden chair. One of the ex-convicts straddle Norman’s lap 
then began pounding, Norman’s face, with his big fists. “Chino! Stop! I’m calling 
Corporate to see what they want done with mister ‘Killing Machine’,” the leader said. 

“He killed my brother and my friends,” Chino said. But crawled off of Norman. 
The leader quickly dialed, a long distance number, on his cell. “We got him where 

you said he’d be. No, he’s alone. Yes I’m sure as shit. I’ll send Chino to the airport, now. 
Everybody but LeBron is on the streets. No we won’t kill, your friend, Duke. We might 
rough him up a little. Be seeing ya.” 

Norman felt for the knot on his wrists. Pretty tight but it was tied in a friggen bow. 
This would be easier than he thought. This would be a piece of cake. These fellows were 
idijits. The leader stepped behind Norman. “I guess you were never a Boy Scout,” he said 
too Chino, “you tie a bow on the likes of a shoe so it’s easy to untie. You really don’t 
want Duke to get loose. Unless, you have no regard for our safety.” The leader retied the 
knot. Like he was some kind of knot expert. It felt like it might be a square knot, Norman 
thought, a damn tight square knot. It was just like in the movies; the Killers always left 
the Hero alive. They always tied him to a chair and beat him bloody. They never did the 
smart thing: kill him while they had the chance. 

They had confiscated Norman’s gun. He had no back-up. The only gun left in the 
room—at the moment—was the leaders. But that wasn’t the only weapon in the room. A 
drinking glass would make a good weapon if handled by the right Hero; he was the right 
Hero. He could cup the base of the glass in the palm of his big hand, and just jam it 
against any part on the body or face and it would do horrific damage. Or the Gideon 
Bible could be a deadly weapon if the pages were gripped so that the hard spine could be 
used as a hammer to pound the bridge of the leader’s pug nose. Norman’s feet and fists 
were lethal weapons; though Norman was positive the ex-cop and his son would 
vehemently dispute that. But Norman decided that he was sitting on the best weapon. It 
was solid and handy. 

Tucker sat in his son’s truck. He watched the Marathon driver backup to and hitch up 
a container that had just been off-loaded from a Star of India ship. Armed guards sat in 
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cars waiting to escort the Marathon truck. The truck and caravan of guards left the port 
area. Tucker followed until the lead escort car broke-off from the pack. Tucker assumed 
the lead car held the boss of the operation.  He knew that the container was headed out to 
the desert and he assumed the boss was headed to the old Van deKamp building. He 
followed the container. His assumption was correct; the container driver and escorts 
drove directly to the desert facility. The big door opened as the container truck arrived. 
Did the driver call ahead or was Tucker right about the hidden cameras?  

On the long trip, he listened to The Brick about a Lakers repeat. Of course they 
would repeat. They would sweep Phoenix because Nash had to have the ball on each 
possession. And then Boston would come out of the East. Boston would have no answer 
for Koby and Odom and the big men in the middle. And what about Ron Ron? Did 
anybody have an answer for Ron Ron? 

Tucker sat outside the desert warehouse. A lone jet lumbered like a dieing bird 
toward the nearby airport. Tucker could read “FedEx” on the airplane’s fat side. It 
reminded him of the mid-fifties when his father, Captain J. Tucker Bendt, took him and 
his sister, Diane, to the back, of what was now LAX, to watch the big, lumbering 
airplanes land. Young Tucker had to wait long periods of time between landings, but his 
father filled the time with detailed stories of world travels to China, Japan, France, and 
Morocco. Travels that were always filled with dangerous and heroic conclusions. Exotic 
stories, about exotic places, that were long and detailed. His father allowed interruptions, 
by Tucker or Diane, to answer questions about geography and history. One story not told, 
on those lazy afternoons, but left for his weeping mother to tell, went as follows: on a 
flight to Morocco, from his beloved France, Tucker’s father became one of this nation’s 
first Sky Marshals to die in the line of duty. His father had given his life to save the 
passengers of an all but doomed flight; he was honored in Morocco, France, and the good 
old U.S. of A. Young Tucker and his sister, Diane, attended all three funerals as guests of 
the three governments. 

His father’s death was the major reason Tucker became a cop right out of high 
school. His father was a Golden Glove in Savate. So was Tucker. Difference was, his 
father had studied the martial art in France. Tucker’s mother drank every day after the 
funeral until the last day of her life. After his mother’s painful death from every kind of 
malady that the excessive use of Old # 7 would bring on, Tucker applied to what had 
become The United States Federal Law Enforcement Agency’s Federal Air Marshal 
Service; though he was more than proficient, in the martial art of Savate, he was unable 
to pass the test of close combat (supposedly needed to subdue combatants in the close 
quarters of an airliner). 

He had lived most of his life in the L.A. area. Been out this direction. But had no 
idea there was a big-time, full-blown, staging airport in this part of the desert. Course, 
after ten years in the same apartment complex, he didn’t know—until a week ago—that 
the parking gate would open if you just drove up to it. All these years he had been 
clicking away, on the gate opener clipped to the sun visor in the Jeep, until Junior told 
him he didn’t need to click away to open the gate when leaving the complex. Course, 
Junior knew everything. That sounded like a harsh statement. Fact was: Junior knew 
everything. He could answer any question about any subject any time. Junior needed to 
go on one of those T.V. shows where you try to win a million dollars because you know a 
bunch of useless crap and are able to recall the day and hour that the useless crap first 
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came into being or what color the useless crap was or would be if you dunked it into 
some sodium peroxide in front of the forty-third President of the independent country of 
Togo. 

 
Tucker assumed evil eyes were watching him. He visualized hooligans at each of the 

many windows; all holding a variety of weapons. There were probably multiple video 
cameras located on the many pitched roofs that peopled the top of the structure. But he 
was unable to locate one or even a hint of one. They were surly there; tiny but accurate 
(like the weapons the hooligans were pointing in his direction). Though the building was 
ancient, the parking lot was freshly paved and lined with giant, ultra-bright ballpark-
lights. Lights simmered off a line of spanking new Buicks parked along the edge of the 
lot. Whatever was going on, inside the tattered building, emitted no smells, but outside 
the Quonset, the smell of burning cardboard mixed with the thick smoke from the idling 
engine on Junior’s Ford truck parked in “Johanson’s” space. Each Buick had its own 
parking space, marked off, and with a name stenciled on the blacktop. It was overkill 
because there was parking area enough for more than three hundred cars. A brand-new 
Lincoln stretch limousine with no license plates was parked crossways in the center of the 
lot. Dozens of rusty, orange, shipping containers lined the south end of the lot; stacked 
three high. Flags of India announced each containers registry. 

Now, this gumshoe would become a five star detective and figure out what the Hell 
was going on in the spooky old warehouse in the desert. Tucker moved quietly in the 
shadows of a giant, mutated-turtle-shaped building. Its many steel-framed windows were 
covered with black tint; whoever was inside knew Tucker was outside. Tucker, wearing 
an Electric Power uniform, carried a meter-reader in his hand.  He moved around inside 
the warehouse. He checked for Norman and the one-eyed guard he had kicked, in the 
face, with the help of his son. He cautiously approached the assembly line; he walked, 
past the line, to read the meter on the back wall of the giant Quonset. 

Workers, on the assembly line, took the soles off of shoes and then re-boxed the sole 
less shoes. The old soles were tossed into barrels. Armed guards stood next to the barrels. 
Tucker read the meter. He looked around, and then slammed down the power on-off 
handle on the box. The lights went out in the warehouse. The assembly line powered 
down. Tucker reached in the barrel and took out a sole and stuck it down the front of his 
Electric Power uniform. But light streamed through the dirty skylights that lined the 
ancient roof. “Oh damn!” Tucker said. One of the armed guards grabbed him by the cloth 
of his uniform. Tucker tried to twist out of the guard’s grip. “Sorry buddy, we guys from 
Electric Power sometimes make a mistake on which lever is which.” The guard struck 
him with the butt of his gun. Tucker collapsed to the floor. 

Tucker stirred on the tool cage floor. His bloody head felt like he had a triple A 
concussion. He crawled to the gate. The gate was locked. He felt down the front of his 
uniform and found the sole. Tucked it back in. Tucker grabbed a ladder from against the 
wall and then placed it against the side of the wire cage. He checked the shelves for tools. 
Tucker was like a kid in a candy store; he started to pick out tools and put them in his 
pockets. An armed guard came sauntering by listening to his Walkman. Tucker ducked. 
The guard stopped and leaned with his back against the cage. Tucker took a twelve inch 
screwdriver and moved slowly up to the side of the cage. He jammed the screwdriver 
through the wire cage and into the guard's back. The guard dropped his weapon, ripped 
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off the Walkman and reached around and grasped the screwdriver in his lower back. He 
staggered, away from the tool cage, toward the assembly line. Blood bubbled from his 
mouth. 

 
 
 

Chapter Twenty One 
 

 
Tucker grabbed a giant pair of bolt-cutters and then climbed the ladder. He cut 

through the wire that formed the ceiling of the cage. Tucker shinnied up a cable toward 
the skylights. Below, a crowd was running toward the tool cage. An armed guard pointed 
up then began to fire rounds at Tucker. Tucker slid through one of the broken skylights 
just as more shots were fired in his direction. The bullets ricocheted off the skylight 
frame. Tucker tumbled down the round roof and rolled onto an adjoining building's flat 
roof. Two armed men came up the building's side ladders. They fired their weapons at 
Tucker. Tucker raced across the roof. He slid behind a giant dust collector. The men 
came after him. Tucker climbed the rickety stairs of the bag house. Bullets chipped away 
at the wooden stairs beneath his escaping feet. At the top, he looked down; saw the bag 
house had very little sawdust in it. The men were at the base and started up the rickety 
stairs. They fired again in his direction. Tucker jumped feet-first into the sawdust. He 
slid, through the dust, into the ducting system. He took a long swift ride through the 
system and came blasting out through one of the pipes in the ceiling. 

Twenty Mexican workers were taking a morning break. They were sitting around 
eating and drinking. They looked up as Tucker came blasting through a duct in the 
ceiling. He landed on a tall stack of scraps. He slid down the scrap pile and ran from the 
shop. The Mexicans went back to their conversations. When Tucker turned the corner, 
bullets whizzed past his head. Four gunmen stood at curbside firing automatic weapons at 
mid-morning in broad daylight. Tucker ran, to Junior’s truck parked, two lots over.  He 
jumped in. Retrieved the Glock from under the seat.  He pointed the Ford F150 directly at 
the pursuing gunmen.  It roared at them.  It took bullets to its side panel before the 
gunmen were killed by a barrage fired from an abandoned building. It was his backup—
Skipper Tate. 

Tucker heard the Buicks blow up before he saw the explosions a block away. The 
whole coordinate scene was Skipper’s brave and bold salute goodbye to corruption. His 
last in a San Bernardino Deputy Sheriff’s uniform. He had secured a position with 
L.A.P.D.. Rented a kitchenette in Santa Monica. The subject had never come up, but 
Tucker assumed Skipper was gay or smart enough to know that a policeman made a piss 
poor husband. But Skipper made a gold star number one partner. Tucker watched for a 
trail car but it appeared his old friend had taken care of that also.  Tucker would welcome 
him back at Farentino’s next Friday night. Skipper might be the answer to his Jr. 
problem. Jr. had to get permission to go on a run, and couldn’t go at all on weekends. 
Weekends were the best times to catch a Perp. Skipper had no family obligations so 
weekends should be hunky-dory. Pay him a percentage on the cases he worked. He was a 
crack shot with a sniper’s rifle. And not so old that he couldn’t out run most Perps. Jr. 
would be relieved. And Skipper still had season tickets to Staples Center. For both 
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Clippers and Lakers. This was a match made in Heaven. But no kissing or nothing like 
that. 

They needed to bust Coffman as soon as possible.  Or better yet would be for Tucker 
to locate Coffman’s house. Go on a killing mission. Maybe with Skipper sniping the 
guards for him. Stand lookout while Tucker entered what was surely a multi-story 
mansion. Tucker would plant a bullet—from his Glock—in Coffman’s evil heart, just 
below the EC monogram on his gray silk pajamas.  Drink some of Coffman’s expensive 
booze. Pee in Coffman’s bidet or whatever that expensive, French toilet was called. 

At the Los Angeles Police Department’s lab, Junior took a quick look at the 
Marathon sole in his father’s outstretched hand and then a quick look at his father. Tucker 
had small bandages across his forehead and chin. Small splinters of wood stuck from his 
Electrical Power uniform. Tucker was slowly plucking at them. Junior nodded his head. 
“I don't want to know.” He took the sole from Tucker. “Mary Margaret is going to be 
Teed if I stand her up for dinner.” 

“Call her. Say you'll be late.” 
“Bad idea. Better if I just say I was killed on the way over.” 
“I'll call her.” 
“Worse idea.” 
“Invite her down,” Tucker told his son. 
“You mean like be honest.” 
“It could work.” 
Junior dialed the phone. “Hey, sweetheart, Pops got his hands on one of those shoe 

soles. I'm about to test it. Wanta watch . . . I know how much you like to watch.” He 
hung up the phone. “This honesty stuff might work. Might receive a bedroom bonus.” 

“Ill try it on my little Asian, tonight,” Tucker said. 
“When you going to make an honest woman out of her?” 
Tucker shrugged his shoulders. 
Mary Margaret came through the lab door. “Thanks for catching me before I left the 

building.” 
“It was the honest thing to do,” Junior told her. 
“What?” She asked. 
“It was the honest thing to do. It was Pops' idea. I was going to do a test on this.” He 

held up the sole. “And tell you that I was late to the restaurant because I was killed on the 
walk over. But Pops said try this honesty thing . . . .” 

“It must have been devastating,” she said. “Now it's over, and you're still standing.” 
Mary Margaret looked at Tucker picking out splinters. “Okay, what did we find?” 

“There was no we in this. I almost got my ass blown off.” 
“And a mighty fine ass, I might say,” she said. 
“Okay, okay, we're here to see if my theory of Opium soles is even close.” Junior cut 

a chunk from the sole. He put it on a flat, iron plate and started to grind it with an iron 
grinder. He took some of the particles, put them in a glass, put a few drops of a creamy 
liquid on the particles, and then examined the mixture under a microscope. He took the 
particles from the microscope, put them in a beaker, and heated them on a burner. He 
focused and refocused the microscope but very rapidly saw what he was looking for. 
“Jesus, there it is.” 

“It can be done, then?” She said. Junior nodded his head, yes. 
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“We need to find a way to turn it back into Opium,” she said. 
“That would take a genius,” Junior said. 
“Maybe it's as simple as that,” Tucker said, “We just look for a chemical genius at 

Marathon. He'd have little excuse for working at a shoe import joint.” 
“Bingo!” Junior shouted. 
“Gunard Smitch!” Mary Margaret shouted back. 
“Gesundheit!” Tucker said. 
“The guy we read about in Newsweek,” Junior said. 
“So he was in Newsweek,” Tucker said. “What's he got to do with Marathon or 

Coffman?” 
“He's Coffman's brother-in-law,” she told Tucker. 
“Bingo!” Tucker said. “So we solve the case but we still don't get paid.” 
“Mar Mar has solved that problem. Tell him.” 
“I'm not telling him zilch, until you promise to stop calling me that name.” 
“Mary Margaret . . . here, contacted the D.E.A. They have a reward program. The 

amount depends how big the bust is,” Junior said. 
“This should be gigantic,” Tucker said. “I want a new car.” 
“I want a dish on the roof,” Junior said. 
“I want new partners,” She said. 
“Money can't buy happiness, MMs,” Tucker said. 
“Mary Margaret! It is Mary Margaret!” She said. “I’m going to use my share to send 

you both to a tolerance camp deep in the jungles of Puerto Rico. You have no respect for 
the better half.” 

“Jesus, that's kind of prejudice calling women the better half,” Junior said. 
“It's not prejudice. It's a fact.” She walked to the chalk board and put MM then TUK 

then JR. She put a one under MM and zeros under TUK and JR. She exited. She ducked 
her head back into the lab. “Oh, partners, put together every thing you have on Coffman. 
Show me that the soles contain Opium; that should be enough to get a warrant for the 
Van deKamp facility—I assume that’s where you found the sole?” 

“Your assumption is correct, me lady.” Tucker bowed low to Mary Margaret. 
“Good, get me enough information on Coffman so I can have him arrested, 

tomorrow. No dinner for any of us tonight,” she said as she waved goodbye. 
“I’m not complaining, but she sort of has become the boss,” Tucker said. 
“You didn’t see that coming? Madame Sonja and you make a great pair.” 
“What did we get back on the prints and DNA of the three shooters?” 
Junior opened a folder on the counter. “First dead man is Kevin Cavendish last 

imprisoned in Chino; assault and rape works for Marathon. Second dead man is Jo Jo 
Mapes last imprisoned in Chino; assault and armed robbery works for Marathon. Third 
dead man Wendell Holmes last imprisoned in Chino after a twenty year max security 
hold for murdering his father and uncle works for Coffman as one of Coffman’s many 
bodyguards.” 

“Anything on Coffman and Smitch?” 
“Smitch was indicted in Germany for the savage murder of his first wife. Not 

convicted after two judges were assassinated during two different trials of the same 
offence.” 

“What about Coffman?” 
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“Nothing on Coffman,” Junior told his father. 
“You’re not going to ask me about the splinters?” Tucker said. 
“You’re going to tell me, right? Be merciful, make it short. We have work to do.” 
“I went to the port and followed them.” 
“Why didn’t you go directly to the Van deKamp building?” 
“Cause, I figured they’d take the dope to the desert. Van deKamp’s is just so they 

can resole the shoes.” 
“So you got this sole from the desert?” 
“Yeah.” 
“That’s out of Mary Margaret’s jurisdiction.” 
“Yeah?” 
 “She’ll get a warrant to search a place where they’re only resoling shoes.” 
Tucker plucked at the splinters sticking from his uniform. “She’ll get a warrant to 

search a place where they’re storing soles made of Opium.” 
“You better be dead certain or you will be certain dead.” 
“They wouldn’t have chased us so hard for sole less gym shoes.” 
“Where did you park my truck?” 
“At the curb. It’s wounded.” 
“I bet, you’re going to owe me a new truck.” 
“Tucker & Tucker maybe will owe you a new truck.” 
Junior hesitated for a moment and then said, “That’s fair.” 
“So I go inside in my uniform. Turn out the lights. Stuff the sole down the front of 

my trousers.” 
“This has been down your trousers?” Junior dropped the Marathon sole on the 

counter. Ran over to the sink and scrubbed his hands. Shivered. And then put on rubber 
gloves. 

“Anyhow, I got clubbed on the head. Put in a cage. I stabbed a guard with a 
screwdriver.” 

“He was guarding you with only a screwdriver?” 
“I’m never going to get through the story if you keep interrupting.” Tucker kept 

plucking at the splinters. “I cut my way through the roof of the cage. Escaped the 
building through the skylight. Ran across the roof with some guys shooting at me. 
Jumped down to the roof of an adjoining building. Dove into a bag house or whatever 
you call them. And then sailed through some pipes and landed in scrap-wood pile. Ran 
outside. Skipper Tate—you remember him—shot my pursuers. Then he blew up the 
Buicks. And here I am.” 

“Okie dokie.” 
 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Two 
 

 
Norman was in New York. He had escaped Cleveland like LeBron would probably 

escape Cleveland. Only Norman had to use his brute strength; he was probably twice as 
strong as LeBron. The leader had sent Chino to the Airport. Sent Marco to get pizza and 
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some drinks. If there was any pizza left with most Clevelanders out commiserating. The 
leader was sitting on the bed watching the news. His automatic was, on the bed, pointing 
in Norman’s direction. “LeBron’s a big baby,” The leader said. 

“No, he just met Big Baby Davis and his friends,” Norman said. “Big Baby came to 
play.” And then as the leader turned back toward the television and LeBron news every 
hour on the hour, Norman stood up, with the chair tied to his muscular body, and then 
crashed back down splitting the chair. He used a splintered chair leg to jam into the throat 
of the leader. He used the leader’s beautiful, pearl handled Bowie knife on the pizza 
gopher, Marco, when Marco returned with a large deep dish pizza with pineapple glued 
to Canadian Bacon with three different cheeses. Marco was a good gopher. Norman 
grabbed the pizza and six-pack and then charged out the door to his car. He gobbled the 
entire pizza as he sped toward the airport. 

At the airport, Norman finally spotted Chino waiting for a flight from California. 
Whoever was coming from California was coming to interrogate Norman and then to 
watch Chino, Marco, and the leader; the Three Stooges; slice up Norman like a deep-dish 
pizza. Should he follow the group back to the bloody motel room or should he catch a 
flight to New York? It was tempting to send a message to Corporate that he was no one to 
screw with, but there were too many of them. Bad odds; even though it was a opportunity 
to pad his kill tally and maybe pickup some diamond studs. He had Marco’s automatic 
weapon in the car in long term parking. In the end his brain won out over his heart. But 
not before he almost lost them both. 

Four hours later, Norman watched as Chino met two men in suits escorted by three 
ex-convicts. The little man, Norman had never seen before, but the big German was 
Gunnard Smitch. If it walks like a German and it smiles like a German, it’s got to be a 
German. Norman had seen his picture on the cover of Newsweek. What did these two 
suits have to do with anything? Norman had a bird’s eye view from an airport balcony. 
The little man stopped in his tracks; his entourage came to a halt; he answered a mini-
phone and then looked straight up at Norman. But Norman was black on black on black 
with his new disguise from the clean car he picked up in St. Louis. They were still 
tracking him. They knew he was in the airport. But how the Hell? Norman headed for 
TWA. On his trip to the TWA ticket counter, an ex-convict picked up his trail; a trail that 
led to the boy’s john; led to the death of one more ex-convict plus one more innocent 
bystander. Norman wondered if anyone was keeping track: of the dead ex-convicts; of the 
innocent bystanders; of him. 

 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Three 
 

 
Tucker, Junior, and Mary Margaret watched an L.A.P.D. SWAT team, supervised by 

a D.E.A., team attack the Van deKamp warehouse. The SWAT team and the D.E.A. 
Agents charged through the door firing in all directions. Everyone on the assembly line 
pulled out revolvers and started firing back. The SWAT team raced through the 
warehouse firing into every corner. Return fire wounded half of the twenty man SWAT 
team (most would have been dead if not for helmets and vests), but most of the bad guys 
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were down. A gunman, with an eye patch and a taped jaw, ran up the catwalk and across 
to one of the broken skylights. As he shimmied through, a single bullet cut into his back. 
He slid back through the skylight and fell to the warehouse floor. His landing could be 
heard above the remaining, intermittent gunshots. 

After and hour of Cowboys and Indians, the remaining bad guys were rounded up by 
the SWAT team and the D.E.A. and then paraded out in front of the warehouse. Tucker 
and Junior high-fived. Mary Margaret walked toward three pallets of Opium soles; Junior 
trotted after her. Junior stopped to setup his lab kit; he extracted a spray and an ultraviolet 
light. Mary Margaret put on rubber gloves and grabbed a handful of soles and brought 
them to Junior’s setup on one of the disconnected conveyor belts. “Here goes nothing,” 
Junior said. 

“Better be something or we’ll both be looking for jobs,” she told him. 
Junior sprayed the six soles his wife had brought to the belt. They all glowed blue in 

the dim light of the Van deKamp building and under the ultraviolet light. 
Mary Margaret dialed her cell phone. “Go!” She said. It was a signal for Will and his 

group to raid Marathon’s main offices in down town Los Angeles; the offices where 
Tucker had been treated so rudely. Tucker smiled. There was a warrant for the arrest of 
Ezra Coffman and a John Doe warrant for everyone else. The warehouse in San 
Bernardino wasn’t raided because Skipper Tate said not to trust anyone in the San 
Bernardino County Sheriff’s Department. “Tucker, promise you won’t include SBSD in 
the raid. Gordon’s gone but he wasn’t the only one on the take,” Skipper said. “They’ll 
just warn Coffman. It’ll all be for not.” 

Tucker and Mary Margaret drank champagne. Junior paced the floor reading the 
newspaper, “’ . . . the trio headed up by Tucker Brendt . . . .’”  

“Why do they assume you're the leader?” She said. 
“Why do they always spell my name wrong?” Tucker said. 
Junior continued, “’. . . used their connection with the D.A.’s Office, the D.E.A. and 

the L.A.P.D. to connect the drug cartel to India and Coffman and his company Marathon . 
. . .’” 

“I don't remember us connecting any drug cartel. Didn't I just go to Will Arnold and 
say send in the SWAT team?” 

Junior continued, “’. . . in an interview with Tucker Brendt this reporter asked how 
he broke the case so quickly. Quote, ‘It was more Junior and MMs than me.’” 

Mary Margaret jumped up. “No you didn’t; you didn’t call me MMs in the 
interview?” She smacked Tucker along side his head with a pillow. 

“We've got more problems than my little interview foul-up. Coffman and Smitch are 
missing,” Tucker told his daughter-in-law. 

“That's good,” Junior said. “They probably left the country.” 
“They have the money and power to put contracts out on us,” she said. 
“Why would they bother?” Junior said. 
“You ever hear of revenge?” Tucker asked his son. 
“We can't run and hide. Let’s assume Coffman’s too busy to worry about little old 

me and you guys.  Let’s just work the case. Get so much evidence that Coffman will hit 
the F.B.I.’s ‘Ten Most Wanted’ list. Then there will be a large international reward on his 
evil head,” she said. 
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A canister crashed through the garage window. It bounced on the cement floor. It 
blew-up, spewing fire across the garage. Junior grabbed Mary Margaret's arm and pulled 
her toward the back door of the garage. Automatic fire tore through the door and 
ricocheted off the many tools hung along the walls. Bullets whizzed past Junior's and 
Mary Margaret's heads. Junior had left his newly-gifted-by-Tucker Glock lying 
impudently on the master bedroom’s dresser. 

“Over here!” Tucker whispered. He was sitting in the Nash Rambler with its engine 
put, put, putting. He had pulled the tarp from the multicolored car. “Come on!” Junior 
and Mary Margaret ducked the bullets, whizzing through the garage, while crawling on 
the garage’s cold cement floor. They pulled themselves up. They hopped in the Nash. 
Tucker gunned the engine and tore through the garage door. Three gunmen stood in his 
path. The Nash hit one but missed the other two. Two gunmen fired automatic weapons 
at the Nash. The bullets tore into the sides of the old car. Tucker drove while Junior and 
Mary Margaret ducked the bullets slamming into the Nash's metal and glass. “They're 
killing my Baby,” Tucker moaned. 

“Screw your Baby. Get this tank going or they'll be killing us,” Junior said. 
Two cars, with automatic weapons sticking from all windows, pursued the Nash. 

Tucker cut a corner across the lawn of one of the houses in the middle of Junior’s 
housing track. 

“Damn!” Mary Margaret said, “that was Old Man Camble's lawn. We're dead 
people.” 

“Yeah, Pops, that flamingo was priceless,” Junior said. 
Tucker cut another corner across another lawn. The pursuing cars followed. 
“Jesus! All the neighbors are going to hate us,” she said. 
“Yeah, they'll find out we don't have a license to operate out of the garage,” Junior 

said. 
“I don't think we have a garage,” she told Junior. 
“We're about to die here,” Tucker said, “and you two are worried about the 

neighbors?” 
“It takes a village,” Mary Margaret said. 
Tucker peeled straight down the street and out of the housing tract. The cars were 

still in pursuit; firing at the Nash. Mary Margaret looked back and saw flames shooting 
above the houses. A bullet whizzed past her head. She ducked down against the seat. As 
Tucker left the housing track and hit the main street, two police cruisers cut in behind 
him. The drivers slammed on their brakes. The pursuing cars fishtailed. Skidded. One 
turned-over on its top. One hit a police cruiser and then burst into flames. The third car 
screeched to a stop. Three men jumped out and began firing in the direction of the police, 
but were mowed down by return fire. The Nash limped away coughing and gasping for 
air. 

Tucker knew that Coffman had to die. Coffman was no longer trying to kill them to 
stop the investigation; he was now trying to kill them for revenge. Most revenge killers 
didn’t let anything stop them from doing the dastardly deed. Coffman was probably back 
in India calling the shots, pulling the strings. But he had pulled the wrong string on 
Tucker; the string that opened the lid to the box, that contained hate, and fury and 
murder, and had a hair trigger lid. Tucker had never been to India. But killing was killing 
no matter where. He had to acclimate—if that was the word—to the Indian ways; because 
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if he got caught, he had no friends in India; probably tons of enemies; and he might have 
to spend the rest of his life in some Indian prison; unless they had Capital Punishment. 
Junior would want to go; but, even if Tucker had to hogtie him, he couldn’t let him go; 
maybe go to his death, or worse yet, land in the same prison. Tucker had had an excellent 
life; he had been given a fantastic father and a wonderful son now it was time to pay up 
and kill off Coffman and Smitch and Norman if he got in the way. 

One of his many friends, in law enforcement, must have contacts in India; they could 
make arrangements to have some weapons waiting. Something Russian not a local 
cottage industry kattas. “The modified Russian VEPR KTR-03. Hammer-Forged, 
Chrome-Lined Barrel sixteen inch with permanent AK type Muzzle Brake. Rear M16 
Style Peep Sight. M16 Style Front Sight. Picatinny Rail on top of Dust Cover. Thumb 
Safety on Right Side. Available in 5.45x39mm. Retail Price $1,149.” Tucker had cut out 
the add and pasted it to his note pad. It would cost twice as much or more on the Indian 
black market, but it would be worth it if he plugged Coffman with it. Coffman and his 
goon squad would know the minute Tucker entered India. Northern India. Tucker could 
probably hire his own goon squad for less than ten thousand dollars American. The goons 
would have to be professionals not wantabes like Norman. A goon squad of Normans 
would cost less than a couple of grand. 

There was a chance Norman had escaped to India with Coffman and Smitch; there 
was no trace of the big clumsy trucker. Tucker had a feeling he hadn’t seen the last of 
Norman. But Norman would only come if the money was right; not for revenge. Cut off 
the money and you cut off Norman’s interest. 

Junior and Mary Margaret sat, in the tattered Nash Rambler, on a deserted street. 
Tucker walked around and around the wounded car. Tucker's eyes were on the verge of 
tears. “That's okay, Baby, you'll be all right. You'll be at the Doctor's early in the 
morning.” Tucker walked over to the car window. He leaned in and talked to Junior, 
“S'pose Espanzito, The Auto Doctor, will let her in, tomorrow?” 

“Slim chance,” Junior said. 
“But this is an emergency. She's dying.” 
“Oh, Jesus!” Mary Margaret said. 
In the morning, outside Junior’s and Mary Margaret’s house’s carcass, Tucker, 

Junior, and Mary Margaret leaned against Junior's truck. Mary Margaret was crying. 
Junior held her. The house had burnt to the ground. “No matter what it takes,” Tucker 
said, “we have to get Coffman, before Coffman gets us.” Junior and Mary Margaret 
nodded. Tucker slowly walked toward the house. He stopped and stirred the ashes with 
his foot. Mary Margaret started to go after Tucker. 

Junior grabbed her arm and pulled her back to him. “I love you. I'm so, so sorry 
about the house.” 

“The house is not your fault. We're in a terrible business. Any idiot from any of my 
cases could come after us. This is not your fault,” Mary Margaret said. 

“Maybe we should get out of the business.” 
“Let the Bad Guys win?” 
“I'm afraid for you.” 
“You knew what I did when you married me. Just as your mother knew what Pops 

did when she married him.” 
“Moms was smart enough to get out early. She's still has a house.” 
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“And a damn nice house, I must say,” Mary Margaret told her husband. 
They both laughed. “We can't have peace until Coffman's dead,” Junior said. 
“We're not assassins.” 
“He is.” 
“He's finished. This was his last hoorah,” Mary Margaret said. 
Tucker came back toward them and heard the last comment. “Don't you believe it. 

Coffman's a Psycho. He'll come after us and anyone connected with us. If we put him in 
jail, he'll reach out.” 

“You both sound like you're planning to track him and murder him.” 
“Assassinate him,” Junior corrected his wife. 
“Murder him,” she countered. 
“Whatever,” Junior said. 
“What do you mean, ‘Whatever’? You're not killers,” Mary Margaret said as she 

grabbed her husband’s arm. 
“We'll learn to be,” Junior said. 
“Then we lost. The bad guys won.” Mary Margaret stepped forward, turned and 

faced them, and then put her fists on her hips. Her legs were apart and tight. “Tell me I’m 
not hearing what I’m hearing. Tell me you two good guys have not sat together and 
decided to be bad guys.” 

“I swear we haven’t talked about this without you being present,” Junior said. 
“I swear the same thing,” Tucker said to Mary Margaret. 
“Good, my two favorite people on this earth can’t be murderers and still be my two 

favorite people.” 
“Just so you understand that incarceration doesn’t stop a psycho like Coffman from 

having your friends and family tortured and murdered,” Tucker said. 
Mary Margaret, knew about sociopaths having the power to reach out. There had 

been two attempts on her life during the Rainbow Club Killers trial. But they wanted her 
dead because she was the primary witness not for some kind of revenge. Her sister was 
lucky enough (if you call getting your back broken and gangbanged, lucky?) not to 
remember anything that happened so she wasn’t called as a witness. Mary Margaret had 
been an Atheist from her early teens; but while she lay, on her parent’s floor, bleeding to 
death, she had prayed to live. She had prayed that her sister’s screaming would stop.   

Her sister had become a prosecutor in San Diego.  She worked only cases of sex 
crimes against children and teens. Her conviction rate was one hundred percent. 
Opposing criminal defense attorneys said it was unfair to have her wheeled into court and 
allowed to speak of her history. But the judges countered; that there were laws that 
protected the handicapped; the attorneys’ complaints about the wheelchair opened the 
door on why she needed the wheelchair in the first place. 

Tucker bought her sister the first wheelchair. He had been a hero in her sister’s life.  
In everyone’s life. But he was planning on murdering a man in a foreign country.  She 
saw it in his eyes. If she didn’t stop him he would get himself killed or jailed or spend the 
rest of his days on the run. “Tucker, you once convinced me that the Law worked and 
then you proved it to me. You are not thinking of doing something really stupid and 
against the Law you so believe in?” 

“Who’s Law?” Tucker said. 
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“Our Law. The one you convinced me to work under every day of my life. It’s too 
late to change the rules. You can’t insist that others obey the law while you break it.” 
Mary Margaret stepped up to Tucker and lifted his jaw. “Look me in the eyes and swear 
to me that you will let Officers of the Law and Officers of the Court handle this.” 

“I swear that Justice will be served,” Tucker said to Mary Margaret. 
 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Four 
 

 
Norman was in New York City. He bought the Los Angeles Times from a block-long 

news stand, tucked the paper under his arm, patted down his black hair, smoothed his 
black mustache, adjusted his black rimmed glasses, and then limped to the closest deli. A 
famous Corned Beef sandwich and pickles and a Bud were on the table when he decided 
to wash his hands. He hadn’t had a chance to read the story under the headlines, 
MARATHON SHOES RAIDED. A grainy picture showed Coffman and Smitch. Under 
the picture, “Friends of President are subjects of International Man Hunt.” He would read 
the story when he came back to the table. The world had just been lifted from his broad 
shoulders. It had been an adventure. Truly, a cross country adventure. So the little man 
was Coffman? Should have guessed.  

Norman scrubbed his hands and felt almost giddy. He thought maybe he would call 
Annie just to hear her voice—music to his ears—until he heard screams and a ruckus in 
the deli. He peeked out: ten customers and the help were lying, on the black and white 
tile floor, face down. Three gunmen searched the hostages’ pockets and bags for drivers’ 
licenses.  

“I’m going to take your ID. If you report us, I kill you and your family. And your 
family’s family. Looking for Norman Hollinger. You know him, point him out,” the 
gunman said, “or I start shooting—women and children first.” 

A second gunman had a GPS tracking devise. “He’s close!” he said. 
“Hollinger, we got you. Don’t get all these nice people killed,” the first gunman said, 

and then turned and shot the waitress. He spoke to the GPS guy, “Check every male with 
earrings.” 

Norman reached in his pocket and fished the collection studs out and then threw 
them toward the toilet but missed with most. He exited down the hall to the back door. 
Boss had given everyone the diamond studs for Christmas. 

The three gunmen searched every nook and cranny and retained new customers, but, 
in the end, they found nothing but death—Norman was waiting for them in their steel-
gray Buick. 

Norman almost got killed time after time because he was too stupid to figure out that 
the studs were tracking devices. In the end he had collected more tracking devices. If the 
idjit hadn’t blurted it out, they’d still be tracking him. He needed to get out of the 
business and into a business that took a pea sized brain like his pea sized brain. He could 
call Jerry, now. Nobody was tracking him, now. He hadn’t screwed up the Coffman 
thing. He just got in on the end of a job with a company that was about to be found out. 
The end happened in all the jobs he was hired for. It happened to all illegal enterprises. 
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One day someone said we know what you are doing and we have some time open in our 
busy schedule so now were going to chase you and catch you and indict you and convict 
you and incarcerate you; if you let us. 

Jerry would get him another gig. Maybe this time, a better gig. A longer gig. Jerry 
knew how talented he was. No need to tell anyone that he didn’t know how he was being 
tracked. Maybe he was playing a game of cat and mouse; all the time knowing the gifts, 
from Boss (the diamond studs), were tracking devices. Maybe he just did it to perfect his 
killing abilities and to add to his kill total and polish his kill rate and eliminate as many of 
Ezra Coffman’s men as he could. This last week had set a career high; if he ever took 
credit for all the ex-convicts’ dead bodies strewn across the major highways the breadth 
of the country. Jimmy Hightower and his group had held the record for ninety years. But 
Norman had single-handedly shattered it. 

Coffman’s steel-gray, private jet landed in India even though he was not cleared to 
land. He landed with Smitch, the pilot, co-pilot, and eighteen of his elite Indian Nationals 
guard. They all exited, the Jet, with automatic weapons firing at everything that moved. 
They charged into a line of passengers climbing steel stairs to a Delta 747. Passengers 
were forced to continue to board while Coffman and Smitch and half the guards pushed 
their way into the plane. Coffman’s pilot, co-pilot, and the remainder of the guards were 
cut down, by airport snipers, along with three unfortunate, innocent passengers. 

Inside the plane, Coffman shouted at the pilot, “You best have enough fuel to get this 
crate to New York!” 

“New York?” Smitch said. 
“Anybody not in their seat,” Coffman said to the passengers, “is a dead man walking. 

I shoot to kill not to wound.” 
The passengers scrambled for seats; knocking each other down in the process. A 

young boy got trampled in the mayhem. The Delta flight began the long trip to New 
York. 

Coffman knew his private plane would be turned away. But, for the sake of his 
future, he had to put on the deadly show for his wife and her family. His wife had to think 
he had attempted to help her escape India. But in truth he wanted to go it alone; no 
Smitch, no fat wife, no expensive family. Just a very rich Ezra Coffman. Living the life 
of a king; the life of a God. Coffman’s plan was simple except for the revenge part. He 
was a brilliant criminal. And it was really really stupid to go back to the States. But he 
understood a major reason for his success was he was a psycho with an innate ability to 
find other psychos to join his enterprise. And a trip back to the States was as psycho as 
you could get. What ever was left of the Bendt family, at the end of the day, would come 
on board to save the hostages because that’s what brave people did. He was not certain 
when he would kill them, but he was certain his peers would applaud the killing of any 
law enforcement personnel, but they would never forgive the slaughter of a planeload of 
innocent Indians on a vacation trip to Bolivia. He had a billion dollars stashed in Taiwan. 
Taiwan had no extradition treaty with any other country.  

Smitch wanted to go to his friends in Syria; Coffman would agree but the plane 
would never land. Smitch would die in the crash along with a Coffman dental clone. 
Coffman would sail away on a slow boat to China. The killings in Los Angeles were just 
a distraction. The last of his troupes, in America, would have finished their job when they 
captured Duke. The troupes would have to get paid their due because word gets around. 
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And it would be nice if his men succeed in grabbing Tucker’s daughter-in-law; Assistant 
District Attorney, Mary Margaret Bendt. 

 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Five 
 

 
Mary Margaret sat against the glass-brick wall of Will Arnold's, office. She got up 

and started pacing. Will Arnold was seated behind a cluttered desk. “Mary, you are one 
of my favorite people. I insist that you take time off until this thing is solved.” 

“I can't run and hide. I think Coffman is finished. He'll need his full faculties to 
concentrate on escaping the authorities,” Mary Margaret said. 

“You may be correct, but, I still want you to take time off until the Department has 
ended this.” 

“’Ended this,’ sounds akin to murder.” 
“We do not condone murder. But the fact is simple. Coffman is powerful and hard to 

beat. Remember we lost to him, before.” 
“We won't lose this time,” Mary Margaret told Will Arnold. 
“I retire in two months, and then you take over. Take some time off. Go to France or 

Italy. But stay clear of India. I insist that . . . .” 
Suddenly three gunmen came through the cubicle area and into Will Arnold's office. 

They fired point blank at Arnold. One gunman grabbed Mary Margaret. “Listen to my 
every command and you will come out of this alive,” he said to a trembling Mary 
Margaret. They rushed, from the office, pushing Mary Margaret in front of them. Two 
clerks ran to Arnold's aid, but it was too late.  

A plainclothes detective and a uniformed patrolman rounded the corner with 
weapons drawn. The detective and the patrolman were cut down with automatic weapon 
fire from Coffman's gunmen. The gunmen forced Mary Margaret to run ahead of them 
down the stairs as they fired back on three pursuing patrolmen.  

They arrived at the ground floor and then walked into a barrage of fire from 
automatic weapons used by six cops. All three gunmen were wounded. The lead gunman, 
used his good arm to put an automatic weapon to Mary Margaret’s head, and then he 
walked her toward the cop barricades. His companions followed; all three were bleeding 
profusely. They walked past the interior barricades. 

The gunmen and Mary Margaret stepped from the building. Police surrounded the 
entrance. A crowd had already begun to form. A news van pulled up to the curb across 
the street. The gunmen and Mary Margaret stood by the front entrance. The gunman held 
his gun to Mary Margaret’s head. “I kill her in a second if you don't let us pass.” 

The Police behind the barricade did not budge. But from the crowd, Tucker came 
walking toward the gunmen and Mary Margaret. 

“Tucker!” a cop shouted. “Get your ass out of there. This is a police matter.” 
“This is a family matter,” Tucker said. 
“Stop where you are,” the gunman said, “or I blow her head off.” 
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Tucker walked up to the gunman and took the barrel of the gun away from Mary 
Margaret’s head and put it against his own. He pulled Mary Margaret forward; she 
stumbled, to her knees, and then to the exterior Police barricade. 

“Now you got me,” Tucker said, “and we are going to walk out of here together.” 
“Nobody wants to go together with you, anywhere!” The gunman painfully pulled 

back the slide on his automatic. 
“Damn!” Tucker said then dropped to the ground. 
The police fired in unison at the gunmen. None of the gunmen had a moment to fire 

back. They were all killed in the barrage of bullets. Tucker crawled to the barricades and 
into the arms of his girlfriend, Dawn. She kissed him on his forehead. 

“Do you have a death wish?” Dawn said. 
“Oh, glad to see you Tucker. Oh, glad to see you alive Tucker. I love you Tucker,” 

Tucker said. 
“I knew I shouldn't get involved with an old, bald, stupid policeman,” Dawn said. 
“I'm not old . . . I'm like sixty. I'm not entirely bald. It's starting to grow back. I just 

need to buy some more of that hair stuff. I’m pretty damn smart. And I'm not a 
policeman. I'm a gumshoe.” 

“What?” 
“Never mind. Just look pretty. The cameraman is heading our direction.” 
A reporter stuck a microphone in Tucker's face. “So, Mister Tucker, you are a hero 

again. Are you in the Hero business?” 
“No,” Dawn said, “he's in the Stupid business.” 
“I'm in the Detective business. Just call 213 456-0777 or look us up in the Yellow 

Pages under Tucker & Tucker. Your call will be forwarded to our new location or check 
us out on the web at www.Snoops.ws.” 

“Thank you, Mister Tucker Bendt, for that unsolicited commercial spot, but wasn't 
that a really stupid thing you did. You could have gotten both you and the Assistant 
District Attorney killed.” 

“Yes it was stupid. But you see Tucker thinks he is immortal . . . a god,” Dawn said. 
“That's what you said about me last Thursday night,” Tucker said. 
“Tucker! My mother may be watching.” Dawn walked away. 
Tucker smiled at the camera. He straightened his shirt collar and brushed back his 

thinning hair. The wind ruffled it just a bit. Tucker straightened his shoulders. 
The reporter smiled at the camera. “So you see. One man can make a difference. 

Killers are off the street because of this brave citizen. Or was it blind luck and a great 
deal of stupidity.” Tucker frowned and smacked the reporter's back. The reporter 
stumbled forward but didn't miss a beat. “Will Arnold, our beloved District Attorney is 
dead. But Assistant District Attorney, Mary Margaret Bendt, is not. This Reporter thinks 
that's the bottom line.” The reporter knew the papers and other television news stations 
would paint Bendt as a hero, but he was going to flip the story. Quote some of the Asian 
girl’s lines. His story would show Bendt as a rogue cop—no need to mention that he was 
retired. A rogue cop who put everyone’s life in danger. An out of control cop with a 
death wish. The very same cop who three years before had shot and killed a sixteen year 
old kid with no gang ties. Well, that was a stretch. But he was going to stretch it for the 
front page tomorrow and apologize for mistakes (on page fourteen) the day after. 
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Hero? Hell, he was anything but a hero. A smart-alecky old man who had the 
audacity, the impudence, to hit a KABC news reporter while he was on air. He liked most 
cops. Especially the one who called him early in the shooting. He was the first and only 
reporter to announce that Will Arnold was dead. His contact guaranteed it. The other 
news vans were starting to arrive, but he already broke the story. They would all 
interview Bendt, but none of them would have the beautiful Asian girlfriend talking about 
his death wish and then storming off. You couldn’t duplicate that. None of them would 
have the guts to follow up with a negative story on the hero cop. But the reporter knew 
the talk of the town would be about the Hero Cop hitting the KABC Reporter while the 
KABC reporter was on air. Why couldn’t he have been the KABC reporter who won the 
two hundred and sixty-six million? Life was the shits. 

Tucker watched as SWAT team member trotted in to sweep the twelve story 
building.  They escorted Mary Margaret to the fifth floor infirmary. Junior was walking 
with his arm around his trembling wife. He looked toward his father and motioned for 
him to come along. 

Tucker knew he would be on a Coffman hunt for the rest of his or the rest of 
Coffman’s life. Prison or death for Tucker. Only death for Coffman. The doctor checked 
out Mary Margaret in private; declared he had prescribed nine hundred milligrams of 
Neupontin but Mary Margaret had refused. She wanted to get on with tracking the man 
behind Will Arnold’s murder. The man was purported to be Ezra Coffman current CEO 
of Marathon Shoes; the largest shoe manufacturing company in the world. 

Tucker and Mary Margaret sat on chairs in front of Lieutenant Coder’s desk. 
Detective Knowlouski stood in the doorway next to Junior. Junior was in his white lab 
coat. “I don't think Mary Margaret should be here right now. She needs some down 
time,” Junior told the gathering. 

“I'm okay,” she said. 
“This needs to get on the road before they try again,” Tucker said. 
“Tucker, you idiot. You almost got her killed,” Coder said. 
“It was the bravest thing I've ever seen,” she said. She started weeping. Junior 

walked over and knelt down and put his arms around her. 
“I knew if you let them go,” Tucker said, “I would never see Mary Margaret alive 

again. I love her like a daughter.”  
“We never planned on letting them go,” Coder said. 
“These guys are from Northern India. They kill . . . and die for causes,” Tucker said. 
“How do you know where they're from?” Coder said, “there were no I.D.s on the 

bodies. They give you a business card or something?” 
“No business cards, but Coffman sent them. And I bet he’s on his Opium farm in 

India living like some Mafia boss,” Tucker said. 
“This is not a Mafia thing. And the next time you pull a grand stand stunt like that, 

I'll shoot you myself,” Coder said. 
“Tucker,” Detective K said, “if I can get authorization to go after Coffman. Will you 

come with me?” 
“To India?” 
“No, to Las Vegas, you idiot . . . yes, to India or wherever else it take us; until we get 

Ezra Coffman and his gang.” 
“I'm not authorizing any trip to India,” Coder said. 
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“The District Attorney’s Office will authorize it,” Mary Margaret said, “I'll going 
along.” 

Junior looked up. “Me also.” 
“Mary Margaret, I assumed you'd be the one to handle the D.A.'s Office with Will's 

death and all,” Coder said. 
“When I come back. But there will be no peace in my family until Coffman is 

incarcerated.” 
A patrolman entered. “Coffman and Smitch have been barred from entering India. 

They have hi-jacked a plane with the help of fourteen Indian thugs.  Holding over a 
hundred fifty hostages. They should arrive at Kennedy at 8:00 PM Eastern Standard time. 
Delta flight 238. Interpol, the F.B.I., the D.E.A., everybody’s involved.” 

“Our warrant is no good. Get Thompson at the D.E.A. on the line for me,” she said. 
“You won't need a warrant. One of Coffman’s demands is that you, Tucker, and 

Junior be there ‘to meet and greet him,’” the patrolman said. 
“Get Thompson on the line for me,” she said. 
The patrolman looked at Coder. Coder nodded. The patrolman exited. The phone 

rang. Coder answered and held the phone out to Mary Margaret. 
“Jerry, hi, I need some help in New York. Coffman and Smitch. . . . . It's not your 

case anymore than it is mine! And Coffman's requested me and my family ‘meet and 
greet him,’ as he says. You know Will Arnold has been. . . .” She listened and nodded. 
She looked sad. “Thank you, Jerry, I'm so sorry, I didn't know.” She handed the phone 
back to Coder. “Jesus,” Mary Margaret said, “life is crazy. Will was Jerry's brother-in-
law. I've known both Jerry and Will for over five years, and I never knew. You'd think it 
would have come up in a conversation with one or the other. Thompson’s going to lead 
the operation.” 

 “Honey, it doesn't matter who heads the operation,” Junior said, “you respect Jerry 
Thompson’s judgment.” 

“Yes, I know, he just wants to be in the lead. Rightly so,” Mary Margaret told her 
husband. 

Tucker stood. “Lets go get packed.” 
“Can I get authorization for New York?” Detective K asked Coder. 
“Done. Get packed,” Coder said without hesitation. 
Tucker liked Detective K. He had known him for a decade and worked with him 

before K became Police Liaison Officer for Will Arnold; Detective K was like a son to 
Arnold. Tucker saw only one thing in K’s eyes: the slow and brutal and vicious 
assassination of Coffman. Tucker had to figure a way to get alone with Coffman. Kill 
him before all the other assassins got in his way; Mary Margaret was about the only one 
who might not be plotting an assassination of Coffman. Thomson was. K was. Junior 
was. Tucker certainly was. So Tucker would have the flight time to New York to plan an 
assassination of Coffman that didn’t involve anyone but him and Coffman. Of course 
Coffman would have to be a party to the assassination. Maybe Smitch. Maybe Norman. 
Mary Margaret would never forgive Tucker; because everybody would know that it 
wasn’t just the case of a hair-trigger, but out and out murder. 

Mary Margaret realized that Tucker and Junior were right. Right was the wrong 
word. What they wanted to do to Coffman, and probably Smitch and Norman, was 
wrong—but justified. She had to admit that she planned to track and eliminate—
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murder—any one of the Rainbow Killers Club members if anyone ever got out of prison. 
Now she would add Coffman, to the list, for revenge and self preservation and family. 

She would offer herself to Coffman. Junior and Tucker would understand it was a 
move to get Coffman in private; to kill the head of the snake. Kill the little psycho viper. 
How would she kill him? He would keep his gun with him; is that your gun, Mister 
Coffman darling, or are you just happy to see me? He was a tiny weasel of a man. Could 
she overpower him, and then gain control of the gun? She was the Divisions Star when it 
came to hand guns. She would walk him back up front with the gun planted against the 
back of his tiny weasel head. Threaten to blow out his tiny weasel brain. 

 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Six 
 

 
Norman changed into his new disguise. The ex-cop and his son were coming to New 

York City. He would be here to meet and greet them. Coffman and Smitch were already 
here. All the fellows were going to be in one place at one time. The Big Apple had 
welcomed Norman back with open arms. His kill numbers, for the last couple of weeks, 
were the talk of the town. He wasn’t sure of the number. It started with Sheriff Gordon 
and Boss at the warehouse. Probably Tinsley and Airs. 

Norman sat on a comfortable seat in the waiting room of the airport; he looked 
around, and then used the fingers of his big hands to keep track of his thoughts. Turk and 
the Sunshine Twins at Doc’s place. The guy at the safe house; the safe house guy’s 
partners in the alley. Two at the Big Bear Cafe. One back at Doc’s. Eight plus Marty in 
Arizona. At least five dead in the bus thing. Chino, Marco, and the leader in Cleveland. 
The guy in the airport john. And three at the diner. Total kills: thirty-five. And Coffman 
might kill four or five times that on the Delta 747 and whatever he had planed for the 
airport. 

Norman’s disguise blended in with all the other pilot’s uniforms. He put an extra 
dose of paste on the fluffy mustache. He kind of missed his diamond studs; troublesome 
as they were. This was the toughest part: waiting for the call.Sitting across the aisle from 
Norman were nine of Coffman’s men dressed as symphony orchestra members. They 
each had what looked like trumpet cases. They all wore diamond stud earrings. How did 
they get the cases past the metal detectors? Guns that looked like trumpets? Bribes to the 
airport staff? Coffman’s men working the metal detectors? What was Coffman’s plan? 
Hold a part of the airport hostage? 

Norman’s cell phone rang (“My Ship Has Sails” played) “Yeah, I’m on my way. 
What’s the plan? Is everybody here? I’m looking at least nine killers, disguised as fellows 
from the local symphony orchestra, in the Delta waiting area. Their weapons are in 
trumpet cases. You want me to find a way to slowly take them out? Sure I could probably 
do it, if given the time and equipment. It’s up to you. Okay, don’t say I didn’t offer. Be 
seeing ya.” Norman stood up, stretched, and then saluted, the symphony orchestra 
fellows, as he passed by. They all watched Norman strut toward the back of the airport; 
three got up and then picked up their trumpet cases and followed Norman. 
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Lights flooded the tarmac at Kennedy. N.Y.P.D. SWAT teams surrounded Delta 
flight 238. F.B.I. and D.E.A. agents stood with Tucker. Mary Margaret, Junior, Detective 
K, and Jerry Thomson sat around a table setup on the tarmac. They watched Clyde 
Walkingshadow trace his large index finger across the blue prints of the 747. “One 
hundred and fifty-nine passengers,” Clyde said, “At least three dead including Captain 
Williams." 

“How many Indian Nationals?” Tucker said. “This flight is at an unusual hour for 
Indian Nationals to travel. If they're on the plane, they probably work for Coffman.” 

“Tucker's right. They appear to be Coffman's men. A dozen or so,” Clyde said, “It 
appears they’re from The National Front—terrorist—and Indian Opium dealers and 
weapons traders.” 

Tucker had been on the Internet learning about Indian Opium: “Under the 
surveillance of Central Narcotics Bureau officials, some 1350 tons of the sticky narcotic 
are collected from the farmers and shipped to one of two huge processing plants: 
Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh and Neemuch in Madhya Pradesh. “At the factories, hundreds 
of workers, tend row upon row of open air vats filled with black opium paste. For weeks 
they stir and turn the tar-like substance, drying it in the hot sun until it looses most of its 
moisture. 

“The process could be done more quickly and efficiently by machines, but, as 
mangers admit, mechanization of the government-run factories would cost hundreds of 
jobs. “Once the opium has lost 90 percent of its moisture it is repacked and ready for 
export. A small portion is refined chemically in house and sold to Indian drug 
manufacturers. “Most of the raw opium paste produced in Ghazipur and Neemuch is 
exported to the United States, the UK, France and Japan, generating an estimated $ 8-9 
million per year - a tidy profit for India's foreign-exchange starved coffers." 

So Coffman must have a license and the ability to somehow bypass the government 
restrictions, Tucker thought. 

Inside the 747, Coffman, Gunard Smitch, and nine Indian Nationals held automatic 
weapons pointed toward the passengers. Coffman walked back up to the pilot's cabin. He 
stood in the doorway and talked to an Indian National who was holding an automatic 
weapon to the back of the co-pilot’s head. Smitch stood behind Coffman. “Coffman,” 
Smitch said, “you crazy bastard, we have to go to my friends in Syria. Forget about the 
damn gumshoe and his family.” 

“You know what's crazy? You're crazy for calling me crazy. I'm just going to blow 
your stupid brains out.” He turned toward Smitch and then placed the barrel of the gun 
against Smitch's forehead. Smitch did not flinch. “Blow your stupid brains all over this 
stupid airplane.” 

“You won't do it because not only is my brain not stupid . . . it is brilliant and you 
need it. And me attached to it. I’m certain that if you could cut my brain out, put it in a 
big jar, make it work, you would grind up or acid dip the rest of me. But you would make 
your sister, Ruth, so sad. ” 

Coffman pulled the gun back from Smitch's forehead but kept it pointed at him. He 
hated Smitch and became violently ill at the thought of his beautiful sister, Ruth, sleeping 
with the German bastard, but Smitch was a certified genius and a certified sociopath. His 
kind of a guy. “Okay, so I need you. But I'm really, really mad at Mister Bendt.” 
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“I understand. But either of us can reach out when we get to Syria. I'll have his head 
brought to you in any kind of condition you desire.” 

“And his son and daughter-in-law?” 
“Three heads on one silver platter.” 
“And Duke. What about Duke?” 
“That’s a little bit more problematic. Duke is a killing machine. An amazing killing 

machine. My friends in Syria might not appreciate turning a couple dozen of their people 
into fodder.”  

“If he shows up at the airport, I’ve got a unit ready to capture him.” 
“More fodder?” Smitch said, “Just more fodder for The Killing Machine. Let’s get 

out of here.” 
Coffman turned his attention to the co-pilot. “Okay, you heard my friend, Mister 

Smitch. Taxi! Move it!” 
“I can't,” the co-pilot said. 
“You can't, or you won't?” 
“I can't.” 
“Listen, friend, you decide. You don't taxi now, you die,” Coffman said. 
“I can't taxi. There are wheel blocks. And you can see they've blocked us in with that 

FedEx 707.” 
“So you can see no way to back up and go around? No way out?” 
“No. There's no way out,” the co-pilot told Coffman. 
“Then I have no further need for you.” Coffman put the barrel of his gun against the 

co-pilot's forehead at the exact spot it had been on Smitch's forehead. He pulled the 
trigger. The shot knocked the co-pilot sideways in the pilot's seat. Blood poured down the 
co-pilot's immaculate uniform. Coffman turned and walked back toward the first-class 
section. “Throw the body on the tarmac. Make sure it’s real messy.” 

Coffman walked to the back, away from the others, he flipped open the miniature 
cell phone and then dialed two digits.“Are you tracking me? Good. Is the ship in place? 
Good. Did the unit find Duke? Not good. Have the unit shoot up the airport at my signal. 
But be sure you wait for my signal. See you soon. Contact my wife; tell her I’ll send for 
her. Call my sister and tell her Smitch will send for her and the children. Give her my 
love. Make sure you personally hand her the package.” 

The 747's door opened. The co-pilot's bloody body was dropped to the tarmac. The 
thud sounded like the smashing of a large pumpkin. 

“We've got to get in there before they kill everyone,” Tucker said. 
“What, you're going to pull off some kind of miracle?” Jerry said. “Talk them all off 

the plane?” 
“Anybody talk to them?” 
“They won't talk.” 
“They'll talk to me.” Tucker started walking toward the 747. Detective K rushed after 

him. 
“Tucker!” Detective K said, “You gonna show-boat again?” 
“Go screw yourself, Knowlouski.” 
Detective K. continued walking after him. “Only you old guys know how to do it to 

yourselves.” 
“Hey!” Jerry shouted. “You idiots! Get back here!” 
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Tucker and Detective K. started up the portable, steel steps to the entrance door to 
the plane.  

Coffman peeked out the plane’s door. “Tucker are you showing-off again?” 
Tucker and Detective K. walked up the stairs. At the top, they stopped. Tucker 

moved up a step toward Coffman. 
“I was going to call down there and have them send you and your family up,” 

Coffman said. 
“Is that what you want?” Tucker asked Coffman. 
“Yes, but I want you to come in and eyeball the situation like the gumshoe you are. 

I’m surprised you didn’t bring along your partner. ” 
“Junior’s willing to come up as you requested.” 
“I want Junior up here. But I’m talking about your partner, Duke. I want your partner 

Duke up here. Partners together in death.” 
“Duke’s not no partner of mine.  He tried to kill my son and me,” Tucker told 

Coffman. 
“If Duke wanted to kill you, you’d be dead. So don’t tell me an old man and a kid 

overpowered Duke. He’s killed a couple dozen of my associates.” 
“Good for Duke and your associates,” Tucker said. 
Tucker and Detective K. started toward the entrance. “This is just for old friends.” 

Coffman, quickly, put his revolver between Detective K.’s eyes. Before Coffman could 
pull the trigger, Tucker slammed his elbow into Detective K.’s chest. The body slam 
knocked the Detective backwards. He tumbled, down the steel stairs and then rolled onto 
the tarmac. Tucker was jerked into the plane by strong hands. “That was silly, Tucker, 
I’m a good shot. I could have just drilled him at the bottom of the stairs,” Coffman said as 
he put the gun to the center of Tucker’s forehead. 

“I took a chance you wouldn’t waste any more time or bullets on an unknown.” 
“So you were correct.” Coffman pulled the gun away from Tucker’s sweaty 

forehead. Tucker leaned against the pilot's cabin and looked in. “As you can see, we have 
no one to fly the plane,” Coffman said, “so here's what I want and demand. One . . .you, 
your son, and his lovely wife, and your partner, Duke. Two . . . a pilot who can fly this 
crate to Syria. Three . . . eternal life.” 

“You must be using your own stuff. What do we get in return?” Tucker asked. 
“I will free everyone but that stewardess,” he pointed his gun at a tiny blond beauty, 

“and that Jap in the third row.” He pointed his gun at a tiny Asian beauty (a younger 
version of Dawn). “And anyone my men want to keep.” 

His men picked out two Indian girls and a tall blond. Smitch picked out a teenaged 
boy. 

Tucker laughed, “I can grant none of your wishes.” Coffman turned and shot the tall 
blonde between the eyes. The passengers screamed and hunkered down in their seats. 
“Okay, okay, give me an hour. But Duke—I have no idea where Duke is.” 

“He’s in New York—here—he killed three of my people here.” 
“I’m beginning to like the guy,” Tucker said. 
“I'm set to kill someone every hour, so you take your time.” He motioned with the 

gun barrel toward the entrance. Tucker exited. 
Coffman only wanted to prove to himself that Duke was in on it all along. Coffman 

could always hurt Duke. Duke had a daughter, named Pamela, who lived in Little Creek, 
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Alabama (if you call that living), She was married to some bartender, but now dating one 
of Coffman’s men and they would continue to date until Coffman found Duke. Then his 
man could do anything he wanted to her as long as she didn’t suffer. 

He looked over the crowd of weeping passengers. They were suffering. But not the 
kind of suffering he was concerned about. He was thinking of psychical suffering. The 
kind of suffering, that a twelve year old Jewish/Indian boy suffers, when a psycho father 
straps him up, to a rough wooden beam in a drying shed, and then beats him with a 
leather cat-of-nine-tales. Beats him every time he wets the bed. The more the twelve year 
old is beaten; the more he wets the bed. And the more he wets the bed; the more he is 
beaten. And the more . . . .Coffman withstood the beatings until he was fifteen. But on his 
fifteenth birthday, he confronted his father an hour before the lavish birthday party. 

As a birthday present to young Ezra Coffman, a few of his psycho friends came early 
to the party to help Coffman’s father with last minute arrangements and a last minute 
death. That is when young Coffman learned that Death loved him. Death walked beside 
him. Death was an instant equalizer. Ezra Coffman’s psycho friends and Ezra Coffman 
all beat Abraham Coffman with cat of nine tails and bats and then stabbed him and then 
shot him and then burnt him and then dumped his remains down an abandoned well. 
Coffman had used the slaughter of the Russian royal family as a blueprint. 

Local police arrested Coffman and most of his gang. But they were never convicted. 
The few witnesses to the crime all died of various maladies before the trial could get 
underway. The local authorities decided that the body count was too high for the likes of 
Abraham Coffman. Coffman ran his father’s death scene over and over in his mind. On 
dark rainy nights. On bright sunshiny days at the beach house in Barbados. Nothing gave 
him so much pleasure. 

 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Seven 
 

 
Tucker stood with Thompson, Mary Margaret, and Junior.  They stood in an area 

located away from the others. “Cold blooded. Just Blam . . . between the eyes. Beautiful 
female passenger,” Tucker said, “And Knowlouski . . . .” 

“You nearly killed him,” Thompson said, “Broken arm and a probably a fractured 
jaw.” 

“So, Coffman wants us. We have to go,” Mary Margaret said. 
“No, Mary Margaret, you stay. Pops and I will go. He doesn't want you,” Junior said. 
“I've learned if you don't do exactly what this guy wants somebody gets killed,” 

Tucker said. 
“We all go. We need to make sure those innocent passengers get freed,” she said. 
“Nobody should go,” Jerry said, “it's not your job.” 
“We started this. We need to finish it,” Tucker said. 
“It's suicide,” Jerry said. 
“Pops, my wife, and I have been in some really bad situations. We're still alive,” 

Junior told Jerry. 
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“You're pushing your luck. I’ll give you some help pushing it. See that pod?” They 
all looked toward the back of the 747. A giant, white pod was being rolled under the body 
of the 747. “With a lot of luck, Coffman won't notice them attaching the pod—if you 
guys stop looking in that direction. Once the pod is attached, agents in the pod, will cut 
through into the luggage compartment.” 

“Coffman sees agents in the plane, he'll slaughter everyone,” Tucker said. “It’s an 
insane move.” 

“They're not going in the passenger compartment. They're there to rescue hostages,” 
Jerry informed them. 

“They have to be in the plane to do that,” Mary Margaret said. “Nothing but 
semantics.” 

“Nothing but bull shit,” Tucker whispered. 
“Yes and no, somehow you need to get whatever remaining hostages to the luggage 

compartment. Sometime during your flight to Syria, the pod will detach from the plane 
and parachute to the water with its occupants.” 

“That’s great, but how do we get off?” Tucker asked. 
“You jump,” Jerry said. 
“Like you said . . . suicide,” Junior said. 
“Yeah, we won't have time to get to the parachutes. So we just jump and then what?” 

Mary Margaret said. 
“I bet they're going to scoop us up from the ski. Right Jerry old pal?” Tucker said. 
“Yeah. Skydivers will grab you and strap you to their chutes.” Jerry made a buckling 

movement with his hands. 
“Jesus!” Junior said. “I watched a series on The Discovery Channel. Diving without 

a chute takes a lot of training. 
“You wimp,” Mary Margaret said. She pounded Junior's arm. 
“There are no skydivers. Tucker, you watch too many action movies. You don't 

jump,” Jerry said. 
“Okay, Thompson, do we really have time for this?” Tucker said. 
“I was just funning you. There's one piece I didn't mention. A bomb in the luggage 

compartment.” Jerry threw his hands in the air. “Boom!” 
“A bomb!” They all said too loudly and then looked around. 
“It's a little bomb. To be delivered by one of our agents in the pod. The timer is set to 

activate the bomb while the plane's over the ocean.” 
“How do we know when it's going off?” Tucker said. 
“You have a three hour window of opportunity.” 
“Window of opportunity?” Tucker said. 
“Gotcha again! It's a smoke bomb. You will each take and antidote pill that will last 

for eight hours,” Jerry said. He handed each one a small, pink pill. “Dry-swallow these.” 
Tucker dry-swallowed his antidote pill, then said, “We got another problem. 

Coffman wants a guy named Duke. We know him as Norman.” 
“What the Hell. Coffman needs another killer?” Junior said. 
“He wants to kill this killer. Norman murdered a lot of Coffman’s men,” Tucker told 

his son. 
“Over thirty kills in less than two weeks,” Jerry said. 
“Why would he do that?” Junior asked. 
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“Because they were trying to kill him,” Jerry said. 
“Why would they want this Norman dead?” Mary Margaret asked Jerry. 
“Because he let Tucker and Junior go,” Jerry said. 
“We escaped!” Tucker said. 
“Nobody escapes from Norman,”  Jerry said. 
“I told you so,” Junior said. 
“What are you talking about?” Mary Margaret asked Junior. 
“We escaped too easily,” Junior said. 
“Well, now Coffman wants him. We’ve got a hour to find this Duke, this Norman, 

what ever his name is, or Coffman starts killing hostages,” Tucker said. 
“We rounded him up,” Jerry said. “He’s on his way over. Just don’t try to kick him 

again, Tucker. I guarantee it won’t end up with Norman on the ground this time around.” 
“I wouldn’t bet on that,” Junior told Jerry. 
A D.E.A. Agent approached and slapped Jerry Thompson on the shoulder. He turned 

and introduced himself to the others, “I'm Nick Slate your friendly pilot. Coffman’s on 
the 747?” He pointed at the 747. “The psycho fellow, Coffman?” 

“Norman!” Tucker said. “What the Hell is this psycho doing dressed like a pilot? He 
tried to kill Junior and me,” Tucker said to Jerry. 

“If he wanted you dead, You’d be dead,” Jerry Thompson said. “He was undercover 
on the Coffman case.” 

“Well, a mustache and hat won’t stop Coffman from recognizing him,” Junior said. 
“It doesn’t matter, he wants me aboard,” Norman said. “Jerry, what’s happening in 

the airport?” 
“Nine snipers have nine rifles pointed at nine killers from the local symphony 

orchestra. If anyone of them reaches for his trumpet case, they are all dead,” Jerry told 
Norman. 

“There’s only six left,” Norman told Jerry. 
Jerry saluted Norman. 
“What the Hell are you talking about?” Tucker said. 
“Coffman’s men in the airport,” Norman said. 
“You fools are going to get the hostages on the plane killed if you shoot any of 

Coffman’s men,” Tucker said. 
“We have to consider the hundreds of innocent people in that waiting room,” Jerry 

said, “We won’t shoot unless Coffman’s men make a move.” 
“You know they’ll make a move,” Junior said. 
“Sounds like Norman already made his move,” Tucker said. 
“Coffman and the remaining men don’t know the three are missing. Jerry’s got a 

Coffman imitator giving instructions on their radio band. I informed him about the 
missing three,” Norman said. 

“When do you think Coffman will figure it out?” Mary Margaret asked Jerry. 
“Sooner or later,” Jerry said. 
“It’ll be sooner with Norman on-board,” Tucker said. 
“Okay,” Jerry said, “he's the only one stupid enough to want to be part of this suicide 

circus.” 
“Have you heard of bravery?” Norman said. 
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“I've heard of stupidity. We should just keep the 747 here. Take our losses,” Jerry 
said. 

“That's nice if you don't happen to be one of the losses.” Mary Margaret started to 
walk toward the plane. 

“Wait, honey. We have to know the entire plan,” Junior said. 
Mary Margaret walked back to the group. Tucker knew Norman had let them go too 

easily in the desert. Then told them how to use the ramp. He should have just told them 
he worked for the D.E.A.. Maybe he would have if they were cops. But he should have 
warned the local police that there was a band of killers waiting out in the desert. A lot of 
people got hurt because Norman or his superiors didn’t speak up. Tucker’s biggest 
complaint when he was on the force was the lack of information sharing. 

Tucker was going to try to save everyone. Junior and Mary Margaret first. Then 
himself. And Norman last. Apparently, Norman could take care of himself. He was 
supposed to be some kind of force of his own. Some kind of killing machine. 

While airport personnel removed the body of a dead blond girl from the blood-
smeared tarmac, the four sacrifices walked toward the 747 with the prospect of being 
slaughtered. First in. Last out. "Good luck, fellows,” Norman said. 

Tucker, Norman, Junior, and Mary Margaret stood inside the plane as Coffman let 
the hostages deplane. “Please don't keep Suelien,” An older hostage begged. He tried to 
reach back for the Asian girl. Coffman shot him in the back of the head. The remaining 
passengers moaned and screamed but hustled along toward the exit. When the last 
passenger left the plane, two Indian Nationals pushed the weeping Asian girl away from 
her father’s blood drenched body and then threw the body of the older hostage onto the 
tarmac. They closed the door. 

 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Eight 
 

 
Coffman turned to his men. “Half of you take the girls and that fag back and do what 

you want. We've got a long flight. Switch with your Comrades when you have had 
enough. Be ready, for all Hell to break-out, when we land.” 

“Let the boy alone. He's mine,” Smitch said. 
Coffman just frowned and turned to Norman. “I've got to assume that you are an 

Agent of the F.B.I. or some other Initials. Right, Duke? All I care about is can you fly 
this plane.” 

“I'm with the D.E.A.. I'm here to read you your rights,” Norman told Coffman. 
“They'll be reading your rights if you can't fly this crate,” Coffman countered. 
“I can fly it.” 
Coffman pointed his gun toward the pilot's cabin. “Then get this show on the road.” 
Norman went into the cabin. Silence then the engines roared. The wheel blocks were 

removed and the FedEx 707 taxied out of the 747’s path. The plane began to move. "I’ve 
decided to let you guys live until I'm bored,” Coffman said to the Bendts. 

“How will we know when you're bored?” Tucker said. 
“I'll shoot you.” 
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“That's not fair,” Tucker said. 
“Yeah, we should have a warning,” Junior said. 
“Okay, we’ve got five hostages left. When I'm bored, you will be warned by the shot 

I make killing one of them,” Coffman said. He pointed the Bobcat Pistol at the Asian girl. 
“You’re a Raving Psychopath!” Mary Margaret said. 
Coffman ran his fingers along the side of Mary Margaret's beautiful face. Junior and 

Tucker tried to stop Coffman, but Indian Nationals shoved the father and son into seats. 
“With a little luck, I can be your Raving Psychopath,” Coffman whispered into Mary 

Margaret's ear, and then licked the side of her face. 
Two agents, in the pod, slid back a panel in the roof of the pod and began cutting, 

into the plane, with lasers. They read from a schematic, of the plane, showing the 
electrical circuits and cables that ran through the flooring of the luggage compartment. 
The laser cut a circle, with a diameter of one foot, in the skin of the airplane. One of the 
agents removed the circle and carefully laid it down in the center of the pod. The second 
agent reached up with a battery powered drill and then drilled a hole in the sub flooring 
of the luggage compartment. He poked a flex cable through the sub floor hole. Put his eye 
to the viewer; he nodded his head. He signaled for the other agent to take a look. The 
agent didn’t like what he saw. There were two crates sitting, halfway over, what would 
have been the perfect space. What, by law, should have been empty space. 

They widened the one foot circle to a three foot circle. They pinned up the electrical 
circuits and cables. One agent helped the other shimmy through into the luggage 
compartment. He unstrapped the offending crates, moved them to the far wall of the 
compartment, strapped them to the new location, and then dropped back down into the 
pod. They both cut cautiously until the opening, in the airplane’s body, was a stencil of 
the pod opening. The skin of the plane fit like a silver surfboard on top of the crates. Sub 
flooring looked more like an oblong mini-stage with legs of jagged metal, but fit neatly 
against a back wall of the compartment. As soon as they had finished pinning the 
electrical harnesses and cables, the agents high-fived. 

They had practiced long hours, with the pod, in simulated hijackings, but this was the 
first time the H.E.L.P.(Hostage Escape Live Pod) had been used in the field. “We are 
attached and we are in,” An agent said into his phone. “Do you know how many hostages 
are on the 747? Five? That is easy to accommodate. What about the Bendts and the 
Agent? We will do the best we can. Yes sir, we will take them now.” He turned to the 
other agent and said, “Thompson says take the antidote, now, in case something goes 
wrong. We are supposed to try to save everyone after the hostages are secured. But the 
judgment call is up to us with a hundred percent agreement needed to take any action 
other than saving the hostages.” 

He partner nodded that he understood. The electronic magnets could hold the pod, 
plus five thousand pounds of payload, to any surface containing metal or metal struts. It 
was a proto type. But both agents were certain that if they were successful, all 
International flights would be retrofitted with bottom panels that could be unbolted as 
opposed to being laser cut. All the agents had to do was save some of the hostages. On 
what number, that would have to be rescued, to be deemed a success, nether agent cared 
to voice his opinion. To rescue all five hostages would really do the trick. But it would 
really be spectacular to rescue all five hostages and the Bendts  and the Agent and then 
top it off by getting Ezra Coffman and Gunard Smitch into custody in the pod. 
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In the back, above the luggage compartment, the Asian girl screamed. Coffman went 
running down the isle toward the back. Two of the Indian Nationals were holding the 
Asian girl’s legs. A third Indian National was ready to mount her. Coffman fired directly 
into the head of the Indian National getting ready to mount the girl. He fired point blank 
at one of the Indian Nationals holding her legs, and then he shot the third. “Straighten up 
your clothes,” Coffman said to the Asian girl and pulled her toward the front of the 
airplane. “I hate to see anyone in pain. That’s why I shoot to kill. Since I was fifteen, I 
prided myself on never hurting anyone. I’ve killed many. Had many killed, but I have 
hurt no one. That’s why I’m into drugs. Drugs relieve pain.” The girl sobbed. 

Smitch laughed and then stood and moved to the back. The young boy sat in the 
corner sobbing. Smitch took the boy's hand and pulled him toward the back of the 
airplane. “Come with me, young man. We’re going to use the straps in the luggage 
compartment. Don’t scream to loudly or you’ll disturb little Ezra.” Smitch dragged the 
young boy to the very back of the airplane, bent down, and opened the hatch. 

Coffman pointed his gun at Smitch’s bowed back. Why waste the bullet? Smitch 
would die soon enough in the plan crash. 

One of the agents was setting the timer on the smoke bomb he held in a square 
container. He heard the latch turn. He hid in the shadows. Smitch stepped down into the 
compartment. He pulled the boy down on top of him. “Now we're going to have some 
fun,” Smitch whispered to the boy. 

“Yup.” The agent said and then he drove a knife through Smitch's throat. Smitch 
looked up in shock. He understood. Then he died. The boy started to scream, but the 
scream was stifled in his throat by the hand of the second agent. The agent pointed to an 
opening in the floor. The boy understood. He slid into the pod. 

All but one of the Indian Nationals came up to the front. One of the Indian National, 
waiting for a turn, at the girls, spoke up. “Our turn now, huh?” 

A returning Indian National said, “The stewardess is useless. There’s blood all over 
the place. We should dump her in the ocean. Get rid of the bloody bitch.” 

“Let me help her,” Mary Margaret said. 
“Fix her or you'll take her place,” Coffman said. 
Junior and Tucker jumped to their feet. “No way. I'll kill you right here, Coffman,” 

Junior said. 
“How macho,” Coffman said. He pointed the gun at Junior. And planted a bullet 

alongside Junior’s head. “That was just a warning. Anymore macho stuff, I kill your wife, 
your father, a hostage, and you in that order. You understand?” 

Junior nodded. 
“I don’t hear you!” 
Junior took a deep breath and then whispered, “I understand.” 
Coffman put the gun against Mary Margaret’s head. “Louder!” 
“I understand!” Junior said. 
Coffman walked over and put the gun against Tucker’s forehead. “I understand 

Mister Coffman,” Coffman said. 
“I understand, Mister Coffman!” Junior repeated. 
Coffman walked over and placed the barrel of his gun between the eyes of the 

trembling Asian girl. “I understand Mister Coffman sir.” 
“I understand, Mister Coffman, sir!” Junior repeated Coffman’s words. 
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“Can I pick my man?” Mary Margaret said quickly. She walked over and looped her 
hand through the arm of the Indian National who had asked for the next turn. He smiled 
and then started walking with her. Mary Margaret stopped next to the Asian girl. “Young 
lady, I need help with this big man.” 

The Asian girl stopped sobbing and then looked up at Coffman. 
Coffman nodded his head. “Looks like your wife has decided to fend for herself,” 

Coffman said to Junior. 
“Good riddance,” Junior said. 
Mary Margaret, the Indian National, and the Asian girl walked toward the back of 

the plane. Mary Margaret released her grip from the Indian National, stepped over the 
three dead bodies of Coffman’s men—laid out like cord wood—and then bent down to 
the bleeding stewardess. The stewardess’ thighs and belly were covered with blood. 
“Let's get her fixed. Then I'll do you and your friend,” Mary Margaret said. She looked 
toward the Indian National who was guarding the stewardess and the two sobbing Indian 
girls. “We need cloth. Maybe some things from the luggage compartment.” 

 
 
 

Chapter Twenty Nine 
 

 
“Mister Smitch is down there with the boy,” the Indian National said as he blocked 

Mary Margaret’s path. 
“I’ll try not to disturb them, but your boss said to fix the young lady. I’d hate to be 

the one to block that progress,” Mary Margaret said. Mary Margaret knew she was in 
deep do do if the pod wasn’t attached. She didn’t even want to think how it was attached. 
How all the hostages would fit? How they would place the smoke bomb? Or how far over 
the ocean they would be when it went off? How they would get to that ocean surface 
safely? Would the gas antidote work? How she could save her beloved husband and her 
equally beloved father-in-law? 

“I’ll go down with you. To make sure you don’t find any weapons or a bomb,” the 
guard said as he looked toward his partner and then laughed. 

Mary Margaret was startled at first—had someone leaked the plan—but quickly 
realized it was just one of Life’s coincidences. She put her hand on her hip, smiled and 
then said. “Maybe you and I can find some sex toys if we really search. Take our time. 
Search every nook and cranny. Do you know what a nook or cranny is? Big Man?”  

The Indian National nodded, no. The Indian National opened the latch to the luggage 
compartment. He stepped down. Silence. Mary Margaret waited a beat and then stepped 
down. In a beat, her head appeared and she signaled to the second Indian National to 
come down. He stepped down, into the luggage compartment, leaving the weeping girls 
unguarded. In a beat, Mary Margaret’s head popped up. She grabbed the Asian girl’s 
ankle. “Come on!” She signaled to the two Indian girls. One of the two Indian girls 
hesitated, but the second girl grabbed her and pulled her toward the luggage compartment 
hatch. 
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Coffman looked in their direction, but apparently saw nothing suspicious about two 
beautiful Indian girls struggling with each other; probably a game created by one of his 
more creative men. Or maybe created by the luscious Mary Margaret Bendt. 

In the luggage compartment, the Indian Nationals laid with their throats cut. An 
agent led the Asian girl and the Indian girls to the opening in the pod. 

“I'll help you with the stewardess then I'm going back up front to get ready for the 
smoke bomb,” Mary Margaret whispered to the agent. 

The agent nodded. He started up the steps first with the square container in his hand. 
Mary Margaret stuffed shirts between the legs of the stewardess while the agent 

placed the smoke bomb container under the seat. He searched the bodies, of the dead 
guards, Coffman had killed, pocketed what he found. The agent picked up the 
stewardess’ upper body and Mary Margaret took her legs. In the background, Coffman 
was pacing and talking on his cell phone. Mary Margaret came down the steps of the 
luggage compartment, holding the stewardess’ legs. Blood ran down Mary Margaret’s 
arms. The second agent took over and lifted the stewardess into his arms and carried her 
to the opening in the floor. The first agent came down the steps.  

Mary Margaret turned toward him. “What should we do when the smoke bomb goes 
off?” 

“Pray!” The agent said. 
Mary Margaret gritted her teeth while she cleaned the blood from her arms with a 

clean shirt, and then started toward the ladder to the upper compartment. The agent 
stepped behind her and pressed a chloroformed pad over her mouth and nose. She 
struggled but fell back into his arms. He carried her to the opening in the floor. “Or 
maybe you should just punt,” he said. He gently handed Mary Margaret’s limp body 
down to the other agent. He moved back to the three bodied and searched their blood 
soaked pockets. Confiscated their passports and weapons. Kicked Smitch hard in the 
face. And then photographed the bodies and the jagged sub-floor opening. He bent down 
and photographed the pinned electrical harnesses and cables. He passed the weapons to 
his partner in the pod and then pocketed the camera and the passports. Smitch’s might be 
valid, he thought, but the others would turnout to be forged. He would bet his life on it. 

Inside the pod, the two agents, the Asian girl, the boy, the two Indian girls, and Mary 
Margaret—still unconscious—were strapped into seats. The stewardess was strapped to a 
stretcher. “Have we got a big enough payload to get this show on the road or do you want 
to stick around for the fireworks?” The lead agent whispered to his partner; his partner 
nodded, no. The lead agent grabbed a two foot long, L-shaped lever attached to the floor 
next to the left side of his seat. “Ready?” His partner nodded, yes. The lead agent pulled 
the lever. The pod made a radical jerk. The girls and the young boy screamed until the 
second agent gave a “thumbs up” signal and then they all giggled with relief and began 
chattering in broken English and some other languages neither agent understood but they 
could both hear happiness. It appeared they had rescued one hundred percent of the 
hostages. The International project would be a go. The lead agent would write a fifty-two 
thousand word report with a ten word acknowledgment of his partner. 

The pod pulled free from the plane. It dropped straight down. Suddenly four chutes 
opened above it. It jerked upright and then floated gently toward the water. The hole in 
the bottom of the plane was the size of a California long-board. Luggage and clothing and 
three bodies came flying out. The dead men looked to be holding hands. And spinning 
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like a bloody windmill. Death was watching this Circus Final Act; waiting for a 
planeload of fresh bodies. 

 
 
 

Chapter Thirty 
 

 
The plane jerked sideways. Coffman, who was pacing, stumbled into the seats. The 

plane righted itself. He stood and then ran to the pilot's cabin. “What the Hell was that?” 
“Turbulence.” Norman said. 
“You're not trying anything funny, are you, Duke?” Coffman asked. 
“They said this was a suicide circus,” Norman told Ezra Coffman. 
“You’re its biggest clown. What's your real name?” 
“Jasper Rigs,” Norman said. 
“Sounds phony.” 
“God given name. My grandfather's name was Jasper.” Norman took his hand from 

wheel and then made a cross on his huge chest. 
“So. why aren't you Jasper Rigs the third?” 
“Jasper was on my mother's side.” 
“Before you die, you should tell me your real name so I can deliver the bad tidings to 

your family.” 
“Am I going to die?” Norman asked. 
“For sure, Duke, I owe you for Boss and the Sheriff. You should have known I 

would see the tape of the killing. That mustache is pathetic.” Coffman reached out and 
tried to pull the mustache loose. 

“Damn!” Norman said. “I thought you didn’t like to hurt people.” 
“You’re a trader. You deserve to be hurt. You murdered a dozen of my people.” 
“Thirty-five. I forgot the one in the TWA john, I think.” 
“What?” Coffman asked. 
“I wasn’t keeping score, but I think I eliminated more like thirty-five. I was 

wondering if you would ever run out of ex-convicts.” 
“How much help did you have eliminating thirty-five of my people?” 
“None.” 
“You some kind of super killer?” 
“Yep,” Norman said. 
“You want a job?” 
“As you can see, I have a job.” 
“You making two hundred fifty thousand a year?” 
“Considerably less.” 
“Why work for less? You can do the same job for me.” 
“You want to hire me to kill bad guys.” 
“What’s the difference who you kill. Don’t you think bad guys have people who love 

them? People who will miss them?” 
“I only kill bad guys.” 
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“Then I can’t employ you. And you will die the minute we land,” Coffman said. 
Coffman flipped open his cell phone, dialed two digits, and then put it to his mouth. “You 
tracking me? Good. What happened at the airport? Nothing? All nine? Not good. At least 
Duke can’t take credit for nine more. Three to his credit. No, he’s here with me. He’s 
going to die in the plane crash. I’m going to immediately kill the hostages and Tucker 
and his family to make up for the airport deaths of my people.” Coffman turned to 
Norman. “Did you include the three in the airport?” 

“I forgot I gutted all three,” Norman said. Norman tore off his earphones. Pivoted; 
dodging the first bullet from Coffman’s gun. He pushed out of his seat; dodging a second 
bullet. But came up to the downward swing of the butt of Coffman’s gun. 

Coffman put the phone back up to his lips.  “That was me just beating Duke in his 
last fight. He’s out cold. About to die in a plane crash. He says he killed thirty-eight of 
my men. Is that true? Not good. I should have sent myself to kill the throwback.” 
Coffman flipped on the plane’s autopilot. ’ll be leaving the plane soon. Make sure you 
are tracking me till pickup. I’m not a very good swimmer.” 

The smoke bomb exploded in the back of the plane. Gas filled the plane. Coffman 
slammed the door but stayed in the pilot's cabin. 

Tucker and Junior were a little woozy but the antidote pills began to work. The 
Indian Nationals tried to pry the masks from the overheads but they couldn’t make them 
drop. They started stumbling over each other toward Tucker and Jr. Tucker and Junior 
easily subdued the ones at the front of the pack. They used confiscated automatic 
weapons to mow down those who hadn't been done in by the poison gas. The pilot’s door 
slowly opened. Tucker and Junior pointed their automatic weapons at the door. The door 
opened a little wider. A gun barrel stuck out. 

“Drop the gun, Coffman!” Tucker said. Coffman stepped through the door with a gas 
mask on. He fired his gun. The bullet struck Tucker's right arm. Tucker fell back onto a 
seat. Junior fired his weapon; the bullet struck Coffman's in his gun-hand. 

Coffman screamed and dropped his gun. Blood ran from his hand. “Damn, that hurt. 
What did I ever do to you to deserve this?” 

“You killed my friends. You kidnapped me and my family. You don't think it didn’t 
hurt the people you killed,” Junior said. He turned to his father. “You okay, Pops?” 
Tucker nodded, yes. 

“Those were clean kills. Not messy like this. Technically I’m unarmed. I used my 
last bullet on your father,” Coffman told Junior. 

“Well, this is not going to be a killing. I'm taking you back to justice,” Junior told 
Coffman. 

“How quaint. ‘Back To Justice’. Sounds like it should be on a best seller list.” 
Coffman backed toward the plane’s entrance while he wrapped his bloody hand in 
handkerchief from his lapel pocket. “It's nice to know you're not going to kill me. So I'll 
be saying good-by.” He flipped the handle on the plane’s entrance door. 

“Shoot him Junior!” Tucker rose from his seat but fell back clutching his wounded 
arm, but he picked up his automatic weapon with his left hand. 

“If you open that door I'll blow you away,” Junior told Coffman. 
“Start blowing,” Coffman said. He opened the door. 
“Shoot him Junior!” Tucker shouted. Tucker fired and hit Coffman in the hip. 
Coffman screamed. 
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Junior shot him in the leg. The suction from the door pulled Coffman out into the 
night. And almost sucked Junior along behind him. Junior dropped the automatic weapon 
and then struggled to keep the door open. He looked down. Coffman dropped clear of the 
plan. A small chute popped from the back of his top coat. 

“Damn, he had some kind of mini-chute. I'm going after him,” Junior told his father. 
“Nooo!” Tucker screamed. “You stupid jerk!” Tucker struggled to the door and 

looked down. 
Junior tucked his arms along his sides. His body sliced through the night air. He had 

never been that frightened in his life. Maybe he would piss himself. He moved rapidly 
toward Coffman's chute. He slammed into Coffman and then grabbed the chute harness. 
He wrapped his legs around Coffman. 

“Are you an idiot?” Coffman said. “This chute will never hold both of us.” 
“Then one of us will have to go,” Junior said. 
“What ever happened to the ‘back to justice’ shit?” 
 “I changed my mind,” Junior whispered in Coffman’s ear. 
‘Oh, shit!” Coffman said. 
Junior twisted the chute rope up and around Coffman's neck and “accidentally” 

garroted him. Mary Margaret would assume he garroted Coffman on purpose, but he 
would just say he had panicked when he hit Coffman at full speed and then everything 
got twisted. Sort of like Ezra Coffman’s twisted life; lucky for the human race, Ezra 
Coffman lived only fifty-three years of it. Junior had not planned on garroting Coffman; 
his intention was to drown with Coffman. He was going to cut Coffman loose, if the tiny 
chute didn’t hold the weight of Coffman’s dead body and him, but they floated slowly 
toward the water and a waiting ship. 

The ship flew an Indian flag. “Damn! It’s going to be a long day,” Junior said to the 
floating Coffman corpse. Junior was fished from the freezing waters along with 
Coffman’s corpse. The ship’s Captain explained, in broken English, that he was part of 
an International flotilla amassed to save any survivors from the inevitable plane crash that 
Ezra Coffman had planned with his brother-in-law and his brother-in-law shared the plan 
with the Indian government. But Junior assumed the captain was working Plan B. Plan A 
would have been different if Coffman had lived. Plan A would have included Junior’s 
untimely death at sea. 

They were to rendezvous with an USA ship and release Junior to the ship’s Captain. 
His wife had been informed and she would inform his father. 

Would he like some hot tea? 
He accepted a Coke. He never got much of a chance to drink a Coke. Mary Margaret 

didn’t allow them in his house. In what used to be his house. Then became Mary 
Margaret’s House. Then became no house. 

Tucker ripped a shirt from one of the many bodies. He used the shirt and a knife 
from the same body to put a tourniquet on his arm. He finished and moved slowly toward 
the pilot's cabin. A father shouldn’t outlive his son. Junior had almost zero chance of not 
breaking his damn neck when he and Coffman hit the water. It certainly looked like his 
son had caught up with Coffman’s chute. 

Norman was sprawled on the cabin floor. A gash in his forehead seeped blood; but 
was coagulating. Tucker tried to wake Norman with no luck. “I guess Coffman did save 
his last bullet for me,” Tucker said to the unconscious big man. 
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The plane was on auto-pilot. Tucker clicked on the radio and then put on the pilot's 
bloody headset. “This is Tucker Bendt in the 747. Put Jerry Thompson on.” 

“Tucker! What's happening? My Man.” 
“What happened to the ‘window of opportunity’ over the ocean? What happened to 

Junior? What happened to Mary Margaret?” Tucker asked Jerry Thompson. 
“I'm here. I'm okay. Everyone's okay,” Mary Margaret said. 
“Not Junior. The idiot jumped with no chute. He jumped after Coffman. Jesus, MMs, 

I wish it would have been me.” 
“I'm glad it wasn't you. Junior knew how to catch up with Coffman. You would have 

just sailed off and broken your damn fool neck.” 
“Junior's okay? Fantastic! Fantastic! How'd he learn to do that?” Tucker asked his 

daughter-in-law. 
“I think this was his first lesson other than that T.V. series he watched religiously. 

They pulled him out of the water a few minutes ago. But Coffman didn't make it.” 
“Sad. So very sad. I’ll have to cross him off my Christmas list. I may have to jump, 

myself. Norman’s unconscious.” 
“Oh no! Put on a chute and jump.” 
“There are no chutes. And I can’t leave Norman. So, do I just jump from the plane 

with Norman’s huge, limp body? Jerry’s guys come to save us? Like in the movies?” 
“Yeah, Tucker . . . jump!” Jerry said. “No. No. Just ribbing you. You fly the plane. 

Really, Tucker, fly the plane. It'll be as easy as apple pie as soon as I put the tower on. 
Listen closely to the tower guys and you should live a long life.” 

Tucker sat in the pilot's seat and looked at the instruments. “Bring the tower fellows 
on. I want to live at least long enough to punch your lights out.” 

“Why do you want to punch me, old man,” the tower said. “I'm just going to show 
you how to save you and the injured pilot. First we have to turn the plane around.” 

“I don’t know how.” 
“I do,” Norman said. “Help a fellow up to his seat.” 
Tucker struggled with his good arm to help the groggy, big man into the pilot’s seat. 

Tucker was going to say that all this trouble could have been avoided if Norman had just 
said, “I’m undercover for the DEA.” or just, “I’m undercover. ”Tucker decided to keep 
his big mouth shut if just for once. 

The least-used runway was littered with airport police, N.Y.P.D., F.B.I., D.E.A. and 
fire engines and ambulances. Thompson and Mary Margaret waited on the sidelines. The 
plane slowly came toward the runway. It tilted to one side, but leveled off then tilted to 
the outer side, but leveled off again. Cargo was hanging from straps in the opening in the 
plane’s underside. 

The wheels hammered the tarmac and bounced the plane up two feet back into the 
air, but came back down. The plane rolled down the runway, but when the engines were 
reversed, the 747 twisted to the right and traveled off the tarmac and into a bumpy field. 
It roared across the empty field, scaring up wildlife. It took out a chain-link fence and 
slammed into a power station. The plane ignited and began to burn. Fire trucks, that had 
been following the 747's path, screeched to a halt and then firemen quickly started hosing 
the plane. 

Tucker stood in the plane's entrance with Norman’s big arm over his shoulder. “I 
could have landed it that good!” Tucker said to Norman. 
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“I’m sure you could have, fellow,” Norman said. “But could you have killed thirty-
eight of Ezra Coffman’s professional killers?” 

A fire truck pulled its ladder up to the plane’s entrance. A fireman climbed up the 
ladder and then assisted Norman down the ladder. Tucker slowly followed. 

 
 
 

Chapter Thirty One 
 

 
Tucker was lying on a stretcher that was being lifted into an ambulance. 
“You do good work,” Mary Margaret said. 
“So do you daughter-in-law.” 
“So, do we get a reward or what?” Mary Margaret said. 
“I think you'll get maybe a metal or something,” Jerry said. 
“A metal won't pay the bills,” Tucker said. 
“Jesus, Tucker, I'm just ribbing you. You guys will get at least three figures. A figure 

of the President, a figure of the First Lady, and a figure of me.” 
“I'm going to get up and punch your lights out. We getting any money or not?” 

Tucker said. 
“Seriously? Tons. You’re getting tons.” 
Mary Margaret hopped into the ambulance with Tucker and Norman. 
“Hey fellows, I’m dying here. Can we get this show on the road?” Norman said to 

the medic. 
The doors closed and the ambulance drove away. The ambulance's tires had 

“Marathon” etched into the side-walls. 
 

The end 
 


